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In Dedication

In Dedication
The Town of Hampton proudly dedicates the
2015 Annual Report to former Hampton Fire
Chief William “Skip” Sullivan.
Chief Sullivan’s fire career in Hampton began
after serving as a Call Firefighter in Newburyport,
MA, where he had grown up, and after serving
four years in the United States Coast Guard.
Chief Sullivan was appointed in May of 1968 as
the fourteenth fulltime member of the Hampton
Fire Department.
Chief Sullivan served the Town of Hampton
for 9 years progressing through the ranks to
Lieutenant and Captain before leaving for the
Fire Chief’s position in the City of Claremont,
NH. While in service to Hampton serving as a
Lieutenant, Chief Sullivan became the first EMT
with the Fire Department and assisted the Fire
Chief in bringing the Emergency Medical Services
under the control of the Fire Department, now
known as Hampton Fire and Rescue.
Hampton Fire and Rescue is also recognized as a superior emergency medical service in the
State of New Hampshire.
Chief Sullivan returned to Hampton in July of 1987 to be the Fire Chief, and served the
Town until his retirement on December 31, 1998. During his tenure Chief Sullivan in concert
with the Fire Fighter Unions, created the first fire based paramedic program in the Seacoast area.
Also during his tenure, he led the Department through a serious arson problem that occurred
during the late 1980’s, which destroyed much property in the Beach area and the Downtown
area.
After his retirement, Chief Sullivan served the Town of Hampton as a Selectman for two
three-year terms from 1999-2005. Chief Sullivan not content with retirement and missing the
fire service, returned to the service to serve the Town of Rye as the part-time Fire Chief, a position
he held from June 2007 until September of 2014. Chief Sullivan continues to reside in
Hampton with his wife Charlotte.
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In Memoriam
The Town of Hampton and its Community deeply appreciates and honors the following
individuals who passed away in 2015.
The following individuals served the Town of Hampton in various areas, whether it was as a
Town employee, or a governmental official, as a volunteer on a Town committee, or as a valued
member of the Community, they gave of themselves and had a profound effect on the residents
and the employees of the Town of Hampton.
We are grateful for their dedication and service to our Town and State; and each of them
will be fondly and truly missed.
Margaret M. Arguin, Deputy Tax Collector
Richard J. Bolduc, Selectman
Robert Campbell, Police Officer Police Department
Glenn Farrell, Budget Committee
Maurice H. Friedman, Planning Board Alternate
Paul F. Leary, Municipal Development Authority
Norman A. Merrill, Town Treasurer, Budget Committee, 350th Anniversary Medal Subcommittee member, Trustee of the Trust Funds, Leased Land Study Committee
Cornelius (Neil) J. Prakop, Detective Sargent Police Department
Roger A. Syphers, Highway Safety Committee, Heritage Committee, Parks and Recreation
Peter M. Traynor, Budget Committee
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Federal Elected Officials
Term Expiration
President of the United States
Barack Obama

2016

New Hampshire United States Senators
Jeanne Shaheen
Kelly Ayotte

2021
2017

New Hampshire United States Congresswoman - 1st District
Frank C. Guinta

2016

State Elected Officials
Governor of New Hampshire
Maggie Hassan

2016

New Hampshire Executive Councilor – District 3
Christopher T. Sununu

2016

New Hampshire State Senator – District 24
Nancy Stiles

2016

New Hampshire Representatives - District 21
Robert R Cushing
J. Tracy Emerick
Frederick C. Rice
David Wood, Resigned December 2015

2016
2016
2016
2016

New Hampshire Representative - District 37
Andrew Christie

2016

County Elected Officials
Rockingham County Officials
Patricia Conway, County Attorney
Michael Hureau, County Sheriff
Cathy Ann Stacey, Register of Deeds
Edward “Sandy” Buck, Treasurer
Kevin St. James, Commissioner District 1
Thomas Tombarello, Commissioner District 2
Kevin Coyle, Commissioner District 3
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Town Elected Officials
Term Expiration
Board of Selectmen
Richard P. Griffin, Chairman
Russell D. Bridle, Vice Chairman
Mary-Louise Woolsey
Philip W. Bean
James A. Waddell

2017
2017
2016
2018
2018

Cemetery Trustees
Matthew J. Shaw, Chairman
Thomas F. Harrington
Susan Erwin

2017
2018
2016

Hampton Beach Village District
Chuck Rage, Chairman
Maureen Buckley, Commissioner
Robert Ladd, Commissioner
Stephen LaBranche, Treasurer
Richard Reniere, Moderator
Janet Allard, Clerk
Eileen Daboul, Supervisor of the Checklist
Richard P. Griffin, Ex Officio Member

2016
2017
2018
2016
2016
2016
2017
2016

Hampton School Board SAU 90
Ginny Bridle-Russell, Chair
Jerry Znoj, Vice Chair
Charlotte “Peppa” Ring
Frank DeLuca
Andrea Shepard

2016
2016
2018
2018
2017

Lane Library Trustees
Robert Lamothe, Chair
Richard Desrosiers, Vice-Chair
Deborah Knowlton, Secretary
Diane Crow, Treasurer
Linda Sadlock
Chris Hendry, Alternate

2017
2018
2017
2018
2016
2016
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Town Elected Officials
Term Expiration
Municipal Budget Committee
Eileen Latimer, Chair
Brian Lapham, Vice Chair
Stephen LaBranche
David Wood, Resigned December 2015
Michael Pierce
Timothy “Citizen” Jones
Jim O’Loughlin
Scott Blair
Sandy Nickerson
Michael Plouffe
Glen Farrell, Passed
Sunny Kravitz
Nicholas Bridle
Philip W. Bean, Ex Officio Member
Robert Ladd, Hampton Beach Village District Representative
Jerry Znoj, Hampton School Board SAU 90 Representative

2016
2016
2017
2017
2017
2017
2016
2016
2016
2018
2018
2018
2018
2016
2016
2016

Planning Board
Brendan McNamara, Chair
Francis “Fran” McMahon, Vice Chair
Ann Carnaby, Clerk
Keith Lessard
Mark Olson, Appointed for 1 year
J. Tracy Emerick
James A. Waddell, Ex Officio Member
Tom Higgins, Alternate
Anthony Ciolfi, Alternate
Steven Miller, Alternate

2017
2016
2017
2016
2016
2018
2016
2018
2018
2017

Supervisors of the Checklist
Jeannine G. St. Germain
Arleen Andreozzi
Barbara Renaud

2020
2016
2018

Town Clerk
Jane Cypher, Town Clerk

2016
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Town Elected Officials
Term Expiration
Tax Collector
Donna Bennett, Tax Collector

2018

Town Moderator
Robert A. Casassa

2016

Town Treasurer
Ellen M. Lavin

2017

Trustees of the Trust Fund
Norm Silberdick, Chairman
William Hartley
Stephen Falzone
John R. Troiano
John M. Sovich

2018
2016
2017
2017
2018

Winnacunnet Cooperative School Board SAU 21
Henry Marsh, Chair
Leslie Russell Lafond, Vice Chair
David Gandt
Frances Henderson
Catherine Antonio

2016
2018
2017
2017
2018

Zoning Board of Adjustment
Bryan Provencal, Chair
William O’Brien, Vice Chair
Thomas McGuirk
Edmund St. Pierre
Norma Collins
Matthew Shaw, Alternate

2016
2018
2017
2017
2018
2016
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Town Appointed Officials
Office of the Town Manager
Frederick W. Welch, Town Manager
James B. Sullivan, Assistant Town Manager/Human Resource Director
Office of the Assessor
Edward Tinker, Chief Assessor
Office of the Building Department
Kevin Schultz, Building Inspector/Health Officer
Milon Marsden, Assistant Building Inspector
Office of the Department of Public Works
Chris Jacobs, Director
Jennifer Hale, Deputy Director
Office of the Finance Department
Kristi Pulliam, Finance Director
Fire Department
Jameson Ayotte, Chief
William Kennedy, Deputy Chief
Forest Fire Wardens - 2015
Chief Jameson Ayotte, Warden
Deputy Chief William Kennedy, Deputy Warden
Fire Prevention Officer William Paine, Deputy Warden
EMS Officer Nathan Denio, Deputy Warden
Captain David Mattson, Deputy Warden
Captain Justin Cutting, Deputy Warden
Captain John Stevens, Jr., Deputy Warden
Captain Michael McMahon, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Michael Brillard, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Brian Wiser, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Sean Gannon, Deputy Warden
Lieutenant Sean Murray, Deputy Warden
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Town Appointed Officials
Lane Library
Amanda Reynolds-Cooper, Director
Office of the Legal Department
Mark S. Gearreald, Esq., Town Attorney
Office of the Recreation and Parks Department
Dyana Martin, Director Recreation and Parks Department
Office of the Planning Department
Jason Bachand, Town Planner
Police Department
Richard Sawyer, Chief
David Hobbs, Deputy Chief
Office of the Tax Collector
Vivian Considine, Deputy Tax Collector
Office of the Town Clerk
Shirley Doheny, Deputy Town Clerk
Office of the Welfare Department
Michelle Kingsley, Welfare Administrator
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Town Appointed Boards, Commissions, and Committees
Term Expiration
Cable Advisory Committee
Brian McCain, Chairman
William Lowney
Lee Lowney
James A. Waddell, Ex Officio Member

2016
2018
2018
2016

Capital Improvement Program Committee
J. Tracy Emerick, Chairman
Philip W. Bean, Selectmen’s Representative
Brian Lapham, Budget Committee Representative
Wendell “Sunny” Kravitz, Alternate Budget Committee Representative
Gerald “Jerry” Znoj, SAU 90 Representative
Leslie Russell Lafond, Winnacunnet SAU 21 Representative
William Hickey, Business Administrator, SAU 21
Jason Bachand, Town Planner
Amanda Reynolds-Cooper, Library Director
Kristi A. Pulliam, Finance Director
Frederick W. Welch, Town Manager
Conservation Commission
Jay Diener, Chairman
Diane Shaw
Peter Tilton, Jr.
Barbara Renaud
Sharon Raymond
Gordon Vinther
Nathan Page, Alternate
Anthony Ciolfi, Alternate
Lorraine Mattimore, Alternate
Patricia Swank, Alternate
Dan O'Connor, Alternate

2018
2016
2016
2017
2018
2018
2017
2018
2016
2016
2017

Energy Committee
Richard Desrosiers, Chair
Irina Calante
Thomas Withka
Brian Betts
Julie Martinelli
Tom Mongeon, Alternate
Philip W. Bean, Ex Officio Member

2016
2017
2018
2018
2016
2018
2016
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Town Appointed Boards, Commissions, and Committees
Term Expiration
Hampton Beach Area Commission
John Nyhan, Chairman, Town Representative
Richard P. Griffin, Ex Officio Member
Michael Houseman, Secretary DRED State Parks Representative
William Watson, Vice Chairman NH DOT Representative
Robert Ladd, HBVD Representative
Robert Preston, HBAC Representative
Francis McMahon, RPC Representative
Dean Merrill, Commissioner at Large

2018
2017
2016
2017
2016
2016

Hampton Historical Society Board of Trustees
Candice Stellmach, President
Mark McFarlin, Vice President
Bennett Moore, Treasurer
Katrin Grant, Secretary
Russell D. Bridle
Valerie Giannusa
Robert Dennett
Richard P. Griffin
Rich Hureau
Ken Lobdell
Dyana Martin
Linda Metcalf
Sammi Moe
Kathryn McLaughlin
Karen Raynes
Betty Moore, Executive Director
Highway Safety Committee
Walter Kivlan
Lawrence M. Douglas
Lt. Dan Gidley, Police Representative
Chris Jacobs, DPW Representative
Leased Land Real Estate Commission
Tom McGuirk
Ute Pineo
Vacancy
Vacancy
Christine Baker
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2018
2019
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Town Appointed Boards, Commissions, and Committees
Term Expiration
Mosquito Control Commission
Ann Kaiser, Chair
Richard Reniere
Russ Bernstein
Tim O’Connor

2018
2016
2017
2018

Municipal Records Committee
Paul Paquette, Town Systems Engineer
Jane Cypher, Town Clerk
Edward Tinker, Town Assessor
Ellen Lavin, Town Treasurer
Frederick Rice
Donna Bennett, Tax Collector
Arthur Moody, Town Representative
Recreation Advisory Council
Tim Andersen, Chair
Sheila Cragg, Vice Chair
Jeanine St. Germain
Sandy Mace
Kim Warburton
Jill Gosselin
Charlene MacDonald
Mark McFarlin
Alfonso “Skip” Webb, Alternate
James A. Waddell, Ex Officio Member

2017
2018
2017
2017
2018
2016
2016
2016
2016
2015

Rockingham Planning Commission
Francis “Fran” McMahon
Mark Olson
Barbara Kravitz
Ann Carnaby

2019
2019
2019
2018

Rockingham Planning Organization Technical Advisory Committee
Chris Jacobs

2017
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2015 Board of Selectmen

Seated left to right: Richard P. Griffin, Chairman, Russell D. Bridle, Vice Chairman
Standing left to right: James A. Waddell, Philip W. Bean, and Mary-Louise Woolsey
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Report of the Board of Selectmen
As Chairman of the Board of Selectmen, it gives me great pleasure to present to you the
Selectmen’s report for the year 2015.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to express our thanks to all Town Employees for their
dedication and hard work providing you, the citizen, with the highest level of public service
through this past year.
We had three major snowstorms that tested all the Town’s resources, the Police Department
kept us safe, the Fire Department helped in many ways from Fire prevention to protecting our
elderly, making sure they had access to their homes. The DPW made sure our roads were safe
and passable. The amount of money that was spent to remove the snow in order to remain safe
will not be forgotten soon.
The Selectmen’s number one goal was to reach Collective Bargaining agreements with the
five employee unions. The agreed upon contract terms that were favorable to both the Town
and the employees; and now will go before the voters for approval. This was done using in-house
talent, Town Counsel Mark Gearreald, Assistant Town Manager Jamie Sullivan, and Selectman
Phil Bean, which saved you the taxpayer money.
We hired Jennifer Hale as the new Deputy Director for Public Works when Chris Jacobs,
formerly the Deputy Director, became our new Director with the retirement of Keith Noyes this
spring. Deputy Director Hale headed up the drainage improvement project at the High and
Lafayette intersection. She met with all of the businesses and residents and saw that the project
was completed on time, within budget and with the least amount of inconvenience to the
businesses and residents. Our DPW did an outstanding job on the resurfacing of Exeter Road
and the paving of Fairfield Drive, Ruth Lane and Belmont Circle, all due to your financial
support. The Director and Deputy Director found innovated ways to strengthen their resources
to include the paving of Towle Farm Road. We are excited to have the new leadership team of
Director Jacobs and Deputy Director Hale on board and look forward to them working together
with their Team.
Police Department under Chief Sawyer and Deputy Hobbs have again provided us with a
safe environment with the highest level of integrity and professionalism.
Hampton Fire and Rescue Department did a fine job this year under the leadership of Chief
Ayotte and Deputy Chief Kennedy. Emergency medical services, fire suppression and
prevention as always are their top priority. Stephanie Welsh, our new Fire Prevention Secretary
provided much needed assistance with all the new development in Town, her position is
currently part-time and with your support will become full-time if Article 28 passes.
The Building Department under the leadership of Kevin Schultz issued 41 million dollars’
worth of building permits, a record for Hampton. This will provide for a better tax base for the
future.
The Assessing Department is moving forward with the 2016 Town-wide revaluation, and
with your support of Article 24, the Town’s Assessor Ed Tinker will be able to complete
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appraisals on all Utility properties, as they represent a substantial portion of the property tax
base, and should be assessed at their full and true market value.
The Recreation and Parks Department continues to serve residents of Hampton with their
many excellent programs and events. Director Dyana Martin continues to be very innovated
and creative with ideas that increase motor vehicle revenue for the Town and the Scholarship
Program of the Department. Again, the Christmas Parade, although not directly part of the
Department’s sponsored events, was a great success this year.
The Planning Department has been busy with all the new development that is occurring in
Town, and the Town Planner Jason Bachand continues to offer a great deal of assistance to the
residents and developers alike.
The Welfare Officer, Michelle Kingsley assisted over two hundred and fifty individuals this
year, with thirty-five individuals or families who were financially assisted. Many of the
individuals and families who were assisted were facing either eviction, homelessness, or
foreclosure. If you are in need, please contact the Welfare Office for assistance.
The Finance Director has celebrated her first year as Director, and under her leadership, in
addition to the daily work of the Department, accomplished the long anticipated completion of
the Government Accounting Standards Board (GASB) 45 requirements, and brought the Town
in compliance with current required Government Accounting Standards.
The Selectmen have been and continue to be well served by the Town Manager Fred Welch,
the Assistant Town Manager Jamie Sullivan, Administrative Assistant Kristina Ostman, and the
Town Attorney Mark Gearreald, in all matters concerning the Town.
I would like to say thank you to all of our fellow Elected Officials, the members of all the
Committees and Boards, and all the volunteers who give of their time and effort to make this
Town so great. Thank you.
I would like to end this report with a request to all who read this report, I encourage all of
you to become a part of Hampton and to run for a public office or serve on a committee or
board of the Town, it is a wonderful experience.
For the Board of Selectmen,
Richard P. Griffin, Chairman
Russell D. Bridle, Vice Chairman
Mary-Louise Woolsey
Philip W. Bean
James A. Waddell
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Report of the Town Manager
To the Honorable Members of the Board of Selectmen and the Citizens of the Town of
Hampton:
It is an honor to be able to submit to you my Annual Report for the year 2015. Our various
Town Departments under the professional leadership of our Department Heads working with
our dedicated Town Employees have accomplished your goals established at the 2015 Annual
Town Meeting. We all look forward to 2016 as a year of continued progress and improvement
in the daily lives of our Citizens.
Your Board of Selectmen, acting as the Town’s Sewer Commissioners, created the
Wastewater System Development Charge that is assessed against new construction for use of the
remaining capacity of the Wastewater Treatment Plant. Through November 1st, the revenue
collected from the charge is $193,998.81. The creation of this system of charges has relieved the
burden of raising these funds from the property taxpayer. The Sewer Commissioners have
approved the use of $82,370 from those collections to purchase the replacement of facilities and
equipment in our wastewater system with additional improvements to come in the future. The
expenditure of these funds has allowed the purchase and/or completion of the acquisition of inplant capital replacements at the Wastewater Treatment Plant that were scheduled for 2015,
without tax impact.
The Department of Public Works under the able leadership of our new Director and Deputy
Director have completed and have exceeded the major goals established for the Department in
2015. The Town Meeting authorized $320,000 for the necessary improvements to Exeter Road
from the railroad bridge to State Route 101. Those improvements have been completed within
the budgeted amount authorized. Future work will be necessary, including the replacement of
some sections of sewer main. The Department is in the in-house planning stages to re-line the
existing sewer piping with only a few sections requiring excavation. If successful, this process
will save the Community millions of dollars in coming years for sewer replacement. In addition
new systems are being developed and deployed that will re-line existing drainage systems that will
save many millions more.
Public Works completed the replacement of the drainage system on a part of High Street,
Lafayette Road and Depot Square under an appropriation of $449,156 that included $149,156
in Federal FEMA funding to correct flooding problems. This project was mostly completed
utilizing night work that was coordinated with residents and businesses under the able leadership
of our new Deputy Director of Public Works. Work was completed on schedule and within
budget.
In the area of Solid Waste and Recycling, the Department was successful in obtaining a new
contract for both services that lowered costs and provided secure services for the next 5 years.
The process was complicated with several false starts that ultimately provided the desired results
sought, lower costs, dependable services and reduced tax impacts.
Public Works has developed a program of roadway and sidewalk repairs and repaving that
will be presented through warrant articles. While the normal process has been to place
reconstruction and repaving costs in the budget that option has been foreclosed when the Budget
Town of Hampton 2015 Annual Report
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Committee removed all funding for those functions (100% for roads and 50% for sidewalks)
from the budget several years ago. That budget funding cannot be restored under the current
default concept. The Department has therefore developed a warrant article to correct our
roadway and sidewalk problems much as the Department did for Exeter Road, Towle Farm
Road, Belmont Circle, Fairfield Drive and Ruth Lane in 2015. We would request your support
so that proper maintenance can be performed and situations like the Exeter Road failure will
not develop in the future. The Department continues to utilize the Highway Block Grant from
the State to support the paving article to be approved by the Town Meeting.
The first three months of the year provided the Community with more than a sufficient
supply of snow. The multiple storms required the removal of snow from the beach streets in
order for our Fire Department to have Fire and Ambulance access to buildings in emergency
situations. Streets in various other areas of the remainder of the Community needed work to
make them accessible to residents due to the heavy volumes of snow. The project required
several weeks of work, mostly by hired contractors, to remove and clear streets. The snow budget
was exceeded by over $300,000 a sum that curtailed many planned Public Works operations
during the remainder of the year.
The Building Department continues to excel in its areas of performance. There has been a
steady increase in the issuance of building and other permits and inspection requirements in all
areas of performance. The Board of Selectmen, in conjunction with the Building Inspector,
approved new permit fees to recover costs to operate the Building Department that provides
sufficient revenues to make the Department self-supporting resulting in no tax impact from its
operations.
The Finance Department under the able leadership of our new Finance Director has
accomplished the long anticipated completion of the Government Accounting Standards Board
(GASB) 45 requirements for which we have received adverse audit comments in the past. This
is no small task and our Director and her staff, together with assistance from Town Department
and Officers are complimented for their outstanding work in assembling the many diverse
elements necessary to finalize those requirements and remove any adverse comments in our
financial statements. Their efforts have saved the Town many thousands of dollars in taxpayer
expenses that would have directly affected your property taxes. A job well done.
The Assessing Department received funding to proceed forward with the constitutionally
required reassessment of all properties in the Community starting in 2015. A warrant article to
complete this required project in 2016 by the reassessment of all utility properties within
Hampton will be considered by the coming Town Meeting. As a part of this process, I have
requested Assessing to prepare a warrant article that will provide for a proper adjustment in
elderly exemptions considering the reassessment findings.
The Parks and Recreation Department continues to meet and exceed its goals. The
Department has recently taken possession of its new bus for its activities and senior
transportation. The Department continues to increase its income from our parking lots to
benefit both park and recreation programs as well as revenue funding to decrease property taxes.
The special Town parking and solid waste stickers developed by our Town Clerk with the
assistance of our Recreation Director and staff continue to provide funding for our young
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residents to receive scholarships that will allow those who are financially unable to attend our
Recreation summer programs. Thank you to our residents who purchase these stickers and make
recreation programs available to the youth of Hampton.
To protect and serve the universally accepted motto of our Police Department it certainly
carried out by the men and women of the Hampton Police Department as they provide
protection to the citizens of the Community and their guests 24 hours a day. Most of us take
for granted their presence in performing their duties. While we sleep, they patrol to see to our
safety whether in pleasant summer weather or in deep snow on cold nights with north winds
howling. When we call, they answer, regardless of the time or problem. In a medical emergency,
they are often the first on scene. Our officers must also handle a growing problem of drug
overdoses and all too frequently, the loss of someone’s loved one from that situation. We can
be proud of our Officers and their high standards.
The Police Department has lost their ability to conduct a second officer’s training academy
due to limitations on the State’s end of operations. This program when operating increased our
ability to hire and train new officers for your continued protection. The Department looked at
the possibility of purchasing body cameras to be worn by officers on duty. That effort however
was placed on hold until the State Legislature decides on several bills that would regulate the use
of body cameras. The Department continues to actively work on the drug problem within the
Community with success in many areas resulting in arrests to remove this menace to our health
and safety from our presence. Thank you for a job more than well done under the leadership of
our new Chief and Deputy Chief of Police as well as their Officers, Sergeants and Patrolmen.
The Fire Department has fully occupied our expanded Winnacunnet Road Headquarters
and Fire Station and our New Beach Fire Station. Congratulations to our new Fire Chief and
Deputy Fire Chief, both are a great addition to our command structure. The Town Meeting
authorized the purchase of a replacement Fire Engine that is currently under construction and
will be delivered in 2016. Its delivery will signal the retirement of our oldest fire engine thereby
maintaining our ISO fire rating and maintaining your current fire insurance rating for the
Community as a whole. The Department will be replacing an ambulance during 2016 from the
Ambulance Fund without impact on the tax rate.
A large proportion of the calls for service and assistance from the Fire Department is
concentrated in the medical services area. Residents are reminded that those services are billed
to the person receiving the assistance. The payment for those services provides the funding to
provide the services, pay our Paramedics, purchase, and maintain our ambulances. Please be
proactive in seeing to the processing and payment of those billings when received, non-payment
of billings places additional financial burdens on the Department, the Town and stresses the
services that are provided.
My compliments to our Town Clerk and her capable staff for the outstanding and constantly
increasing services that are delivered through her offices and staff. Her efforts to maintain a very
high level of services, increase revenues, decreases taxes and innovative new programs and
services speaks to her dedication to the Community.
My compliments also are extended to our Tax Collector and her Deputy for their
outstanding work during 2015. These Officers have maintained a highly professional presence
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in completing a most difficult requirement of collecting taxes from our residents. I know that
they have helped many of our citizens manage their taxes while they have been undergoing
personal and family crises. They have worked hard to collect back taxes and by doing so has
helped citizens to stabilize their financial wellbeing. Thank you both for caring.
A thank you to our Director of Planning and his staff as well as our Conservation
Coordinator. They work together to see that the needs of our residents are met in the areas of
land management. A difficult area of operations that requires a high level of knowledge that is
used to accomplish those tasks and requests from citizens and businesses desiring to accomplish
specific goals for family and professional success. Thank you for working to meet those goals.
Hampton is indeed fortunate to have in-house Counsel. I could fill pages with the
itemization of the work he accomplishes during the year to protect the Community. Our costs
to operate the Legal Department is less than one-half what it would cost to engage outside
counsel to represent the Community. Thank you for a job much better than well done.
The Selectmen engaged the able services of Jamie Sullivan as our Assistant Town Manager
during 2014. He has accomplished much in just over a year. His assumption of day-to-day
personnel matters, assistance in collective bargaining, obtaining a gasoline and diesel contract
that decreases overall costs, his work on our insurance platforms for both the Town and its
employees are just some of the outstanding performance areas where he has performed head and
shoulders above outstanding. During my absence for major surgery in late 2014, he assumed
the leadership of the Community and performed in a highly professional manner insuring the
successful operation of Community services. Thank you for a job much more than well done.
A special thank you to our Administrative Assistant Kristina Ostman. She continues to
manage the office functions of the Town Manager’s Office and has added the office functions
of the Assistant Town Manager. As many of our citizens know, it is vitally important to have the
day-to-day administrative and clerical functions of an organization properly performed. Kristina
sees to those requirements within the administrative offices of the Town as a true professional.
She also spends much of her time assisting citizens in meeting their personal and professional
needs for services overseen by the Town Manager’s Office and does so with a very high degree
of professionalism and extensive knowledge of Community operations. Thank you for a job
more than well done and for the special care you exhibit for our Community.
Thank you to our elected and appointed officials for their continued hard work in providing
services for the Community.
Thank you to our Board of Selectmen, you have truly made a positive difference in the lives
of our residents. Your thoughtful consideration of problems and issues coupled with your
informed resolutions to those problems and issues have made Hampton the most desired
Community in New Hampshire to live and work.
Respectfully submitted,
Frederick W. Welch
Town Manager
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Hampton – Seabrook Preambulation
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Town Employee Wages
**Total Hours Paid includes overtime.
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Schedule of Town Owned Buildings and Equipment
Name

Street Address

Aeration Basins
Bar Screen Building
Blacksmith Building
Blower Building
Cave Field House
Cemetery Building
Chlorine Contact Chambers
Chlorine Shed
Dock
Eaton Park Concession Stand
Fire Station (Headquarters)
Fire Station (Beach)
Fire Station Addition
Gazebo
Gravity Thickeners
Grist Mill
Grit Building
Library
Mace Fish House
Maintenance Building
Marine Pier
Office Trailer
Operations Building
Pearl Street Property
Police Firing Range Shed
Police Station
Police Storage Facility
Primary Clarifiers
Public Works Garage
Public Works Shed
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station

11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
75 Barbour Rd
11 Hardardt’s Way
36 Park Avenue
140 High Street
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
Glade Path
50 Park Avenue
140 Winnacunnet Road
119 Brown Avenue
140 Winnacunnet Road
452 Lafayette Road
11 Hardardt’s Way
488A High Street
11 Hardardt’s Way
2 Academy Avenue
954 Ocean Blvd.
11 Hardardt’s Way
29 Harbor Road
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
27 Pearl Street
11 Hardardt's Way
100 Brown Avenue
100 Brown Avenue
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
50 Church Street
565 Winnacunnet Road
44 Campton Street
501 High Street East
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Building Value
$5,773,000.00
$168,000.00
$82,000.00
$205,000.00
$267,000.00
$103,000.00
$439,000.00
$136,000.00
$6,800.00
$21,000.00
$990,000.00
$3,633,700.00
$2,000,000.00
$118,000.00
$1,347,000.00
$18,000.00
$108,000.00
$2,396,000.00
$15,000.00
$639,000.00
$214,000.00
$7,500.00
$777,000.00
$265,500.00
$5,000.00
$6,126,000.00
$440,000.00
$1,774,000.00
$726,000.00
$218,000.00
$4,800,000.00
$458,000.00
$133,000.00
$322,000.00

Contents Value
$6,000.00
$100,000.00
$20,000.00
$252,000.00
$112,000.00
$22,000.00
$6,000.00
$33,000.00
$0.00
$8,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$6,000.00
$0.00
$52,000.00
$2,184,067.00
$1,000.00
$101,000.00
$0.00
$0.00
$1,384,000.00
$1,000.00
$0.00
$1,037,000.00
$42,000.00
$6,000.00
$271,000.00
$20,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$206,000.00
$99,000.00
$200,000.00
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Name

Street Address

Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station
Pump Station @ Smuttynose
Secondary Clarifier 3
Secondary Clarifier’s 1&2
Shed
Shed
Sludge Storage Building
Storage Shed
Storage Shed - Bruce Pier
Town Offices
Town Offices Garage
Transfer Station
Tuck 3-Bay Garage
Tuck Building
Tuck Field Concession Stand
Tuck Field Maintenance Shed
Tuck Rd Stormwater Pump Station
Wet Well Building

393A High Street
39A Falcone Circle
5A Vanderpool Drive
9A Merrill Industrial Drive
16A Katie Lane
Hackett Lane
19A Bear Path
151 Drakeside Road
105A Towle Farm Road
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
11 Hardardt’s Way
28 Harbor Road
100 Winnacunnet Road
100 Winnacunnet Road
11 Hardardt’s Way
34 Park Avenue
34 Park Avenue
34 Park Avenue
34 Park Avenue
Tuck Road
11 Hardardt’s Way
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Building Value

Contents Value

$117,000.00
$234,000.00
$135,000.00
$153,000.00
$46,000.00
$46,000.00
$81,000.00
$318,000.00
$80,000.00
$1,029,000.00
$1,897,000.00
$1,500.00
$3,500.00
$1,145,000.00
$900.00
$3,000.00
$3,226,000.00
$6,400.00
$276,000.00
$61,600.00
$284,000.00
$81,000.00
$37,000.00
$2,500.00
$1,198,000.00

$177,000.00
$269,000.00
$73,000.00
$200,000.00
$63,000.00
$50,000.00
$79,000.00
$160,000.00
$80,000.00
$6,000.00
$6,000.00
$1,700.00
$7,000.00
$142,000.00
$3,300.00
$3,000.00
$1,388,000.00
$10,000.00
$230,000.00
$0.00
$56,000.00
$4,000.00
$0.00
$20,000.00
$95,000.00

$45,296,900.00

$15,292,067.00
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Schedule of Town Owned Land
Tax Map/Lot Location

Description

Size

282-138
282-140
282-207
287-18A
287-28
287-35
287-37
290-1
290-27
290-50
290-54
290-79
134-40
134-41
197-32
223-22
290-17
290-78
290-80
290-142
290-162
290-163
293-55
293-83
293-141
293-151
296-5
296-12
296-37
296-44
296-45
296-82
296-88
296-136
296-145
296-147
299-1
299-20
17-1
19-1
39-1
41-3
59-2
60-11
71-1

Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Leased Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

5000sf
10000sf
6643sf
864sf
9614sf
5015sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
14473sf
5828sf
5000sf
5928sf
5134sf
5000sf
5624sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5165sf
6867sf
5000sf
5000sf
4792sf
4007sf
2892sf
5000sf
2080sf
5000sf
4025sf
3005sf
2885sf
4500sf
3414sf
9181sf
4660sf
4934sf
4007sf
43560sf
25a
3a
.03a
3.5a
8a
43560sf

9 A Street
7 A Street
23 B Street
48 Ashworth Rear
Brown Ave
21 F Street
15-17 F Street
14 G Street
12 H Street
95 Ashworth Ave
5 H Street
14 I Street
50 Ancient Hwy
48 Beach Plum
4 Ninth Street
2 Third Street
11 G Street
16 I Street
10 I Street
9 J Street
28-30 K Street
24-26 K Street
19 L Street
4 M Street
44 Ocean Blvd
14 O Street
16 P Street
38 Ocean Blvd
6 Atlantic Ave
181 Ashworth Ave
12 Q Street
River Ave
17 Ocean Blvd
26 River Ave
33-35 Dover Ave
8 Ocean Blvd
1 Epping Ave
22 Epping Ave
Off NH 101
Off NH 101
Off NH 101
Lot B - Stowecroft Dr
Barbour Rd - Rear
Off Barbour Rd
Post Road
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Value
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

238,200
440,100
242,500
12,500
313,000
238,200
238,200
238,200
238,200
378,500
240,300
238,200
327,800
776,900
272,600
182,800
198,800
182,500
182,500
220,400
195,800
182,500
182,500
179,300
296,800
154,100
182,500
149,700
277,500
228,300
154,700
154,000
175,000
159,900
876,700
177,300
181,500
200,900
25,900
10,000
3,000
400
3,500
8,700
3,700
33
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Tax Map/Lot Location

Description

Size

Value

75-1
75-4
76-15
87-6A
87-31
92-1
92-2
93-1
96-1
96-2D-11
96-2
96-3
98-1
98-7
98-29
99-2
106-14
108-39
110-3C
110-4B
110-4D
116-57
139-26
150-1A
150-26
150-52
150-60
151-7
151-11
151-16
161-15
161-51
164-31A
165-2
165-12
168-3
168-6
172-14
175-13
177-9A
180-1
181-31
183-57
187-2
187-4
190-7
190-10

Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

4a
5a
43560sf
5600sf
5442sf
19a
43560sf
3a
1071sf
5.107a
4a
43560sf
.50a
4356sf
2.5a
1a
5616sf
2a
10890sf
15682sf
15682sf
45738sf
43560sf
13820sf
.29a
7000sf
10890sf
35000sf
62291sf
1a
1.42a
21774sf
33300sf
6a
4791sf
21780sf
2.4a
61200sf
.07a
.1a
.5a
20a
10000sf
6.5a
6a
4.92a
10.2a

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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Barbour Rd - Rear
Off Woodland
11 Munsey Dr
Langdale Dr
Langdale Dr
Twelve Shares
Off Barbour Rd
Off Barbour Rd
Woodland Rd
Great Gate Dr
Great Meadows
Woodland Rd
Boulter’s Cove
Ocean Blvd
Ocean Blvd
Ocean Blvd
Maplewood Dr
Off Fairfield Dr
Barbour Rd
Vanderpool Dr
Vanderpool Dr
Ancient Hwy
Off Mary Batchelder Rd
507 High St
Rear Glen Rd
488A High St
High St
Ocean Blvd
Ocean Blvd
High St
High St
Academy Ave
Little River Rd
High St
393A High St
High St
Gentian Rd
170 Drakeside Road
Lafayette Rd
Moulton Rd
Alexander Dr
Birch Rd
118 Kings Hwy
Drakeside Rd
Drakeside Rd
50 Park Ave
34 Park Ave

4,000
6,000
24,500
2,700
2,700
171,000
420,000
3,000
15,400
6,000
2,000
157,700
8,400
1,700
2,500
1,990,700
26,900
3,000
4,000
1,600
1,600
2,053,600
364,700
118,800
2,500
106,000
1,300
2,344,000
2,293,300
100
800,000
137,000
141,200
30,000
21,400
504,400
400
61,200
21,000
1,100
800
2,000
211,700
700
600
206,900
1,123,800
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Tax Map/Lot Location

Description

Size

Value

191-11
191-36
191-39
194-1
195-4
195-5
200-1
200-2
200-3
201-1
201-2
201-3
201-4
204-1
206-28
216-1
216-1A
217-1
218-9
222-26
223-166
226-1
226-1A
226-1B
229-2
230-1
234-3
235-2
237-1
240-2
241-14
245-4
247-1
248-1
250-1
251-1
265-4
273-16
273-26
273-28
273-30
274-1
274-48
280-1
280-2
280-3
280-4

Cemetery
Land
Cemetery
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Playground
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

1.5a
1550sf
1.14af
29.8a
1a
.5a
6a
2a
6a
4.5a
3a
3a
4a
1a
43560sf
.7a
2a
4a
5a
1600sf
2.44af
3.8a
.50a
5.3a
11.31a
.5a
8a
20200sf
.5a
12a
.6a
.02a
6a
7a
4a
15a
.59a
16a
4060sf
.16a
.57a
1.5a
5.8a
.11a
.08
.01a
.11a

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Winnacunnet Rd
Park Ave
Park Ave
Laurence Ct
The Oaks
The Oaks
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Rear Drakeside Rd
Rear Drakeside Rd
Salt Meadow
Salt Marsh
Park Ave
Locke Road
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Landing Rd
Salt Marsh
Emerald Ave
Winnacunnet Rd
Lafayette Rd
Lafayette Rd
Lafayette Rd
Landing Rd
Landing Rd
Winnacunnet Rd
565 Winnacunnet Rd
Lafayette Rd
Salt Marsh
Tide Mill Rd
Ocean Blvd
Salt Marsh
Lafayette Rd
NH 101
NH 101
Spring Marsh
Glade Path
Glade Path
Church St
Church St
Glade Marsh
Rear Brown Ave
Alice Ave
Ina Ave
Alice Ave
Alice Ave
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200,500
3,200
169,500
7,200
300
100
600
200
600
500
300
300
400
10,000
175,100
100
200
400
1,428,800
23,700
4,200
400
5,000
500
1,100
1,000
800
165,200
100
1,200
100
200
600
700
400
1,500
100
1,600
1,200
100
100
200
200
100
100
100
100
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Tax Map/Lot Location

Description

Size

Value

280-6
280-8
280-10
280-13
280-18
280-27
281-1
281-11
281-32
281-47
281-48
281-49
281-73
281-74
281-76
282-7
282-76
286-2
286-3
286-6
286-7
287-31
287-30
289-23
289-30
289-50
289-52
292-2
295-1A
295-67
296-42
296-59
296-60
296-77
296-85
296-100
296-101
296-102
296-120
304-25
305-41
998-20
998-49
998-50
998-72
998-73
998-78

Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

.09a
.09a
.09a
.07a
.05a
.08a
43560sf
.08a
.8a
2a
5a
6.5a
.15a
.26a
.28a
.03a
60000sf
.48a
.22a
2a
2a
354100sf
310000sf
.59a
.59a
2a
.46a
.22a
.07a
1387sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
5000sf
3920sf
1.3a
2614sf
100sf
3a
11a
100sf
1a
100sf

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
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Alice Ave
Alice Ave
Alice Ave
Cora Ave
Cora Ave
Ballard St
Island Path
Garland St
Island Path
Island Path
Island Path
Island Path
Battcock Ave
Battcock Ave
Battcock Ave
Island Path
Island Path
Battcock Ave
Battcock Ave
Island Path
Island Path
119 Brown Ave
Brown Ave
Manchester St
Manchester St
Perkins Ave
Perkins Ave
Perkins Ave
Fellows Ave
Harbor Rd
Atlantic Ave
Atlantic Ave
Atlantic Ave
Atlantic Ave
Boston Ave
Boston Ave
Boston Ave
Boston Ave
Concord Ave
Ocean Front
Woodstock St
Landing Rd
Mill Marsh
Spring Marsh
Little Neck Marsh
Hop Ground
Clambake Marsh

100
100
100
100
100
100
239,600
100
100
200
500
700
100
100
200
300
956,700
100
100
200
300
354,100
310,000
500
500
300
100
100
100
642,600
918,600
918,600
918,600
918,600
918,600
918,600
918,600
918,600
882,000
2,587,900
151,500
100
300
1,000
100
100
100
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Tax Map/Lot Location

Description

Size

Value

998-85
998-101
998-102
998-106
998-126
998-128
998-144
998-145
998-146
998-172
998-176
998-177
998-178
998-179
998-180
998-186
998-187
998-191
998-192
998-193
998-196
998-224
998-226
998-239
998-240
998-242
998-243
998-251
998-252
998-257
998-259
998-260
998-261
998-294
998-313
998-317

Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land
Land

100sf
.01a
.01a
.01a
.01a
.01a
.01a
2a
2a
3a
3a
.01a
1.5a
3a
1a
7a
3a
4a
3a
3a
5a
2a
.55a
.01a
.5a
2a
2a
.01a
.01a
6a
3a
6a
4.5a
4a
144a
24a

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Hop Ground
Island Path
Ann’s Meadow
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Cole Creek Marsh
Canal Marsh
Spring Marsh
Locke Marsh
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Oaks (Marsh)
Spring Marsh
Landing Marsh
Low Marsh
Drake Meadow
Mill Rd
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Spring Marsh
Philbrook Ter
Woodland
Nudd Ave
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Spring Marsh
Salt Marsh
Island Path
Salt Marsh
Salt Marsh

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
200
200
300
300
100
200
300
100
700
300
400
300
300
500
200
100
100
100
300
200
100
100
600
300
600
400
400
10,100
2,400

$ 37,577,100
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2015 Annual Town Meeting Minutes and Results of Balloting

Town of Hampton
Annual Town Meeting
January 31, 2015
Results of Balloting
March 10, 2015
As amended at the Deliberative Session of January 31, 2015
Moderator Robert Casassa opened the Deliberative Session of the Hampton Town Meeting at
8:30 am on January 31, 2015 in the Winnacunnet High School Community Auditorium.
Moderator Casassa welcomed attendees to Deliberative Session and announced that the warrant
had been posted.
Moderator Casassa introduced Nathan Page, who led the group in the Pledge of Allegiance.
The Moderator introduced the town officials: Selectmen Chairperson Philip Bean, Russell
Bridle, Mary-Louise Woolsey, Richard Griffin, James Waddell, and; Town Manager Fred Welch;
Town Attorney Mark Gearreald; Town Clerk Jane Cypher; Deputy Town Clerk Shirley Doheny;
Administrative Assistant Kristina Ostman; Finance Director Kristi Pulliam; Budget Committee
Chairperson Eileen Latimer, Supervisors of the Checklist Arleen Andreozzi, Barbara Renaud,
and Jeannine St. Germain. Assisting the Supervisors are Theresa Ryan, and Kathy Sowerby.
The Moderator advised if you intend to vote today you must check in with the Supervisors of
the Checklist to obtain your voting card.
Assisting the Moderator are Denis Kilroy, Nancy Stiles, Nathan Page and Darold Mosher.
Breakfast and lunch are being served in the entry way by Hampton Academy 8th Grade Class to
benefit their trip to New York City.
The Moderator gave the purpose and the rules of deliberative session.
The Moderator advised we will be voting on March 10 at the WHS Dining Hall.
Moved by Rick Griffin, seconded by Rusty Bridle to allow out of town residents to speak (Fred
Welch, Town Manager; Mark Gearreald, Town Attorney; Kevin Schultz, Building Inspector;
Kristi Pulliam, Finance Director; Dyana Martin, Recreation & Parks Director; Ed Tinker,
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Assessor; Jason Bachand, Planner; Kristina Ostman, Administrative Assistant; Keith Noyes,
Public Works Director; Amanda Reynolds Cooper, Library Director), Deputy Fire Chief Jamie
Ayotte.
Article 1
To choose by non-partisan Ballot:
Two (2) Members of the Board of Selectmen for three (3) years; One (1) Tax Collector for three
(3) years; Two (2) Members of the Trustees of Trust Funds for three (3) years; Two (2) Members
of the Lane Memorial Trustees for three (3) years; Two (2) Members of the Planning Board for
three (3) years; One (1) Member of the Planning Board for two (2) years; One (1) Member of the
Board of Cemetery Trustees for three (3) years; Four (4) Members of the Municipal Budget
Committee for three (3) years; Two (2) Members of the Municipal Budget Committee for one
(1) year; Two (2) Members of the Zoning Board Adjustment for three (3) years.
The Moderator announced the candidates for each office in the order in which they will appear
on the ballot per RSA 656:5-a:
SELECTMAN 2 for (3-yr)

PLANNING BOARD 1 for (2-yr)

Jim Waddell – 1587*
Philip W. Bean – 1879*

Tammy Deland – 679
Ann Carnaby – 928*

TAX COLLECTOR 1 for (3-yr)

CEMETERY TRUSTEE 1 for (3-yr)

Donna Bennett – 1903*

Thomas Harrington – 1813*

TRUSTEE OF THE TRUST FUNDS 2 for
(3-yr)

BUDGET COMMITTEE 4 for (3-yr)

John M. Sovich – 1664*
Norman Silberdick – 1422*
LIBRARY TRUSTEE 2 for (3-yr)
Richard (Dick) Desrosiers – 1697*
Diane Crow – 1569*
PLANNING BOARD 2 for (3-yr)
Maurice Friedman – 1331*
Tracy Emerick – 1657*

Michael Plouffe – 1508*
Glenn Farrell – 1377*
Sunny Kravitz – 1335*
Nicholas Bridle – 79 * (BY WRITE IN
VOTE)
BUDGET COMMITTEE 2 for (1-yr)
Alan Scott Blair – 1605*
Nicholas Bridle – 16* (BY WRITE IN
VOTE)
ZONING BOARD 2 for (3-yr)
Bill O’Brien – 1557*
Norma Collins – 1465*
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Article 2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.4 to clarify the section title as “Special Flood Hazard
Area” and bring this section of the ordinance into compliance with the preliminary Flood
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) allowing the Community to remain eligible to participate in the
National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) once the new FIRM maps become effective. Minor
consistency changes are also included, as is a notation in Section 2.4.3 verifying the definitions
also apply to Article XI – Construction Provisions, Section 11.6.
Amend Article XI – Construction Provisions, Section 11.6 to bring the Floodplain Development
Regulations section of the ordinance into compliance with the preliminary Flood Insurance Rate
Maps (FIRM) allowing the Community to remain eligible to participate in the National Flood
Insurance Program (NFIP) once the new FIRM maps become effective. Minor consistency
changes are also included.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by James Waddell to package and discuss Articles 211 together. Motion passed.
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to waive reading of Articles 2-11. Motion
passed.
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by James Waddell to open Articles 2-11 for
discussion. Motion passed.
Jason Bachand, Town Planner, gave an overview of Articles 2-11.
Jay Diener, 206 Woodland Rd, Chairperson of the Conservation Commission gave an overview
of Article 4.
Tracy Emerick, 207 North Shore Rd, spoke in opposition of Article 8.
Arthur Moody, 3 Thomsen Rd, spoke in opposition of Article 6, spoke in opposition to Article
10, and spoke in opposition of Article 11.
Brendan McNamara, 15 Island Path, member of the Planning Board, spoke in favor of Article
6.
Mary-Louise Woolsey spoke in favor of Articles 2 & 3.
Yes – 1999*
No – 295
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Article 3
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.3 to replace all references to “Special Permit” with
“Wetlands Permit”, to expand the definition of wildlife habitat to include vernal pools (Section
2.3.1), to add a definition for vernal pools (Section 2.3.2D), to establish standards for very poorly
and poorly drained soils (Sections 2.3.2C.1 and 2.3.2C.2), to provide a consistent impervious
surface definition (Section 2.3.3), to revert back to previously existing language stating that
forestry and tree farming are permitted uses in the Wetlands Conservation District (Sections
2.3.3A.1, 2.3.3B.1 and 2.3.3C.1), to provide more detailed criteria for tree removal (Sections
2.3.3A.2, 2.3.3B.2 and 2.3.3C.2), to remove reference to tree removal under Landscaping
(Sections 2.3.3A.8, 2.3.3B.9, and 2.3.3C.9), to identify vernal pools as areas to be protected
(Sections 2.3.4B, 2.3.4F and 2.3.4G), and to replace “impermeable” with “impervious” for
consistency (Sections 2.3.4B and 2.3.4C).
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1863*
No – 412
Article 4
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.3.7C and 2.3.7C-a to combine Sections 2.3.7C and C-a
to reduce repetitive language, and to modify Section 2.3.7C by requiring dwelling structure(s)
and attached garage(s) to be at least 12 feet from the Wetlands Conservation District edge. The
proposed minimum 12 foot setback from the Wetlands Conservation District would apply to
the RAA, RA, RB, RCS, G, and I Zoning Districts.
Recommended by the Planning Board 5-2-0
Yes – 1700*
No – 546
Article 5
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.8.G. to modify Table 1 and its associated Notes by adding
codification and improving consistency with Article IV - Dimensional Requirements, Table II in
relation to the Town Center District. A new note has been added, listed as Note #2, which
verifies that building height shall be measured in accordance with Article I - General, Section
1.6 of the Zoning Ordinance.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1797*
No – 390
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Article 6
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.8H.2. to modify Section H.2. providing clarification
regarding exemptions from off-street parking requirements in the Town Center District through
the granting of a conditional use permit, to change the off-site parking space provision from
“public” to “available non-public” and ensure these spaces are secured as approved by the
Planning Board, and to delete the distance requirement of 500 feet from the proposed use.
Amend Article VI – Parking, Section 6.3.9 to cross reference Section 2.8H.2. providing an
exception to allow off-site parking in the Town Center District.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1671*
No – 527
Article 7
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.8C - Permitted Uses in Town Center-Historic District and
Section 2.8F - Permitted Uses in the Town Center-South and Town Center-North Districts to
clarify that permitted uses may require Site Plan and/or Subdivision approval from the Planning
Board, and to add a requirement for Use Change approval from the Planning Board for all
changes of building occupancy involving any use of a non-residential nature in the Town Center
District, each in accordance with Article I - General, Section 1.5 - Planning Board-Site Plan
Review. A list of prohibited retail uses in the Town Center-Historic District (which includes
martial arts weapons, firearms and ammunition sales, and certain businesses selling accessories
for tobacco use) is also provided.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1786*
No – 437
Article 8
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III - Use Regulations to add new Sections 3.47 and 3.47.1 regarding “Firearms
and Ammunition Sales”. Section 3.47 would describe “Firearms and Ammunition Sales” and
set forth zoning restrictions for the use. Section 3.47.1 would further identify the use described
in Section 3.47 as being permitted only on lots with frontage along Lafayette Road (Route 1) in
the B, G, TC-N, and TC-S Zoning Districts.
Recommended by the Planning Board 4-3-0
Yes – 1370*
No – 893
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Article 9
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III – Use Regulations
This amendment adds a note immediately following the existing code stating that the Use
Regulations set forth thereinafter for the BS Zoning District shall also apply to the BS1 Zoning
District.
Amend Article V – Signs
Table I – Permitted Signs per Zone
This amendment adds a note before the existing table stating that the Sign Regulations that are
applicable to the BS Zoning District shall also apply to the BS1 Zoning District.
Table II – Size Chart (In Square Feet)
This amendment adds a note before the existing table stating that the size requirements that are
applicable to the BS Zoning District shall also apply to the BS1 Zoning District.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1824*
No – 390
Article 10
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.7F to clarify existing requirements for signs in the
Professional Office/Residential District, and to add a new Table 1 identifying which signs are
permitted in the District, the applicable permit granting authority, and size requirements. Two
associated notes for the new Table 1 are also provided, which indicate that 1) Any sign type not
specifically listed in Table 1 is deemed to be prohibited in the District, and 2) The Planning
Board, by majority vote, may require sign(s) to be less than the maximum size identified in Table
1 if it determines such a reduction would maintain or enhance the character of the subject
property and/or the surrounding uses in the District. The second note only applies to sign types
for which the Planning Board is the Permit Granting Authority.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1760*
No – 469
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Article 11
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II - Districts, Section 2.1 to delete the NOTE stating that all areas of the town
not included in a district delineated by verbal descriptions shall be in the General District, and
to amend the NOTE for 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 by replacing the reference to “verbal description” with
“boundaries”. Also, Amend Section 2.1.3 to clarify the initial reference to the Zoning Map as
being to the paper map, and to establish that the parcel data in the Town of Hampton GIS
mapping system as overlayed with the Zoning Map will be utilized for final determination as to
zone lines rather than the currently referenced written description of boundaries.
Recommended by the Planning Board 7-0-0
Yes – 1720*
No – 480
Article 12
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant or as amended by vote of the first session, for
the purposes set forth therein, totaling $26,379,040. Should this article be defeated, the default
budget shall be $26,507,097, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Town Meeting or by law; or the governing body may hold one special
Town Meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI, to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (Majority vote required)
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 9-5-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The proposed operating budget figure of $26,379,040 is an
increase of $758,531 more than the budget amount adopted in 2014 of $25,620,509. The net
estimated 2015 tax impact of the proposed operating budget is $0.273 per $1,000 valuation
(twenty-seven point three cents per thousand dollars of valuation). The default budget figure of
$26,507,097 is an increase of $886,588 more than the budget amount adopted in 2014. The
net estimated tax impact for the default budget is $0.319 per $1,000 valuation (thirty-one point
nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 12 for discussion.
Eileen Latimer, Chairperson, Budget Committee, gave an overview of Article 12.
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by James Waddell to add $1,500 to the Trustees of
the Trust Funds account 4130.5.610 for the purpose of funding annual investment expenses
incurred by the Trustees, related to professional banking/brokerage assistance in the
management of our capital reserve funds. The intent of this action is to establish a continuing
annual appropriation in this account for this purpose, in order to satisfy the requirement
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mandated by RSA 35:9-a, II as referenced in Article 32. This appropriation to be partly offset
by removing the $1,200 figure currently listed in account #4130.8 – Heritage Commission.
The net effect of this motion will represent an additional $300 added to the operating budget
amount of $26,379.040
Mary-Louise Woolsey spoke in favor of the Woolsey amendment.
Timothy Jones asked for proper procedure for people to stand in line to be heard.
Arthur Moody spoke in opposition of the Woolsey amendment.
Norman Silberdick, Chairman, Trustees of the Trust Funds spoke in favor of the Woolsey
amendment.
Gerry Znoj spoke in opposition of the Woolsey amendment.
Fred Rice, 15 Heather Lane, spoke in favor of the Woolsey amendment.
Timothy Jones spoke in opposition of the Woolsey amendment.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as amended.
David Lang, 66 Park Ave, made a motion to amend the bottom line of Article 12 to $27,151,600,
Seconded by James Squires, 13 Hedman Ave.
David Lang spoke in favor of the Lang amendment.
Michael Pierce, 16 Hedman Ave, spoke in opposition of the Lang amendment.
Dick Nichols, 9 Great Boars Head Ave, spoke in opposition of the Lang amendment.
Gerry Znoj 16 Presidential Circle, spoke in opposition of the Lang amendment.
James Waddell spoke in favor of the Lang amendment.
Timothy Jones spoke in opposition of the Lang amendment.
Norman Silberdick speaking on behalf of The Rational Taxpayers of Hampton, spoke in
opposition of the Lang amendment.
Eileen Latimer spoke in opposition of the Lang amendment.
Russell Bridle, 225 Towle Farm Road, spoke in favor of the Lang amendment and advised the
increase to the tax bill on an average $300,000 home would be $91/year.
A vote was taken in the affirmative to end discussion after David Lang.
Mary-Louise Woolsey offered a point of order.
Dick Nichols advised he believes the math is incorrect on the increase and that it should be
$1,531,091. The tax impact increases to $.55/thousand.
David Lang spoke in favor of the Lang amendment.
A secret vote was requested on the Lang amendment.
Results of the David Lang amendment secret vote was 78 yes, 20 no. The Lang amendment
passed.
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Timothy Jones asked that we close Article 12.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of Article
12. Motion passed.
Yes – 917
No – 1480*
Article 13
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a two-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton Fire
Fighters Local 2664, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at the current
staffing levels:
2015
2016
2017

$71,905 (39 weeks) over 2014 level
$74,823 (52 weeks) over 2014 level
$16,952 (13 weeks) over 2015 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $71,905 to fund the cost items related to the
Hampton Firefighters Local 2664 salaries and benefits for 2015. Such sum represents the
additional salaries and benefits (over the 2014 budget level) for the first year of the two years
that are contained in an agreement between the Town of Hampton, by its Board of Selectman
and the Firefighters Local 2664, pursuant to RSA 273-A. The total additional cost of the
agreement for salaries and benefits over the 2014 budget level for two years is $163,679?
(Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $71,905 is .026 per
$1,000 valuation (two point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-1-1
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 13 for discussion.
Jamie Sullivan, Assistant Town Manager & HR Director, gave an overview of Article 13.
Matt Newton, 11 Ashbrook Drive, spoke in favor of Article 13.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1187
No – 1250*
Article 14
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a two-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton Fire
Department Supervisory Association Local 3017 (Fire Officers), which calls for the following
increases in salaries and benefits at the current staffing levels:
2015
2016
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2017

$8,375 (13 weeks) over 2015 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $34,610 to fund the cost items related to the
Hampton Fire Officers Local 3017 salaries and benefits for 2015. Such sum represents the
additional salaries and benefits (over the 2014 budget level) for the first year of the two years
that are contained in an agreement between the Town of Hampton, by its Board of Selectman
and the Fire Officers Local 3017, pursuant to RSA 273-A. The total additional cost of the
agreement for salaries and benefits over the 2014 budget level for two years is $88,048? (Majority
vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $34,610 is .012 per
$1,000 valuation (one point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-1-1
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 14 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey spoke in favor of Article 14.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of Article
13 & 14. Motion passed.
Yes – 1170
No – 1262*
Article 15
Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $615,000 in accordance with the Long
Range Capital Expenditures Program of the Town for the purchase of a Fire Engine/Pumper
for the Hampton Fire Department to replace the 1988 Emergency One Pumper that will be
disposed of by trade, sale or auction as directed by the Board of Selectmen in the best interests
of the Town. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until
the vehicle purchase is made or by March 31, 2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $615,000 is $0.221 per
$1,000 valuation (twenty-two point one cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-1-0
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to open Article 15 for discussion.
Rusty Bridle spoke in favor of Article 15.
Jamie Ayotte, Acting Fire Chief, gave an overview of Article 15.
Gerry Znoj spoke to Article 15.
Brian Lapham, 27 I St, spoke in favor of Article 15.
Norm Silberdick, spoke in favor of opening a capital reserve fund for FD vehicles.
David Lang spoke in favor of opening a capital reserve fund for FD vehicles.
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Moved by Arthur Moody, Seconded by Sunny Kravitz to amend Article 15 by adding
“competitive bidding” before “sale or auction”.
A vote was taken on the Moody amendment. Amendment passed.
Mary-Louise Woolsey spoke in favor of Article 15.
No further discussion and Article 15 will be on the ballot as amended.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of Article
15. Motion passed.
Yes – 1233*
No – 1192
Article 16
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $320,000 for the purpose
of making improvement to Exeter Road which shall include the shimming and overlaying of the
road, and to include associated materials and labor necessary to do the work? (Majority vote
required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $320,000 is $0.115 per
$1,000 valuation (eleven point five cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 10-4-0
Moved by James Waddell, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 16 for discussion.
James Waddell gave an overview of Article 16.
Corrine Baker, 244 Exeter Rd, spoke in favor of Article 16.
Keith Noyes, Director of Public Works, gave an overview of Article 16.
Gerry Znoj spoke in opposition of Article 16.
Sunny Kravitz, 8 St. Cyr Dr, spoke in favor of Article 16.
Keith Lessard, 173 Mill Rd, spoke in favor of Article 16.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1421*
No – 997
Article 17
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $449,156 for the purpose
of replacing and upgrading a portion of the downtown drainage system consisting of 955 feet of
old drainage pipe, 6 drain manholes, and 8 catch basins on Lafayette Road and High Street that
will help mitigate flooding in the Lafayette Road and High Street area and to assist in obtaining
Federal Emergency Management Administration (FEMA) funding for this project, and to
authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend for such purposes any funds
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from the State of New Hampshire, the Federal Government, and any private source, as may
become available. This drainage work shall be publically bid. This article is contingent upon
receiving at least $149,156 in offsetting FEMA revenues to be applied against the total requested
appropriation; if the off-setting revenues are not received or the public bids are in excess of the
appropriation and the receipt of FEMA revenues prior to the setting of the tax rate for the
calendar year 2015, then the appropriation contained in this article shall be null and void. This
shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until this project is
completed or by March 31, 2016, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $449,156.00 is $0.161
per $1,000 valuation (sixteen point one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-1
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 17 for discussion.
Rusty Bridle gave an overview of Article 17.
Keith Noyes gave an overview of Article 17.
Candace Stellmach, 490 High St, questioned why the work would not be done if the grant is not
awarded.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 16 & 17. Motion passed.
Yes – 1422*
No – 1005
Article 18
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300,000 to be added to
the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund created under Article 16 of the 1998 Annual
Town Meeting created for the purpose in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35? (Majority
vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $300,000 is $0.108 per
$1,000 valuation (ten point eight cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-2-0
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to open Article 18 for discussion.
Rick Griffin gave an overview of Article 18.
Keith Noyes gave an overview of Article 18.
Arthur Moody asked what is the current balance of the capital reserve fund. Mary-Louise
Woolsey advised the balance is $611,000.
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After speaking with the Finance Director, Mary-Louise Woolsey advised of a correction of the
capital reserve balance. At the end of 2014 the balance was $632,605.30.
Moved by Sunny Kravitz to add the words “non-lapsing”. Attorney Gearreald advised that it is
already non lapsing by nature.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1979*
No – 453
Article 19
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $267,649 for
improvements to streets and sidewalks including Belmont Circle, Fairfield Drive, and Ruth
Lane, and consisting of paving overlays, adjustments to structures to permit paving, repairs and
replacements to drainage, curbing installation and improvements to Town parking areas and
other Town streets and places, said appropriation to be offset by the State Highway Block Grant
estimated to be $267,649. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will
not lapse until the purposes of this article are completed or by March 31, 2020, whichever is
sooner? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $267,649 is $0.096 per
$1,000 valuation (nine point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-1-0
Moved by James Waddell, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 19 for discussion.
James Waddell gave an overview of Article 19.
Dick Nichols, 9 Great Boars Head Ave, asked about the tax impact note and it’s accuracy. Fred
Welch advised these funds are exclusively for revenue and must go into the general fund.
Keith Noyes gave an overview of Article 19.
Gerry Znoj spoke in agreement with Mr. Nichols.
Mary-Louise Woolsey explained the State Highway Block Grant.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 19.
Gerry Znoj asked how much the undesignated fund balance is. Kristi Pulliam advised that at
the end of 2013 the balance was $4.8M, and is estimated to be $4.1M at the end of 2014.
Norm Silberdick expressed that the wording of this article is extremely confusing to the voter.
Mary-Louise Woolsey explained that the money is being targeted to these specific projects.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1626*
No – 797
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Article 20
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $171,881 for the cost of
Hampton’s contribution to twenty (20) human service agencies in the Seacoast in amounts
corresponding to the agencies’ requests in the right hand column as follows:
Human Service Agency

2014 Funding

A Safe Place
American Red Cross
Aids Response Seacoast
Area Home Care & Family Services
Big Brothers Big Sisters
Child and Family Services
Crossroads House
Families First Health & Support Center
Lamprey Health Sr. Trans. Program
New Generation Shelter
Retired & Senior Volunteer Program
Richie McFarland Children’s Center
Rockingham Community Action
Rockingham Meals on Wheels
Seacoast Family Promise
Seacoast Mental Health Center
Seacoast Visiting Nurse
Seacoast Youth Services
Sexual Assault Services
Transportation Assistance for Seniors (TASC)

$5,500
1,000
2,700
12,000
6,500
6,000
15,000
10,000
4,200
2,000
1,800
6,000
25,000
5,051
2,500
8,000
40.000
2,500
2,000
6,400

Total

2015 Funding Request
$5,500
2,000
2,700
12,000
8,000
6,000
15,000
10,000
4,200
2,000
1,800
7,800
25,000
5.281
2,500
8,000
40,000
2,500
2,000
9,600

$164,151.00

$171,881.00

These twenty (20) human service agencies shall each be required to give a written report at the
end of the calendar year 2015 to the Board of Selectmen highlighting what the funds were used
for and what the impact the funds had in assisting to achieve their goals and objectives? (Majority
vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $171,881 is $0.062 per
$1,000 valuation (six point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 10-2-2
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by Tracy Emerick to waive the reading of Article 20.
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 20 for discussion.
Rick Griffin gave an overview of Article 20.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 20.
Eileen Latimer spoke in favor of Article 20.
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Sunny Kravitz, spoke in favor of Article 20 and would like to see some financials for each group.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 18-20.
Yes – 1920*
No – 526
Article 21
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $146,000 to engage the
services of Vision Governmental Solutions to perform a Town-wide revaluation of property in
the Town of Hampton as required by the State Constitution and the Department of Revenue
Administration during the years 2015 and 2016. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per
RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the revaluation is completed or by March 31, 2017,
whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $146,000 is $0.052 per
$1,000 valuation (five point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-1
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 21 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey gave an overview of Article 21.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1674*
No – 706
Article 22
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $148,326 for the following
purposes of the Parks and Recreation Department: (a) reconstructing the Tuck Field access road
for $23,036; (b) the purchase of a scarifier for $14,225; (c) the purchase of a replacement bus for
the 10 year old bus used for recreational and Town activities for $75,000; (d) re-roof and replace
the siding on the Tuck Building for $14,400; (e) replace the doors on the Tuck Building for
$4,165; (f) replace failing pieces of equipment at Kids Kingdom for $17,500, all as determined
by the Board of Selectmen, the Town Manager and the Director of Parks and Recreation, and
to authorize the withdrawal of $148,326 from the Recreation Infrastructure Special Revenue
Fund established for the purpose under Article 44 of the 2007 Annual Town Meeting? (Majority
vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-2-0
Moved by James Waddell, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 22 for discussion.
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James Waddell gave an overview of Article 22.
Dyana Martin, Recreation Director, gave an overview of Article 22.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 22.
Dyana Martin explained that police and fire have both used the bus and there are no speed
bumps on the road anymore and that they need to be replaced.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 2018*
No – 408
Article 23
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $126,812 for the purpose
of making the following improvements to the Lane Memorial Library: a) to replace the fan coils
and thermostats throughout the building; b) to replace the carpet on the first floor. This shall
be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the purpose of this
article is completed or by March 31, 2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $126,812 is
$0.046 per $1,000 valuation (four point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 11-2-1
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to open Article 23 for discussion.
Rick Griffin gave an overview of Article 23.
Amanda Cooper, Library Director, gave an overview of Article 23.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1506*
No – 922
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 21-23. Motion passed
Article 24
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $99,520 for the purpose
of funding an extra class of officer training beyond that which is already funded in the Police
Department operating budget; and for said funds to pay for all costs associated with the
recruiting, hiring, training, and equipping a group of part-time special police officers for the
Hampton Police Department. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and
will not lapse until the Part-time Special Police Officers Training is completed or by March 31,
2017, whichever is sooner?
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $99,520 is $0.036 per
$1,000 valuation (three point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-1
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 24 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 24.
Richard Sawyer, Police Chief, gave an overview of Article 24.
Gerry Znoj spoke in opposition of Article 24.
Pat Collins, 3 Sunsurf Ave, spoke in favor of Article 24.
Brian Lapham, 27 I St, spoke in favor of Article 24.
Chief Sawyer gave his position on dipping into the budget for additional training purposes.
Corrine Baker, 244 Exeter Rd, spoke in opposition of Article 24.
Chief Sawyer advised that Special (Part Time) Police Officer is designated by the State of NH,
Police Standards & Training.
David Lang spoke in favor of Article 24.
Eileen Latimer spoke in favor of Article 24.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1650*
No – 755
Article 25
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,000 to carry out all
lawful functions allowed under federal, state and local criminal justice forfeiture programs and
to authorize the withdrawal of that amount from the Police Forfeiture Special Revenue Fund
created for the purpose under Article 55 of the 2003 Town Meeting? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to open Article 25 for discussion.
Rick Griffin gave an overview of Article 25.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to Restrict Reconsideration Articles
24-25. Motion passed
Yes – 1991*
No – 386
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Article 26
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $50,000 for the purpose
of removing oversized and gradually dying pine trees at the Pine Grove Cemetery in order to
protect the gravestones and abutting homes, damage having already occurred from such falling
trees and branches; and such sum to be used by the Board of Selectmen under contract for the
removal of the trees and restoration of the Cemetery caused by such removal, and to authorize
the Board of Selectmen in consultation with the Cemetery Trustees, to contract the work for
said purposes, and to fund said appropriation through the withdrawal of $50,000 from the
Cemetery Burial Trust Fund? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Moved by James Waddell, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 26 for discussion.
Moved by James Waddell, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to Amend Article 36 by deleting “and to
fund said appropriation through the withdrawal of $50,000 from the Cemetery Burial Trust
Fund” and replacing it with “and to authorize funding said appropriation through the
withdrawal of $50,000 from the principal in the Cemetery Burial Trust Fund, which has a
principal balance of over $500,000 generated from the sale by the Town of cemetery burial plots”
Mark Gearreald gave an overview of the Waddell amendment.
Vote on Waddell amendment. Amendment passed
Arthur Moody spoke in opposition of Article 26.
Fred Welch advised the stumps will not be removed but will be grinded to ground level.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as amended.
Yes – 1390*
No – 1019
Article 27
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $37,000 to purchase and
equip an Animal Control Vehicle for the Police Department, the current animal control vehicle
to be sold or traded in, as deemed prudent by the Police Chief. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the vehicle purchase is made or by March
31, 2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $37,000 is $0.013 per
$1,000 valuation (one point three cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-1
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 27 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey gave an overview of Article 27.
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Chief Sawyer gave an overview of Article 27.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 26-27. Motion passed.
Yes – 1215*
No – 1206
Article 28
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,500 generated from
the sale of Town-owned cemetery lots and to authorize the transfer of such sum to the Cemetery
Burial Trust Fund, the interest from this fund is withdrawn annually and deposited in the
Town’s general fund unassigned fund balance as an offset to the amount appropriated in the
operating budget for the maintenance of Cemeteries? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $10,500 is $0.004 per
$1,000 valuation (four tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-1-0
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 28 for discussion.
Moved by Rusty Bridle Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Amend Article 28 by deleting
$10,500 and replacing it with $10,650 (in both places).
Vote on Bridle amendment. Amendment passed.
Norm Silberdick expressed his confusion with the way the article is worded.
Fred Welch explained the reason for the wording.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 2044*
No – 358
Article 29
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,000 to be placed in
the Hampton Conservation Commission Land Acquisition Fund; this fund is used to “acquire,
maintain, improve, protect or limit the future use of, or otherwise conserve and properly utilize,”
open spaces and conservation easements in Hampton in accordance with RSA 36-A:4? (Majority
vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $10,000 is $0.004 per
$1,000 valuation (four tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 11-3-0
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Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 29 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey gave an overview of Article 29.
Jay Diener gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 29.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1902*
No – 512
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 28-29. Motion passed.
BREAK FOR LUNCH AT 12:16
RESUME FROM LUNCH AT 1:05
Senator Nancy Stiles to Moderate Articles 30-3.
Article 30
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to accept the provisions of RSA 289:2-a, Chapter 71 of the
Acts of 2014, directing that the funds received from the sale of cemetery lots be forwarded
directly to the Trustees of the Trust Fund, with notice of such forwarding being provided to the
Finance Department, and said funds shall be deposited into the Cemetery Burial Trust Fund
account held by the Trustees of the Trust Funds for the maintenance of cemeteries under RSA
31:19-a? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 30 for discussion.
Fred Welch gave an overview of Article 30.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 30.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 2132*
No – 254
Article 31
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to amend the permit fee in Section 167-37, B of the Fire
Prevention Ordinance, in the Code of the Town of Hampton, Section 167-37
Sprinkler/standpipe systems by deleting the words “Permit fee of $40 per structure” and
substituting therefor the words “Permit fees shall be in accordance with fees set by the Board of
Selectmen following a public hearing in accordance with the provisions of RSA 41:9-a as
previously accepted by the Town Meeting,” so that fees will be established in accordance with
prior votes of the Town and in a manner that is representative of the Town’s cost in providing
the service? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
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Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 31 for discussion.
Fred Welch gave an overview of Article 31.
Gerry Znoj spoke in favor of Article 31.
David Lang gave an overview of sprinkler systems and standpipe systems and spoke in favor of
Article 31.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1944*
No – 440
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 30-31. Motion passed.
Article 32
Shall the Town of Hampton vote, pursuant to RSA 35:9-a, II (which became effective July 26,
2014), to authorize the Trustees of the Trust Funds, without further action of the Town Meeting,
to charge any expenses incurred for professional banking or brokerage assistance for capital
reserve funds in their custody as authorized in RSA Chapter 35, against the capital reserve funds
involved, such authority to remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the Town Meeting, which
said vote to rescind such authority shall not occur within 5 years of the adoption of this article;
if this warrant article passes, then the $1,500 appropriation in the operating budget for the
expenses for professional banking or brokerage assistance for the Town’s capital reserve funds
in 2015 shall not be expended? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $1,500 is less than $0.001
per $1,000 valuation (less than one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 11-3-0
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 32 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey advised of an issue with this article and asked for guidance by the Town
Attorney.
Norm Silberdick spoke to Article 32.
Tim Jones spoke in opposition of Article 32.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 32.
Fred Rice, 15 Heather Lane, spoke in favor of Article 32.
Barbara Kravitz, 8 St. Cyr Dr, asked a question regarding wording to which Mr. Gearreald
answered it is right out of the RSA.
Norm Silberdick gave additional information on Article 32.
Tim Jones spoke in opposition of Article 32.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
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Yes – 1839*
No – 500
Article 33
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to
Establish a Town Forest in accordance with RSA 31:110 to consist of land already owned by the
Town and known as the “Twelve Shares”, and
Establish a Town Forestry Committee that shall be the Conservation Commission and the Tree
Warden as an ex-officio member in accordance with RSA 31:112, and
Establish a Forest Maintenance Fund. Funds appropriated for establishing and maintaining the
Town Forest and from the proceeds of timber harvesting in the Town Forest shall be placed in
the Forest Maintenance Fund, and said funds shall not be a part of the general fund, and shall
be allowed to accumulate from year to year in accordance with RSA 31:113? (Majority vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 33 for discussion.
Mary-Louise Woolsey gave an overview and spoke in support of Article 33.
Peter Tilton Jr, 125 Landing Rd, spoke in favor of Article 33.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1837*
No – 504
MODERATOR ROBERT CASSASA RETURNED.
Article 34
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to authorize the withdrawal of the Town from the Southeast
Regional Refuse Disposal District in ratification of the Town’s vote on March 12, 2013 under
Article 25 and approved by vote of the Solid Waste District Executive Committee on June 11,
2014 and to approve the withdrawal agreement with the District as signed by the Board of
Selectmen? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 34 for discussion.
Fred Welch gave an overview of Article 34.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 32-34. Motion passed.
Yes – 2071*
No – 235
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Article 35
“Are you in favor of abolishing the Heritage Commission as proposed by the Board of
Selectmen”? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Moved by Rick Griffin, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 35 for discussion.
Fred Rice spoke in favor of Article 35.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 35.
Moved by Arleen Andreozzi, 243 Winnacunnet Rd, Seconded by Fred Rice to delete the word
“abolishing” and replace it with “suspending” and deleting “as proposed by the Board of
Selectmen”
Rick Griffin spoke in favor of the Andreozzi amendment.
Tim Jones asked the legal difference between abolish & suspend? Mary-Louise Woolsey advised
she has an issue with the amendment as the RSA does not address suspending, only abolishing.
Fred Welch advised we could establish the Commission again. Tim Jones asked if we suspend,
what is the process for “un-suspending”?
Fred Rice spoke in favor of the Andreozzi amendment.
Vote take on Andreozzi amendment. Amendment failed.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1529*
No – 651
Article 36
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to amend the Taxi Ordinance adopted on March 9, 2010 and
amended on March 12, 2013 as follows:
Amend Section 15 Insurance by
Striking all of Subsection A that reads “The Commercial Auto Policy with personal injury
coverage (Bodily injury and Property Damage) shall not be less than one million dollars
Combined Single Limit ($1,000,000), or a combination of a Commercial Auto policy and Excess
Liability policy with Split Limit coverage totaling not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000).
Medical coverage shall not be less than $5,000 per person; and
substituting therefor the following new Subsection A “The Commercial Auto Policy with
personal injury coverage (Bodily Injury and Property Damage) shall not be less than five hundred
thousand dollars Combined Single Limit ($500,000), or a combination of a Commercial Auto
Policy and Excess Liability Policy with Split Limit Coverage totaling not less than five hundred
thousand dollars ($500,000). Medical coverage shall not be less than $5,000 per person.”?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
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Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 36 for discussion.
Moved by Rusty Bridle Seconded by Rick Griffin to Amend Article 36 by deleting “Amend
Section 15 Insurance by” and replacing with “Amend 448-15 Insurance in the Code of the Town
of Hampton by”
Vote taken on Bridle amendment. Amendment passed.
No discussion and the article will be on the ballot as amended.
The Raffles by the 8th Grade students were drawn.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Rick Griffin to Restrict Reconsideration of Articles 35-36.
Motion passed.
Yes – 1740*
No – 499
Article 37
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to amend it Noise Ordinance as follows:
Amend Chapter 328.5 Hours of Construction Work by adding in the first line after “Except for
emergencies” add the words “and municipal vehicles or vehicles contracted by the Town to sweep
streets, beach rakings, and collect solid waste and recycling materials,”? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Moved by James Waddell, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 37 for discussion.
Moved by James Waddell to Amend Article 37 by deleting “Chapter 328.5 Hours of
Construction Work” and replacing it with “328-5 Hours of Construction Work in the Code of
the Town of Hampton”
Vote taken on Waddell amendment. Motion passed.
No discussion and article will be on the ballot as amended.
Yes – 1909*
No – 389
Article 38
On petition of Norman R. Hurley and 200 registered voters, to see if the town will vote to rescind
the $400,000 from the non-lapsing fund created by Article 15 of the 2014 town meeting, and
further to raise and appropriate the sum of $650,000 for the purpose of repairing and/or
rebuilding the Grist Mill Dam, also known as Mill Pond Dam; $400,000 of this amount is to
come from the town’s unassigned fund balance, and $250,000 from taxation for 2015 only.
Additionally, to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend for said
purposes any funds from the State of New Hampshire, the federal government, and any private
source, as they may become available, which funds shall reduce the amount to be raised by
taxation? This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI, and will not lapse until
the repair or rebuilding of the Grist Mill Dam is completed or until March 31, 2019, whichever
is sooner. The repair will be done to comply with the New Hampshire Department of
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Environmental Services’ Letter of Deficiency dated July 11, 2012. If this Article passes, it will save
a 328-year-old historic town dam, pond, and fresh water wildlife habitat, and increase the flood control for
the Town of Hampton.
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Department) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $250,000 is 0.0899
per $1000 valuation (eight point nine cents per thousand dollars of valuation.) [Note: This
fiscal note was submitted with the warrant article.]
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $250,000 is $0.090 per
$1,000 valuation (nine point zero cents per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee 8-4-2
Moved by Norman Hurley, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 38 for discussion.
Norman Hurley, 472 High St, gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 38.
Stephen LaBranche, 469 Ocean Blvd, spoke in opposition of Article 38.
Michael Pierce spoke in opposition of Article 38
Keith Lessard spoke in favor of Article 38.
Vincent Ghika, 13 Noel St, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Mike Edgar, 7 Anns Terr, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Candace Stellmach, 488 High St, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Renny Cushing, 395 Winnacunnet Rd, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Cheryl Hurley, 472 High St, spoke in favor of Article 38 and responded to a number of
comments made by earlier speakers.
Chris Muns, 5 Nersesian Way, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Fred Rice spoke in favor of Article 38.
Bob Fair, 44 North Shore Rd, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Chet Riley, 641 Exeter Rd, spoke in favor of Article 38.
Sunny Kravitz explained the budget committee’s vote to recommend.
Vote taken on ending discussion of Article 38.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1205*
No – 1199
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 37-38. Motion passed.
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Article 39
On the Petition of Kate Pratt and at least twenty five other registered voters of the Town of
Hampton, shall the Town of Hampton raise and appropriate the amount of $75,000 to help
defray the costs of constructing a tower to house the Town Clock and to carry out repairs and
maintenance to the Clock. Such funds raised by this article to be used along with an equivalent
amount of privately raised funds that have been raised and currently in the Town’s possession
to complete the work. The contract for the construction of tower will be directed to Robert
Gray Construction per its proposal dated May 31, 2013. This shall be a non-lapsing account per
32:7, VI and will not lapse until the earlier of: i) all funds raised by this Article being expended
for the construction, repair or maintenance of the tower and clock, or ii) December 31, 2020?
(Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $75,000 is $0.027 per
$1,000 valuation (two point seven cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee 10-4-0
Moved by Kate Pratt, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 39 for discussion.
Kate Pratt, 98 Locke Rd, gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 39.
Candace Stellmach spoke in favor of Article 39.
Fred Rice spoke in opposition of Article 39.
Jim Workman, 126 Landing Rd, spoke in favor of Article 39.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 856
No – 1538*
Article 40
On petition of Ute Pineo and 25 other legal voters of the Town of Hampton, shall the Town
vote to raise and appropriate $5,000.00 as a one time donation to the Hampton Committee to
help defray the costs to bring the Vietnam Veterans Moving Memorial Wall to Hampton Beach.
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $5,000 is $0.002 per
$1,000 valuation (two tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee 7-5-2
Moved by Ute Pineo Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 40 for discussion.
Ute Pineo, 15 Tuttle Ave, gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 40.
David Lang spoke in favor of Article 40.
Fred Rice spoke in opposition of Article 40.
Bob Ladd, 7 Cutler Ave, spoke in favor of Article 40.
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Arthur Moody spoke to Article 40.
Ute Pineo advised the committee has not been formed yet.
Nick Bridle, 225 Towle Farm Rd, spoke in favor of Article 40.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1015
No – 1390*
Article 41
Art: Erect solar panels on the closed land fill site to generate electricity
On the petition of Sunny Kravitz and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall the Town of
Hampton at no cost to the Town, seek information and proposals as to the feasibility of erecting
a Mega KW solar array on the closed land fill site to generate electricity.
The goal is to reduce the cost of electricity for the waste Water Treatment Planet and municipal
buildings from a renewable source of energy. (a majority vote required).
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0-1
Moved by Sunny Kravitz Seconded by Barbara Kravitz to open Article 41 for discussion.
Sunny Kravitz advised of some typographical errors in the article pointing out the need to
capitalize “waste” and change “Planet” to “Plant”.
Sunny Kravitz spoke in favor of Article 41.
Fred Rice spoke in opposition of Article 41.
Arthur Moody spoke in opposition of Article 41.
Corrine Baker spoke in favor of Article 41.
Michael Pierce spoke in favor of Article 41.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1784*
No – 603
Article 42
By petition to see if the Town of Hampton will vote to raise and appropriate $1,250 for the
Child Advocacy Center for Rockingham County, which provides a safe environment for the
evaluation of alleged child abuse for children through the collaboration of community partners.
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $1,250 is less than $0.001
per $1,000 valuation (less than one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-1
Moved by Mary-Louise Woolsey, Seconded by Jamie Sullivan to open Article 42 for discussion.
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Jamie Sullivan, 14 Longwood Dr, gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 42.
Corrine Baker asked why this agency is not included in Article 20.
Jamie Sullivan advised it is because it is a new organization. New organizations must have their
own article the first year, once approved by the voters, then they are grouped in with the multiorganization article each year afterwards.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1983*
No – 413
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 39-41. Motion passed.
Article 43
On the petition of John Nyhan and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall the Town of
Hampton raise and appropriate $3,000 to pay Experience Hampton Inc, the organizer of the
2010 to 2014 Hampton Christmas Parades, to help defray the expenses of the 2015 Christmas
Parade and related activities? (Majority vote required)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact $3,000 is $0.001 per $1,000
valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by James Waddell to open Article 43 for discussion.
Rusty Bridle gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 43.
James Waddell spoke in favor of Article 43.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1964*
No – 457
Article 44
Shall the town allow the HAMPTON CEMETERY TRUSTEES to withdraw up to the sum of
$40,000 from the cemetery burial trust fund to purchase a new ¾ four wheel pickup with plow?
This will be at no cost to taxpayers.
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-1-0
Moved by Matt Shaw, Seconded by Rick Griffin to open Article 44 for discussion.
Matt Shaw, 11 Emery Ln, gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 44.
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Moved by Matt Shaw Seconded by Rusty Bridle to Amend Article 44 by deleting entire article
and replace it with “On petition of 25 or more registered voters, shall the Town of Hampton
vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $40,000 to enable the Hampton Cemetery Trustees to
purchase a new ¾ ton four-wheel drive pickup with plow for cemetery maintenance and to
authorize funding of said appropriation through the withdrawal of up to $40,000 from the
principal in the Cemetery Burial Trust Fund, which has a principal balance of over $500,000
generated from the sale of Town of Hampton cemetery burial plots so that there will be no
additional cost to taxpayers?”
Arthur Moody spoke in opposition of the Shaw amendment.
Danny Kenney spoke in favor of article.
Rusty Bridle spoke in favor of article.
Vote taken on Shaw amendment. Amendment passed.
No further discussion and article will be on the ballot as amended.
Yes – 1905*
No – 503
Article 45
On petition of 25 or more registered voters to see if the Town will vote to increase the annual
salary of the Town Clerk from $55,219 to $60,188 with the sum of $58,945 to be appropriated
for the fiscal year 2015.
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $3,726 is $0.001 per
$1,000 valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Moved by Jane Cypher, Seconded by Mary Louise Woolsey to open Article 45 for discussion.
Moved by Jane Cypher, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to amend Article 45 by deleting the entire
article and replacing it with:
On petition of 25 or more registered voters to see if the Town will vote to increase the annual
salary rate of the Town Clerk from $55,219 to $60,188 per annum, effective April 1, 2015, and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $3,726.75 to cover the increased amount from April 1, 2015
to December 31, 2015 that is not contained within the operating or default budget amounts in
Article 12.
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $3,726.75 is $0.001 per
$1,000 valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation.)
Jane Cypher gave explanation and spoke in favor of Article 45.
Arlene Andreozzi spoke in favor of Article 45.
Corrinne Baker of Exeter Road spoke in opposition of Article 45.
David Lang spoke in favor of Article 45.
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Fred Rice, 15 Heather Lane, spoke in favor of Article 45.
Timothy Jones spoke in favor of Article 45.
Pat Collins of Boars Head spoke in favor of Article 45.
Mary-Louise Woolsey spoke in favor of Article 45.
Vote taken on Cypher amendment. Amendment passed.
No further discussion and article will be on the ballot as amended.
Yes – 1021
No – 1337*
Article 46
On the petition of John and Judith Doherty, and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall
the Town of Hampton vote to remove deed restriction number 4 relating to allowing only onesingle family dwelling to be placed on the lot, for the limited purpose of allowing the owners of
two seasonal dwellings at 3 Toppan Street (Hampton tax map number 131, lot number 502) to
replace one existing and failing seasonal dwelling with properly built year-round dwelling, such
that the owners can relocate and retire to the Town of Hampton. The new dwelling will meet
all local building and zoning codes. There are currently two dwellings on said lot. Further to
authorize and direct the Selectmen to execute, deliver and record notice of this vote at the
Rockingham County of Deeds at no extra cost to the Town? (Majority vote required).
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0-1
Moved by Pat Collins, Seconded by Steven LaBranche to open Article 46 for discussion.
Moved by Pat Collins, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to amend article as follows
Amend Article 46 by adding “now known as Tax Map 132 Lot 7” after “lot number 502” and
add Registry to read Rockingham County Registry of Deeds.
Vote taken to allow John Doherty to speak (out of town resident). Motion passed.
John Doherty gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 46.
Pat Collins spoke in favor of Article 46.
Vote taken on Collins amendment. Amendment passed.
No discussion and Article will be on the ballot as amended.
Yes – 1017
No – 1229*
Article 47
On petition of Jay Diener and 25 registered voters in Hampton, shall the Town of Hampton
vote to raise and appropriate up to the sum of $90,000 for the purpose of rebuilding the
collapsed Ice Pond dam, including stop-log gates that can be removed and replaced to allow the
Pond to be used for storm water storage in the event of major rain storms? The Hampton
Conservation Commission has committed $40,000 toward the final cost estimate of $130,000
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for rebuilding the dam, and has paid for the engineering study and design of the replacement
dam, both of which have been completed. We will be looking for donations from individuals
and outside organizations to help reduce the $90,000 needed from the Town to complete this
project.? (Majority vote required.)
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2015 tax impact on $90,000 is $0.032 per
$1,000 valuation (three point two cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Not Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Moved by Jay Diener, Seconded by Rusty Bridle to open Article 47 for discussion.
Jay Diener gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 47.
Maggie Ginieres, 138 Landing Rd, spoke in favor of Article 47.
Peter Tilton, Jr. spoke in favor of Article 47.
Barbara Renaud, 37 Towle Farm Rd, spoke in favor of Article 47.
Candace Stellmach, spoke in favor of Article 47.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 47
Eileen Latimer spoke in opposition of Article 47.
Keith Lessard spoke in favor of Article 47.
Nathan Page, 200 Drakeside Rd, spoke in favor of Article 47.
Jay Diener addressed a few points made by other speakers.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 46-47. Motion passed.
Yes – 1509*
No - 848
Article 48
On petition of Nathan Page and (25) twenty five or more registered voters of Hampton, shall
the Town of Hampton reduce the number of at-large members serving on the Hampton
Municipal Budget Committee to 7 (not including representatives from other Boards) as provided
under RSA 32:15-IV? This change will take place via attrition as terms expire beginning in 2016,
until the number of at-large members of the Committee reaches 7. Subsequently, annual
elections will be held to maintain the membership of the Municipal Budget Committee at 7 atlarge members.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Moved by Nathan Page, Seconded by Jay Diener to open Article 48 for discussion.
Nathan Page gave an overview and spoke in favor of Article 48.
Moved by Nathan Page, Seconded by Sandy Buck to amend all 7’s to 6’s.
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Vote taken on Page amendment. Motion passed.
Arthur Moody spoke in opposition of Article 48.
Eileen Latimer spoke in opposition of Article 48.
Nick Bridle spoke in favor of Article 48.
Pat Collins spoke in favor of Article 48.
Mark McFarlin, 3 Warner Ln, spoke in favor of Article 48.
Mary-Louise Woolsey spoke in opposition of Article 48.
Fred Rice spoke in favor of Article 48.
Sandy Buck, 5 Tobey St, spoke in favor of Article 48.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1281*
No - 1003
Article 49
Upon Petition of at least twenty-five (25) legal voters of the Town of Hampton, New Hampshire,
to see if the Town will vote to modify restriction #3 in those deeds recorded at Book 2579, Page
2377, Book 2591, Page 1378, Book 4721, Page 2612, and Book 4721, Page 2616 to permit
fencing no higher than six (6) feet on that property located at 14, 16-20, 22 and 26 N Street
shown as Lots 114, 115, 116 and 117 on Tax Map 293.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Moved by Tracy Emerick, Seconded by Jay Diener to open Article 49 for discussion.
Arthur Moody spoke to Article 49.
Tracy Emerick spoke to Article 49.
No further discussion and the article will be on the ballot as written.
Yes – 1586*
No - 587
Moved by Rusty Bridle, Seconded by Mary-Louise Woolsey to Restrict Reconsideration of
Articles 48-49. Motion passed.
The Moderator advised that voting will take place on March 10, 2015 from 7:00 am to 8:00 pm
at the Winnacunnet High School Dining Hall.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:59 pm.
Minutes respectfully prepared and submitted on March 12, 2015.

Jane M. Cypher, Town Clerk
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Report of the Town Treasurer
Another successful year has come to a close for the Town of Hampton. This year proved to
be a challenge with the low interest earned on investments.
After negotiations with two local banks, the Town signed a Line of Credit (TAN) with The
Provident Bank, with maximum borrowing of $4.0 million and variable interest rate of 2.50%.
The Town did not need to borrow against the TAN in 2015.
The Town Treasurer is currently holding funds in accounts at Citizen Bank, TD Bank and
Provident Bank. The 2015 cash balance began at $18,229,863; receipts totaled $65,273,404;
expenditures totaled ($62,813,819), cash balance as of December 31st was $20,689,448.
I look forward to a challenging 2016.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen M. Lavin CPA
Treasurer

Report of the Financials of the Town Treasurer
Treasurer Cash Summary 2015
Beginning Balance
Receipts
Expenditures
Ending Balance

2015 - 2016 Cash
'15 End of Year Cash Balance
'15 EoY taxes Due
Jan - Jun '16 Income
Cash Avail thru June '16

$

$

$

20,689,448
2,885,611
2,985,267

$

26,560,326

Owe to Schools thru June
Jan - Jun '16 Town Expenses
Balance
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18,229,863
65,273,404
62,813,819
20,689,448

13,690,611
12,511,053
$

358,662
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Report of the Trustees of the Trust Fund
During 2015, the Trustees of Trust Funds met six times. The Trustees congratulated
Trustees Norman Silberdick and John Sovich on their re-election as trustees in March.
Real Estate Trust Fund
The largest trust fund in Hampton is the Real Estate Trust Fund, whose main purpose is to
provide income to reduce the tax rate in Hampton. The investment policy of the Fund has a
target asset allocation of 40% equities (stocks) and 60% fixed income (bonds and cash). The
purpose of this balanced asset allocation is to provide both income and an opportunity for the
principal of the Real Estate Trust Fund to grow to offset the eroding effects of inflation.
Each month, the Trustees distributed income to the Town from the Real Estate Trust Fund
to reduce the tax rate. The total distributable net income (after investment management fees)
was $642,240, which represented an annual yield of approximately 3.5%.
The Real Estate Trust Fund remains invested in a broadly diversified portfolio of low-cost
mutual funds, exchange-traded funds and individual bonds. The custodian is National Advisors
Trust Company of Overland Park, Kansas. The book value of the principal of the Real Estate
Trust Fund increased from $17,110,065 to $17,713.119 during the year, including a deposit to
the fund of $160,000 received in December from the sale of leased land at Hampton Beach.
The market value of the fund's principal declined from 18,813,109 to 17,799,802 a decrease of
$1,013,307, or 5.4%, largely due to declines in the fund's dividend-oriented equity holdings,
particularly those with international market exposure. The time-weighted total return (income
and capital appreciation) net after fees was -1.9%. Over the past three years, the fund's total
return has averaged 4.9% annually and it has distributed more than $1.9 million in income to
the town to offset the property tax rate. Over the past five years, the fund has achieved an average
annual return, net of fees, of 5.85% and distributed more than $3.2 million in income to the
town's general fund.
At year-end, the Real Estate Trust Fund allocation to equities was approximately 39%, which
was within the allowable range of 25% to 45% specified by the Investment Policy. The allocation
to fixed income was 57%, which was within the allowable range of 35% to 70%. The fund's
cash allocation was approximately 4%.
Common Trust Fund
The Trustees manage a number of smaller non-expendable trust funds: the Cemetery Burial
Trust Fund, the Cemetery Perpetual Care Trust Funds (71 individual trust funds), the Lane
Memorial Library Trust Funds (four trust funds), the Campbell Sports Scholarship Trust Fund,
and the Poor Trust Funds (three individual trust funds).
The smaller trust funds are invested in a common trust fund account at National Advisors
Trust Company. Sub-accounting for each of the trust funds was maintained by the investment
advisor and reported to the Trustees at each meeting. The market value of the common trust
fund at year-end was $563,204, and the total return, net after management fees, was -0.71%.
The fund's income yield was approximately 2.6%
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The Cemetery Burial Trust Fund earned income of $13,521, which can be distributed, to
the Town for cemetery maintenance. The Town added $10,650 to this fund from 2014 cemetery
revenue to the Cemetery Burial Trust Fund (Warrant Article #28). An additional $4,261 was
added to the fund from cemetery lot sales in 2015. Warrant Article #26 authorized a withdrawal
of $50,000 from this fund to cover expenses related to the removal of dying trees in Pine Grove
Cemetery. This work was not completed as planned. Warrant Article #44 authorized a
withdrawal of up to $40,000 to enable the Cemetery Trustees to purchase a new ¾-ton pickup
for cemetery maintenance. Per this Warrant Article, a withdrawal of $38,996 was made from
the fund in December.
Half of the income from the Campbell Sports Scholarship Trust Fund ($82) was added to
the principal of the Fund, per the provisions of the trust document. The other half ($82) was
distributed to the Recreation and Parks Department.
The four library trusts received income of $283.
Common Capital Reserve Fund
The Trustees manage a number of capital reserve funds and expendable trust funds. These
funds are invested in a common capital reserve fund account at National Advisors Trust
Company. Sub-accounting for each of the capital reserve funds and non-expendable trusts was
maintained by the investment advisor and reported to the Trustees at each meeting.
The common capital reserve funds and expendable trust funds are conservatively invested in
US government securities, US government-backed agency bonds, investment grade bonds and
up to 15% in high quality equities.
The market value of the common capital reserve fund at year-end was $1,509,684. The
fund's total return for 2015 was 0.78%.
The Hampton School District did not add any funds to the Special Education Expendable
Trust Fund in 2015. The principal and income balance in the Hampton Special Ed Fund at the
end of 2015 was $217,211.
The Selectmen did not add any funds to the Compensated Leave Trust Fund during 2015.
The principal and income balance at the end of 2015 was $292,592. There were no
disbursements from this fund during the year.
The Town Roads Capital Reserve Fund received a deposit of $300,000 (Warrant Article
#18). There were no disbursements during 2015. The ending principal & income balance was
$933,232.
There were no deposits into, or disbursements from, the DPW Equipment Capital Reserve
Fund in 2015, leaving an ending principal & income balance of $3,259.
Winnacunnet School District Common Capital Reserve Fund
The Winnacunnet School District did not add any funds to its Building Maintenance,
Special Education or Technology Fund expendable trusts. No disbursements were made from
these funds in 2015. The ending principal and income balance for the Special Education
Expendable Trust Fund was $315,515.
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The total ending principal & income balance for the three Winnacunnet School District
CRFs was $566,020.
Investment Advisor
Mackensen & Company, Inc. of Hampton served as the investment advisor for the Trustees.
The total fee paid for investment advisory and bookkeeping services was $26,807, which was
paid prorata from the income of the trust and capital reserve funds. In September, the Trustees
were advised that Mackensen and Company had been the subject of an investigation by the
Securities and Exchange Commission regarding misleading advertising materials, which were
used to solicit prospective accounts between 2010 and 2012. Mackensen and Company were
fined $100,000 without admitting or denying the findings of the order. Subsequent to the
disclosure, the Trustees had their own investigation and reaffirmed retaining the firm as
investment advisor. This in turn led to a significant confrontation with the Hampton Board of
Selectmen who requested that the Trustees review their decision. In January 2016, the Trustees
met in closed session and again reaffirmed their decision to retain Mackensen and Company by
a vote of 4-1. It further requested that Mackensen and Company provide the Trustees with a
compliance report at each future meeting and finally a sub-committee of the Trustees was formed
to review whether the Trustees should seek requests for proposals. All correspondence between
the Town of Hampton Board of Selectmen, and its Town Manager and the Trustees is posted
on the Trustees web site for public review. www.HamptonTrustFunds.org.
Trustees of Trust Funds Website
The Trustees of the Trust Funds maintain a website to keep the citizens of Hampton
informed about the trust funds and the capital reserve funds, and to provide disclosure under
RSA 91-A (the Right-to-Know Law).
The Trustees’ website address is
www.HamptonTrustFunds.org. The website features a page for each trust fund and capital
reserve fund. The website also lists the next meeting date and the agenda for the next meeting.
Copies of past meeting minutes may be downloaded from the website. Applicable state laws
(RSAs) are listed on the website for easy reference. Besides the Trustees’ website, Trustee
meeting notices are posted at the Lane Memorial Library and the Town Office Building.
Trustees of Trust Funds
Norman Silberdick, Chairman
William A. Hartley, Vice Chairman
Stephen A. Falzone, Secretary
John P. Troiano, Bookkeeper
John Sovich, Trustee
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Report of the Director of Finance
To the Town of Hampton:
The 2015 unaudited (current year) Income/Expense reports follow the format used when
reporting to the Board of Selectmen each month and opens with a Financial Summary for the
year, which covers two important accounts, the Unassigned Fund Balance (UFB) and Cash.
In private industry, the UFB is referred to as “Retained Earnings” and is adjusted annually
by the net income (income minus expenses). Using the same idea, Hampton’s 2015 Gross
Income ($29.2M) minus Gross Expenses ($28.5M) equals excess income of $741.5k, which will
increase the UFB. Of the other two possible adjustments, the amount, if any, of additional
monies needed for future contingencies (legal or abatements) is unknown at this time. The final
encumbrances (departmental expenses and warrant articles) were booked with an additional
$374k being needed i.e.: subtracted from the UFB. When combined with the ’14 balance of
$5.5M, the estimated 2015 Unassigned Fund Balance is $5.8M. This is above the DRA
suggested minimum balance level ($3.1M or 5% of gross expenditures of the
Town/School/County).
The Town collects the real estate taxes relating to the Town’s portion but also for the School,
County and HBVD Precinct. By law, these other entities must be paid, no matter if the Town
has the funds or not. The 2015-16 Cash analysis shows that we ended with $20.7M cash balance,
the best estimate of the first six months of 2016 shows that we may not need to borrow however,
the margin is small at only $358k. If there is a need to cover a cash shortfall, before the first
half-year tax bills begin to be paid, the Town may need to issue Tax Anticipation Notes (TANs)
with their resulting interest expense. This level of borrowing is within the $10M limit allowing
the TAN’s to be tax exempt with a resulting lower interest rate.
The next three pages, revenue, show the total amount received totaling $8.3M or 121% of
budget. This was due to: motor vehicle income being $474k above budget; State of NH income
being $81.7k above budget; building permits income being $120k; Departmental Income (with
Rye sewer) being $210k above budget and parking lots income being $72.8k above budget.
The next page (16 of 16) lists the departmental/capital & warrant article expenditures by
major line item. The column labeled 2015 Available is only 1.67% of the ’15 Budget (this does
not include the warrant articles). The major components of the $390.7k “savings” were:





Legal – under $30k mostly in collective bargain costs.
Personnel Admin – under $176k – related mostly to the employee separation and
buyback program.
Municipal Insurance – under by $252k related to health insurance and workers
compensation.
Municipal Sanitation – under by $246k mostly related to help offset the over
expenditure of the highways & streets division due to snow removal.
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The next fifteen (15) pages list the expenditures by line and sub-line items. Positive and
negative variances occur in every department. This is not unusual when you are dealing with a
budget that was made 18 months in advance of actual spending. At the bottom of page 15 (of
16) is the listing of the Capital Outlays/Warrant Articles. These are the additional projects
approved at last year’s Town Meeting over and above the operating budget discussed above.
The final four pages cover the major Revolving Funds. The first fund, Recreation, has an
ending balance of $138.6k with a net $20.3k received in donations after the granting of
scholarships. The Cable Committee with the Franchise Fees collected has an ending balance of
$30.5k. The Private Detail Fund has an ending balance of $123.5k. Lastly, the Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) Fund has an ending balance of $479.4k.
As was the case in the past years, changes in governmental auditing procedures and
requirements means that our auditing firm, Plodzik & Sanderson, can no longer complete their
testing and review of the current year within a short enough timeframe to allow inclusion in
Hampton’s Annual Report. To overcome this situation, the complete 2014 Annual Audit (prior
year) is included. Special note should be made of the Management Discussion and Analysis
(starting on page 3) which gives a narrative overview of the information found in the Audit
Report. The 2015 audit is expected to be complete by the end of July and when the final report
is received, it will be scanned and made available on the Town’s website.
The Finance Department and MIS look forward to another successful year in 2016 and
thank all the residents of Hampton for their continued support.
Respectfully submitted,
Kristi Pulliam
Finance Director
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Town of Hampton
State of New Hampshire
2016 Town Warrant
To the inhabitants of the Town of Hampton, in the County of Rockingham, and the State of
New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at eight-thirty o’clock in the forenoon in the Auditorium of the
Winnacunnet High School, Alumni Drive, on Saturday, January 30, 2016, for the first session
of the Annual Town Meeting for the transaction of all business other than voting by official
ballot.
In accordance with the action on Article 14 of the 1996 Town Meeting (pursuant to RSA 40:13),
the second session of the Annual Town Meeting to elect officers by official ballot and to vote on
questions required by law to be inserted on said official ballot, shall be held on Tuesday, March
08, 2016 at seven o’clock in the forenoon in the Cafeteria of the Winnacunnet High School,
Alumni Drive. The polls will not close before eight o’clock in the evening.
Further, you are notified that the Moderator will process the absentee ballots pursuant to RSA
659:49 on Tuesday, March 08, 2016.

Article 1
One (1) Selectman for a Three (3)-Year Term; One (1) Town Clerk for a Three (3)-Year Term;
One (1) Moderator for a Two (2)-Year Term; One (1) Supervisor of the Checklist for a Six (6)Year Term; One (1) Trustee of the Trust Funds for a Three (3)-Year Term; One (1) Library
Trustee for a Three (3)-Year Term; Two (2) Planning Board Members for a Three (3)-Year Term;
One (1) Planning Board Member for a Two (2)-Year Term; One (1) Cemetery Trustee for a Three
(3)-Year Term; Two (2) Budget Committee Members for a Three (3)-Year Term; One (1) Budget
Committee Member for a Two (2)-Year Term; One (1) Budget Committee Member for a One
(1)-Year Term; One (1) Zoning Board Member for a Three (3)-Year Term.
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Article 2
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I – General, Sections 1.2 and 1.3 to clarify and improve the existing language
regarding the reconstruction of non-conforming uses, and also the expansion, alteration, and
abandonment of non-conforming uses.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 3
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article I – General, Section 1.6 to modify the definition of “Use Change,” requiring
Planning Board approval in all instances where the current and proposed uses are dissimilar,
referencing the previously adopted Use Change approval requirements of the Town Center
District, and clarifying that Use Changes are subject to Site Plan and Subdivision approval (when
applicable).
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 4
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.1 Purposes to include vernal pools in the list of areas
protected by the Wetland Conservation District.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.2 B Definitions – “Inland Wetlands” to add examples
of inland wetlands such as non-tidal portions of ponds, rivers, and streams.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 5
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.2 E Definitions – “Buffer” to create a 100’ buffer for a
specified list of select 1st through 4th order streams and rivers (Ash Brook, Drakes River, Little
River, Nilus Brook, Old River, Taylor River, and Winnicut River).
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.3 Permitted Uses to add a new section that covers the
permitted uses within the 1st through 4th order streams and their buffers.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.4 Use Restrictions and Prohibited Uses (B, D, and F)
to include appropriate references and clarifications with regards to the 1st through 4th order
streams and its 100’ buffer.
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Amend Article II – Districts, Appendix to include a reference to the accepted scientific paper
that established stream order.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 6
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.7 Special Provisions (C1 and C2) to add a sentence
which clarifies that all proposed development within the contiguous area shall not result in any
permanent adverse impacts to the Wetland Conservation District.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 7
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.5 (Aquifer Protection District Ordinance) to add
definitions for “Impervious Surface”, “Low Impact Development”, and “Sanitary Protective
Radius”; to provide for review of reports involving zone designation by the Aquarion Water
Company or its successor; to modify the Use Regulations as they pertain to Site Drainage,
Prohibited Uses, Conditional Uses, and Non-Conforming Uses; to require notice to the
Aquarion Water Company or its successor of any application within the Aquifer Protection
District requiring a public hearing; and other general codification and consistency changes.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 8
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III – Use Regulations to add notes cross-referencing the existing Use Regulations
located in other sections of the Zoning Ordinance.
Recommended by the Planning Board
Article 9
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by the Planning Board for
the Hampton Zoning Ordinance as follows?
Amend Article III - Use Regulations to add new Section 3.48 regarding Elderly Housing, which
relocates the use table currently in Article XV and identifies applicable types of elderly housing.
Amend Article XV – Elderly Housing Standards to delete the use table (to be relocated under
Article III) and to clarify the existing language.
Recommended by the Planning Board
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Article 10
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,000,000.00 for the
purpose of constructing the necessary upgrades to the Waste Water Treatment Facility Septic
Receiving Station by purchasing and installing a Raptor Septic Acceptance Plant or its equivalent
in order to process septic effluent containing materials that otherwise can a) clog pumps and
valves, b) decrease the effectiveness of plant aeration, dewatering and filtering equipment, and
c) decrease maintenance costs. Attached thereto will be a vehicle and equipment wash down
facility that will accommodate all Town equipment and operate in accordance with the
requirements of the Clean Water and Air Acts. Such appropriation includes improvements to
the Recycled Wastewater Yard Piping to include the upgrading and replacement of the piping
systems for the delivery of plant water to increase the efficiency of the Treatment Plant. Such
appropriation includes safety improvements to the Sewer Plant valve pit, a hazardous work
environment that employees must enter to operate the flow valves that control flow from the
primary and sludge thickener tanks. Included in the appropriation is the design, engineering,
purchasing and installing an emergency generator to power the aeration blower system that is
not now connected to emergency power. A loss of power means a loss of secondary treatment
in the plant that the Town is required to maintain under law and its State and Federal permits.
Such sum to be raised by the issuance of municipal bonds or notes for a period not to exceed
thirty (30) years under and in accordance with the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33); and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen and the Town Treasurer to issue and negotiate such bonds
or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, contract for, accept and expend any Federal,
State or other available funds towards the projects in accordance with the terms and conditions
under which they are received and to borrow in anticipation of the receipt of such and or the
issuance of such bonds or notes as provided in the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33), as amended;
and
To authorize participation in the State Revolving Fund (SRF) (RSA 486:14) established for the
purpose, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept, and expend such monies
as they become available from the Federal and State Governments; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to implement such cost effective solutions as are presented
in the future that they deem to be in the best interests of the Town that may result in a lesser
amount of expenditure than is authorized by this warrant article; and
To authorize the Board of Selectmen to take any and all actions necessary to carry out the project
in the best interests of the Town of Hampton? (3/5ths vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee 7-7-0
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Article 11
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate as an operating budget, not including
appropriations by special warrant articles and other appropriations voted separately, the amounts
set forth on the budget posted with the warrant as amended by vote of the first session, for the
purposes set forth therein, totaling $26,599,431.00? Should this article be defeated, the default
budget shall be $26,528,092.00, which is the same as last year, with certain adjustments required
by previous action of the Town of Hampton or by law or the governing body may hold one
special meeting in accordance with RSA 40:13, X and XVI to take up the issue of a revised
operating budget only. (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 10-4-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The proposed operating budget figure of $26,599,431.00 is
an increase of $93,535.00 more than the budget amount adopted in 2015 of $26,505,896.00.
The net estimated 2016 tax impact of the proposed operating budget is $0.034 per $1,000
valuation (three point four cents per thousand dollars of valuation). The default budget figure
of $26,528,092.00 is an increase of $22,196.00 more than the budget amount adopted in 2015.
The net estimated tax impact for the default budget is $0.008 per $1,000 valuation (eight tenths
of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 12
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a one-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectman and the Hampton Fire
Fighters Local 2664, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at the current
staffing levels:
2016
2017

$42,906 (39 weeks) over 2015 level
$14,302 (13 weeks) over 2015 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $42,906 to fund the cost items related to the
Hampton Firefighters Local 2664 salaries and benefits for 2016. Such sum represents the
additional salaries and benefits (over the 2015 budget level) for the 2016 portion of the one year
that is contained in an agreement between the Town of Hampton, by its Board of Selectmen,
and the Firefighters Local 2664, pursuant to RSA 273-A. The estimated total cost of the
agreement in salaries and benefits for the one-contract year is $57,209? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-1-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $42,906 is $0.015 per
$1,000 valuation (one point five cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 13
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a one-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectman and the Hampton Fire
Officers Local 3017, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at the current
staffing levels:
2016
2017

$17,751 (39 weeks) over 2015 level
$ 5,917 (13 weeks) over 2015 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $17,751 to fund the cost items related to the
Hampton Fire Officers Local 3017 salaries and benefits for 2016. Such sum represents the
additional salaries and benefits (over the 2015 budget level) for the 2016 portion of the one year
that is contained in an agreement between the Town of Hampton, by its Board of Selectman
and the Fire Officers Local 3017, pursuant to RSA 273-A. The estimated total cost of the
agreement in salaries and benefits for the one-contract year is $23,668? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-1-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $17,751 is $0.006 per
$1,000 valuation (six tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 14
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a three-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton
Police Association (Officers), which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at
the current staffing levels:
2016
2017
2018
2019

$ 72,616 (39 weeks) over 2015 level
$110,583 (52 weeks) over 2016 level
$114,445 (52 weeks) over 2017 level
$ 26,353 (13 weeks) over 2018 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $72,616 to fund the cost items related to the
Police Association (Officers) salaries and benefits for 2016. Such sum represents the additional
salaries and benefits (over the 2015 budget level) for the 2016 portion of the three years that are
contained in a collective bargaining agreement between the Town of Hampton by its Board of
Selectmen and the Hampton Police Association (Officers), pursuant to N.H. RSA 273-A. The
compounded, cumulative cost impact over the three contract years is estimated to be $660,273?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $72,616 is $0.026 per
$1,000 valuation (two point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 15
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a three-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Hampton
Police Association (Sergeants), which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at
the current staffing levels:
2016
2017
2018
2019

$12,934 (39 weeks) over 2015 level
$14,199 (52 weeks) over 2016 level
$37,555 (52 weeks) over 2017 level
$11,420 (13 weeks) over 2018 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,934 to fund the cost items related to the
Police Association (Sergeants) salaries and benefits for 2016. Such sum represents the additional
salaries and benefits (over the 2015 budget level) for the 2016 portion of the three years that are
contained in a collective bargaining agreement between the Town of Hampton by its Board of
Selectmen and the Hampton Police Association (Sergeants), pursuant to N.H. RSA 273-A. The
compounded, cumulative cost impact over the three contract years is estimated to be $133,422?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $12,934 is $0.005 per
$1,000 valuation (five tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 16
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to approve the cost items included in a three-year collective
bargaining agreement reached between the Hampton Board of Selectmen and the Teamsters
Local 633, which calls for the following increases in salaries and benefits at the current staffing
level:
2016
2017
2018
2019

$41,259 (39 weeks) over 2015 level
$58,004 (52 weeks) over 2016 level
$47,205 (52 weeks) over 2017 level
$ 9,809 (13 weeks) over 2018 level

And further to raise and appropriate the sum of $41,259 to fund the cost items related to the
Teamsters Local 633 salaries and benefits for 2016. Such sum represents the additional salaries
and benefits (over the 2015 budget level) for the first of the three years that are contained in a
collective bargaining agreement between the Town of Hampton by its Board of Selectmen and
the Teamsters Local 633 (Clerical, PW Foremen, PD Dispatchers), pursuant to N.H. RSA 273A. The compounded, cumulative cost impact over the three contract years is estimated to be
$336,855? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $41,259 is $0.015 per
$1,000 valuation (one point five cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 17
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $643,225 for
improvements to streets consisting of paving overlays, adjustments to structures to permit paving,
repairs and replacements to drainage, crack sealing, curbing installation and improvements to
Town parking areas on the following streets, Landing Road south of State Route 101, Old Stage
Road, Acorn Road and Driftwood Road, said appropriation to be offset by the State Highway
Block Grant estimated to be $299,804. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7,
VI and shall not lapse until the projects are completed or by March 31, 2018, whichever occurs
sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
NOTE - Block Grant was $289,414.45 in 2015
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $343,421 is $0.123 per
$1,000 valuation (twelve point three cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 18
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $353,000 for the purchase
of the following replacement vehicles for the Department of Public Works; one (1) one-ton truck
with dump body, plow and wing; two (2) 35,000 pound Gross Vehicle Weight dump trucks with
plows and wings; the replaced vehicles to be traded in if deemed to be prudent by the Public
Works Director, Town Manager and Board of Selectmen. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until these purchases are completed or by
March 31, 2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-1-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $353,000 is $0.127 per
$1,000 valuation (twelve point seven cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 19
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $300,000 to be added to
the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund created under Article 16 of the 1998 Annual
Town Meeting in accordance with the provisions of RSA 35 for the purpose of maintenance
and/or reconstruction of streets? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 10-4-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $300,000 is $0.108 per
$1,000 valuation (ten point eight cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 20
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $147,500 for the purpose
of replacing the outfall culvert below the Grist Mill Dam on High Street and to perform a
drainage study of Meadow Pond, and to fund said appropriation the sum of $73,750 to come
from the Unassigned Fund Balance, a fund containing unexpended appropriations from prior
years as of December 31, 2015, and the sum of $73,750 to be raised by taxation? (Majority vote
required)
NOTE: In 2014 the Town appropriated $235,000 for this purpose, which was to be
supplemented by $147,500 from the State of New Hampshire if the dam was breached. In
March of 2015 the Town voted not to breach the dam but to rebuild it reversing its prior vote,
the State withdrew its assistance of $147,500 to replace the culvert and to do the study. This
Article will fund the remaining appropriation of $147,500 needed to complete the work. If this
article does not pass, the previously raised amount will be surrendered to surplus and the project
cancelled.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Not Recommended by the Budget Committee 6-7-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $73,750 is $0.026 per
$1,000 valuation (two point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 21
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $85,000 for the
geotechnical investigation and preliminary design for the reconstruction and/or replacement of
the seawall located at Bi-Centennial Park and temporary repairs during the preliminary design
phase. This shall be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until this
project is completed or by March 31, 2021, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-1-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $85,000 is $0.030 per
$1,000 valuation (three point zero cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 22
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,650 for the
maintenance, repair, re-construction and replacement of sidewalks, as needed, including $5,000
for the installation of ADA compliant ramps at crosswalks. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until this project is completed or by March
31, 2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $45,650 is $0.016 per
$1,000 valuation (one point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 23
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to conduct a
Household Hazardous Waste Collection Day during calendar year 2016; and to authorize the
Board of Selectmen (a) to permit the Towns of Hampton Falls and New Castle to participate in
said collection day at their own expense; (b) to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for,
accept and expend for such purposes any funds from the State of New Hampshire, the Federal
Government, and any private source as may become available? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 14-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $20,000 is $0.007 per
$1,000 valuation (seven tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 24
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $225,000 to complete
appraisals on the Town’s utility properties as part of the 2016 Town-wide revaluation of property
in Hampton as required by the State Constitution and the Department of Revenue
Administration under RSA 75:1, RSA 75:4 & RSA 75:8. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the Town-wide revaluation is completed
or by March 31, 2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $225,000 is $0.081 per
$1,000 valuation (eight point one cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
Note: As the Town of Hampton is required to complete appraisals on all property types as part
of the 2016 revaluation this would also include all Utility properties so they, too, are appraised
in accordance with their full and true market value as of April 1, 2016.
The Town has now received proposals for the completion of these complex appraisal reports,
the list of which includes:








Seabrook Station Nuclear Power Plant (Hampton Assets)
Unitil Energy Systems Inc.
Northern Utilities Inc.
Aquarion Water Company
Public Service of New Hampshire
Fairpoint Communications
Comcast

As Hampton’s utility assets represent a substantial portion of the property tax base, it is
imperative that they reflect fair and equitable assessments as of April 1, 2016.
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Article 25
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $174,475 for the cost of
Hampton’s contribution to twenty (20) human service agencies in the Seacoast in the amounts
corresponding to the agencies’ requests in the right hand columns as follows:
Human Service Agency
2015 Funding 2016 Funding Request
A Safe Place
$
5,500
7,500
American Red Cross
2,000
2,000
Aids Response Seacoast
2,700
2,700
Area Home Care & Family Services
12,000
12,000
Big Brothers Big Sisters
8,000
8,000
Child Advocacy Center
1,250
1,250
Child and Family Services
6,000
6,000
Crossroads House
15,000
15,000
Families First Health & Support Center
10,000
10,000
Lamprey Health Sr. Trans. Program
4,200
4,200
New Generation Shelter
2,000
2,000
Retired & Senior Volunteer Program
1,800
1,800
Richie McFarland Children’s Center
7,800
7,800
Rockingham Community Action
25,000
25,000
Rockingham Meals on Wheels
5,281
6,625
Seacoast Family Promise
2,500
2,500
Seacoast Mental Health Center
8,000
8,000
Seacoast Visiting Nurse
40,000
40,000
Seacoast Youth Services
2,500
2,500
2,000
0
Seacoast Assault Services (Merged with A Safe Place)
Transportation Assistance for Seniors (TASC)
9,600
9,600
Total
$173,131
$174,475
These twenty (20) human service agencies shall each be required to give a written report at the
end of the calendar year 2016 to the Board of Selectmen highlighting what the funds were used
for and what impact the funds had in assisting to achieve their goals and objectives? (Majority
vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $174,475 is $0.063 per
$1,000 valuation (six point three cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 26
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $115,350 for the purpose
of purchasing the following items of equipment for the Recreation and Parks Department: 1) a
one- ton dump truck for the Recreation Department to replace its current 1999 one-ton dump
truck, which shall be traded in as part of the purchase if deemed to be prudent by the Recreation
and Parks Department Director, Town Manager, and Board of Selectmen; 2) new playground
equipment to replace obsolete playground equipment at 5 Corners Park; all as determined by
the Board of Selectmen, the Town Manager and the Director of Recreation and Parks
Department, and 3) to authorize the withdrawal of $115,350 from the Recreation Infrastructure
Special Revenue Fund established for the purpose under Article 44 of the 2007 Annual Town
Meeting? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 10-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Article 27
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $90,000 to carry out all
lawful functions allowed under federal, state and local criminal justice forfeiture programs and
to authorize the withdrawal of that amount from the Police Forfeiture Special Revenue Fund
created for that purpose under Article 55 of the 2003 Town Meeting? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Article 28
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $45,364 to bring the Fire
Prevention Secretary position to a 40-hour per week full-time status. This shall be a non-lapsing
appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and shall not lapse until the hiring is complete or by March 31,
2017, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Note: Warrant article figure presented is for 39 weeks from April 1 to December 31, 2016, the
annual cost thereafter is $60,486.
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 11-3-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $45,364 is $0.016 per
$1,000 valuation (one point six cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Article 29
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $0 for the replacing,
upgrading and modifying of the existing computer system operated by the IT division under the
Finance Department and authorize the withdrawal of $0 from the Management Information
Systems Capital Reserve Fund created for that purpose by Article 27 of the 1997 Town Meeting;
And
To vote, after the foregoing withdrawal of the sum of $0 is made, to maintain the said
Management Information Systems Capital Reserve Fund? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 6-2-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Article 30
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000 to be placed in
the Hampton Conservation Fund; this fund is used to “acquire, maintain, improve, protect or
limit the future use of, or otherwise conserve and properly utilize,” open spaces and conservation
easements in Hampton in accordance with RSA 36-A: Sections 1 through 4, inclusive. Recent
acquisitions such as the Batchelder Farm Conservation Easement have significantly reduced the
size of the Fund. The goal is to return the Fund to adequate levels to enable the Commission
to conserve additional lands on behalf of the Town of Hampton. The Conservation Fund
contains previously approved appropriations or gifts, for the same or similar purposes that have
been made to the “Conservation Commission Accumulation Fund,” the “Conservation Land
Fund,” and the “Conservation Land Acquisition Fund”? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 7-4-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $20,000 is $0.007 per
$1,000 valuation (seven tenths of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 31
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000, said sum of $5,000
to come from the Unassigned Fund Balance, a fund containing unexpended appropriations
from prior years, as of December 31, 2015, and with no amount to be raised from taxation, to
provide partial funding for the planning of a Town War Memorial dedicated to the Town’s sons
and daughters who have served in the Militia for the protection of the community in Colonial
Wars from 1638 to 1774, and who have fought in wars for our Nation from 1775 to date, and
to provide appropriate space on such memorial for those who shall serve in future wars. The
Board of Selectmen to work with the Hamptons Post 35 of the American Legion and such
individuals as the Board of Selectmen shall appoint to plan the memorial, and its place of
erection on a parcel of Town owned land, and to authorize the Board of Selectmen to apply for,
accept, and expend for such purpose any funds from the State of New Hampshire, the Federal
Government, or any private source, as may become available, to add to the sum. This shall be a
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non-lapsing appropriation per RSA 32:7, VI and will not lapse until the project is completed or
by March 31, 2019, whichever is sooner? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 12-1-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Article 32
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to distribute to the general fund all funds that were left in the
Heritage Fund, currently amounting to approximately $5,329.58 plus any additional interest
earned thereon, from past monies appropriated and gifts of money, which are no longer needed
due to the abolition of the Heritage Commission as a result of the passage of Article 35 at the
2015 Annual Town Meeting? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
Article 33
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to change the title of the “Cemetery Burial Trust Fund” that
was first created by Article 26 at the 1986 Town Meeting for the maintenance of Town owned
cemeteries, to the “Cemetery Maintenance Trust Fund,” and to confirm that currently, each
Town Meeting has the authority to make expenditures from both the principal and the interest
in said Fund (the interest from which is otherwise to be withdrawn annually and used for the
maintenance of cemeteries) and to make changes in the terms of said Fund as needed? (2/3 vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-0-1
Article 34
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to change the percentage distribution of Franchise Fees
received from the Cable TV provider as voted under Article 16 of the 2013 Annual Town
Meeting so that 100% (instead of 25%) of the funds received from the Franchise Fees are placed
in the Hampton Cable TV Local Revolving Fund and are allowed to accumulate from year to
year, and shall not be considered to be part of the Town’s unassigned fund balance in accordance
with the provisions of RSA 31:95-h as previously voted? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 6-2-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) No Tax impact.
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Article 35
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to amend Article II, Section 1 of Chapter 469 of the Hampton
Code (the Disposal of Surplus Town Equipment and Materials Ordinance adopted under Article
30 of the 2012 Annual Town Meeting) as follows:
Amend Chapter 469, Article II, Section 1. Exclusions, by adding the following language at the
end of the list of Exclusions in this Section between the word “herein” and the period.
Surplus and no longer usable equipment or equipment containing scrap metals that can be sold
to a metals or junk dealer by the Town for sums in excess of its auctionable value as determined
by the Town Manager or his designee and approved by the Board of Selectmen? (Majority vote
required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Article 36
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to convey to the Hampton
School District, upon such terms and conditions as the Selectmen may determine are
appropriate and in the best interests of the Town, all of the Town’s right, title and interest in
two separate vacant parcels of land, the first commonly known as the Arnold property (Tax Map
161-51), which has been under lease to the Hampton School District for the purpose of an offstreet bus loading/unloading area in accordance with Article 43 of the 1988 Annual Town
Meeting, and the second commonly known as the Martel property, (a part of Tax Map 176 Lot
14, (subdivision may be required)), over which the Hampton School District has an easement
for a travel lane also in accordance with said Article 43 from the 1988 Annual Town Meeting,
both located on Academy Avenue; these conveyances are contingent upon the successful passage
of the currently proposed bond issue for renovations to the Hampton Academy and the carrying
out of that project, and are further to be made subject to a reverter of title to the Town of
Hampton of said parcels should they no longer be needed by the Hampton School District for
school purposes? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Article 37
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to accept “as is” the lettered streets A through Q and the streets
in White’s Island, so-called, known as Atlantic Avenue, Bradford Avenue, Concord Avenue,
Dover Avenue, Epping Avenue, Haverhill Avenue and River Avenue, as Class V Town
Highways, said highways having been surveyed by Parker Survey Assoc. Inc., and filed in the
Rockingham County Registry of Deed as Plan D-12567 (Sheets 1-5) and as Plan D-12566 (Sheets
1-2) respectfully, and constructed by the Hampton Beach Improvement Company on Town
property under a lease approved by Town Meeting, said lease dated and signed on April 24,
1897, acceptance action having not been taken by a prior Town Meeting. These acceptances
shall be at no cost to the Town? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
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Article 38
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to discontinue E Street as a Public Way in accordance with
the provisions of RSA 231:43, provided that the discontinuance shall be of no force and effect
until every property owner abutting E Street signs a waiver, to be prepared by the Town Attorney,
of any appeal under RSA 231:48 from such discontinuance and of all damages that could be
sought under RSA 231:48 as a result of such discontinuance, or until six months has elapsed
after the vote to discontinue without any such appeal having been made, whichever comes first?
(Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Article 39
Shall the Town of Hampton vote to discontinue a portion of Old Park Avenue remaining after
its reconstruction, caused by the relocation of Route 1 in 1960, in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 231:43, provided that the discontinuance shall be of no force and effect until every
property owner abutting the area of discontinuance signs a waiver, to be prepared by the Town
Attorney, of any appeal under RSA 231:48 from such discontinuance and of all damages that
could be sought under RSA 231:48 as a result of such discontinuance, or until six months has
elapsed after the vote to discontinue without any such appeal having been made, whichever
comes first?
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 4-1-0
Article 40
On the petition of John and Judith Doherty, and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall
the Town of Hampton vote to remove the first sentence of deed restriction number 4, relating
to allowing only one single-family dwelling to be placed on the lot. This request is for the limited
purpose of allowing these owners of two seasonal dwellings at 3 Toppan Street (Hampton tax
map number 134, lot number 86) to replace one existing and failing seasonal dwelling with a
properly built year-round dwelling, such that the owners can then relocate and retire to the Town
of Hampton. The new dwelling will meet all local building and zoning codes. There are
currently two dwellings on said lot. Further to authorize and direct the Selectmen to execute,
deliver and record notice of this vote at the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds at no extra
cost to the Town? (Majority vote required).
Article 41
On Petition of Daniel Considine and twenty-five (25) or more registered voters, shall the Town
of Hampton vote:
To remove and release a portion of deed restriction #4, first appearing in the deed from the
Town of Hampton to Cora M. Carbonneau dated September 17, 1984 and recorded in the
Rockingham County Registry of Deeds at Book 2512, Page 458, as to the premises located at
#30 Dover Avenue (Tax Map 296, Lot 161-1) and owned by Daniel Considine, Kelly Considine,
Daniel Considine, Jr. and Ayla R. Considine, in order to allow for the expansion of the existing
dwelling, on its existing foundation.
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The portion of the deed restriction #4 to be removed reads as follows: “The Grantee will not
directly build upon the premises within seven (7) feet of any boundary line.”; and further, to
authorize and direct the Town Clerk to execute and deliver to the owners of said lot for
recording, a notice of this Vote at the Rockingham County Registry of Deeds, at no cost to the
Town? (MAJORITY VOTE REQUIRED.)
Article 42
On Petition of Stephen Joyce and at least 25 registered voters, we direct the Board of Selectmen
to not approve any special event requests that result in the closure of any road in the Town of
Hampton. The only allowed exceptions are the Annual Seafood Festival, Neighborhood Block
Parties and Parades? (Majority vote required)
Article 43
On the petition of John Nyhan and at least 25 Hampton registered voters, shall the Town of
Hampton raise and appropriate $3,000 to pay to Experience Hampton Inc, the organizer of the
2010 to 2015 Hampton Christmas Parades, to help defray the expenses of the 2016 Christmas
Parade and related activities? (Majority vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 13-0-0
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $3,000 is $.001 per
$1,000 valuation (one tenth of one cent per thousand dollars of valuation).
Article 44
On the Petition of Amy Hansen and at least twenty-five other registered voters of the Town of
Hampton, shall the Town of Hampton raise and appropriate the amount of $35,000 to help
defray the cost of carrying out repairs and maintenance to the Town Clock. Such funds raised
by this article to be used along with privately raised funds that are currently in the Town’s
possession to complete the work of constructing a tower to house the clock and for the clock’s
repair and installation in that structure. This shall be a non-lapsing account per 32:7, VI and
will not lapse until the earlier of: i) all funds raised by this Article being expended for the
construction, repair or maintenance of the tower and clock, or ii) December 31, 2021? (Majority
vote required)
Recommended by the Board of Selectmen 5-0-0
Recommended by the Budget Committee 9-4-1
Fiscal Impact Note (Finance Dept.) The estimated 2016 tax impact on $35,000.00 is $0.013 per
$1,000 valuation (one point three cents per thousand dollars of valuation).
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Report of the Building Inspector
2015 was once again another record-breaking year. We saw an increase in both new
construction and smaller projects, such as home renovations and upgrades. Revenue figures
surpassed last year’s figures specifically $319,051 collected this year as compared to $258,237.00
collected last year; representing approximately $45,877,710 in construction value.
Again we had a personnel change as Susan Thrumston took a position in the Assessing
Department and Mary Lonergan has replaced Susan as the Department’s part-time secretary.
A few of the larger projects completed this year include:
580 Winnacunnet Rd. (Hampton Shores Condominiums) – a 4-story condominium
with 9 2-bedroom units and 14 1-bedroom units
275 Ocean Blvd. (Surf Condominiums) – a 5-story condominium with 36 residential
units and 5 commercial units
Hilliard Dr. – a subdivision having 10 single-family homes.
Litchfield Dr. - 7 Single-family homes
2016 promises to be another year much the same as 2015 with several very large projects
already underway such as Sea Glass Shores, a 4-story 20 2-bedroom unit condominium building
on N Street. Ashworth Place, a 32-unit of mixed 1 and 2 bedroom condominiums on Ashworth
Ave. and Island Sands a 12 town house 4-story condominium building as well on Ocean Blvd.
to name a few.
The Building Department, as always, remains as a resource for residents, business owners,
architects, builders, developers and engineers. In addition to consulting and inspections for
building projects, the Building Department also coordinates the Code Enforcement efforts for
the town including administration of the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
We are bracing for another busy year and I would like to thank the office staff; Chuck
Marsden, Scott McDonald, Paula Hamel and Mary Lonergan for their hard work keeping the
office running smoothly and efficiently.
Respectfully submitted,
Kevin D. Schultz
Building Inspector
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Report of the Chief Assessor
The Assessing Department has continued to reach new goals and has so again in 2015 with
the continued review and update of our assessing processes to ensure fair and equitable
assessments for the Town of Hampton.
The Assessing Department offers many helpful tools to our residents as well as to the public.
These tools can be accessed at our office or on line. Hampton’s Assessing Data is available
through the Town’s website www.hamptonnh.gov or through Vision appraisal at www.vgsi.com.
The Town’s Tax Maps are also available online through www.caigisonline.net/HamptonNH
allowing the public to access to an array of Town maps, Assessing data and other helpful
information. In addition, this site allows us to share this parcel data enabling homeowners and
real estate professionals to query, browse, report and print maps from their own computers. This
easy to use online GIS supports a variety of municipal functions, provides a platform for police
and school collaboration, and creates a connection between town government, local businesses,
and communities.
The Assessing Department welcomed a new team member, Assessing Clerk Susan
Thrumston, who along with Assistant Assessor Charlene Genest are available to assist and
answer any questions you may have regarding property information, tax maps and any available
credit and exemption programs.
The Town of Hampton had a total of 9,826 parcels in 2015 consisting of 9,527 taxable
parcels and 299 exempt parcels. Of those 9,527 taxable parcels, approximately 82% of those
consist of residential type properties and approximately 14% consist of commercial/industrial
properties. There are a total of 402 undeveloped residential parcels consisting of 707 acres and
approximately 48 acres of undeveloped commercial/industrial land. In addition, the Town has
approximately 907 acres of land currently enrolled in current use and/or conservation
easements.
In 2014-2015, Hampton’s Assessing Staff reviewed and analyzed approximately 424 qualified
sales to complete the 2015 equalization study. These numbers indicate a substantial increase in
the number of qualified sales that transferred in the prior year (355). In addition, the
equalization ratio is estimated to decrease from 2014 indicating a continuation in a strong real
estate market.
On the following pages, you will find information including an illustration of the tax rate
comparisons from 2015 and 2014, followed by a breakdown of the Towns’ 2015 total valuation
including an itemized list of all properties relative to their respective land use codes. Finally, we
have also included a side-by-side comparison of the 2015 and 2014 tax rates, as well as valuations,
appropriations, revenues, exemptions and credits.
In closing, I would like to thank the Town Manager and the Board of Selectmen for their
continued support as we continue our goal of improving the operations of the Assessing
Department so we may better serve the citizens of Hampton in the future.
Respectfully Submitted,
Edward Tinker, Chief Assessor, CNHA
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Where Do Your Property Tax Dollars Go?
As you know, the State of New Hampshire and its municipalities fund local government
and public education, in large part, through the property tax system. The “Property Tax System”
is based on the development of an opinion of fair market value for all properties. Fair market
value is the price by which a willing buyer and seller, both knowledgeable about real estate
and under no duress, agree to transfer real estate from one to the other.
It should also be noted that the budget allows the Town to operate on a day-to-day basis as
well as fund improvements like infrastructure and road maintenance, which provide a better
quality of life for its residents. It also allows us to maintain high quality Police, Fire and
Emergency Response Services that are available to residents on a 24/7 basis.
Below are two charts showing the comparison of tax rates for 2015 and 2014. Similar
to prior years the Town of Hampton has made every effort to minimize their 2015
expenditures in a continuing effort to ease the local tax burden on its residents.

ILLUSTRATION OF TAX DISBURSEMENTS

2014 Tax Rate

2015 Tax Rate
State…

State…

County

County
School…

2015 Tax…

2014 Tax…

Town

Town
0

5

0

10

2015 Tax Rate Breakdown

5

10

2014 Tax Rate Breakdown

STATE EDUCATION

2.49

STATE EDUCATION

2.52

COUNTY

1.12

COUNTY

1.10

SCHOOL (Local)

7.64

SCHOOL (Local)

7.45

TOWN

7.91

TOWN

7.24

2015 Town Tax Rate

200

School…

$19.16

2014 Town Tax Rate

$18.31
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The following chart shows a breakdown of all 2015 Town of Hampton Tax Rates
TOWN

PRECINCT

PARTIAL

UTILITY

UTILITY

TAX

TAX

PRECINCT

TAX

PRECINCT

1000

2000

3000

4000

5000

TOWN

$7.91

$7.91

$7.91

$7.91

$7.91

COUNTY

$1.12

$1.12

$1.12

$1.12

$1.12

SCHOOL (LOCAL)

$7.64

$7.64

$7.64

$7.64

$7.64

SCHOOL (STATE)

$2.49

$2.49

$2.49

X

X

PRECINCT

X

$0.73

X

X

$0.73

PRECINCT EXEMPT

X

$0.05

$0.05

X

$0.05

$19.16

$19.94

$19.21

$16.67

$17.45

TOTAL TAX BURDEN

2015 BREAKDOWN OF PROPERTY VALUATIONS
Property Description

Count

Assessed Valuation

Total Valuation

9826

$3,029,536,200

Exempt Properties
Schools
Municipal
Churches
Other

300

$ 207,490,900
$ 70,647,100
$ 46,634,200
$ 16,384,100
$ 71,206,500

6.85%
2.33%
1.54%
0.54%
2.36%

Total Taxable Properties
9562
Less Exemptions
(Elderly, Blind, Disabled, Etc.)

$ 2,822,045,300

93.15%

31,769,700

1.05%

Total Taxable Valuation

$ 2,790,275,600

92.33%

Property Description
Single Family Homes
Single Family Homes w/no land
2 Family Homes
3 Family Homes
Multi House Properties
Mobile Homes
Residential Apartments
Residential Condos
Residential Vacant
Conservation Lands
Current Use Lands
Barn Easements
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$
Count
4441
130
276
55
249
443
98
2752
402
8
28
9

Assessed Valuation
$1,451,806,600
9,316,100
89,215,400
19,651,900
91,071,100
17,708,200
69,921,400
589,255,300
28,749,300
55,500
73,400
9,500

% of Total Valuation
100.00%

% of Total Valuation
51.45%
0.33%
3.16%
0.70%
3.23%
0.63%
2.48%
20.89%
1.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
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Total Residential Properties

8891

$2,366,833,700

83.87%

Commercial
Industrial
Commercial/Industrial Vacant

616
36
19

$ 334,567,400
43,588,700
1,668,400

11.86%
1.54%
0.06%

Total Commercial Properties

671

$ 379,824,500

13.46%

Utilities

15

Total Taxable Properties

9562

$

75,387,100

2.67%

$ 2,822,045,300

100.00%

TWO-YEAR TAX RATE COMPARISON
2015
Median Assessment Ratio

2014

0.885% Est.

Gross Taxable Valuation:
Less Exemptions:
Net Assessed Valuation:
Net Precinct Valuation:

$3,029,536,200
31,769,100
2,822,045,300
635,965,300

Total Town Appropriations:

$

Less Revenue & Credits:
Local Educ. Appropriations:
State Educ. Appropriations:
County Tax Appropriations:

30,133,341

0.909%
$3,017,666,400
30,938,300
2,812,794,500
620,827,400
$

27,587,983

-7,862,413
21,317,805
6,769,141
3,138,007

-7,458,694
20,728,074
6,747,842
3,057,519

Total Appropriations:

$ 53,273,962

$ 50,662,724

War Service Credits:
Overlay:
Less Shared Revenues:

$

$

Property Taxes to be Raised:

$ 53,273,962

Less War Service Credits:
Precinct Taxes to be raised:
Gross Property Taxes:
Municipal Rate:
Schools: Town Rate:
Schools: State Rate:
County Rate:
Town Tax Rate:
Precinct Tax Rate:
Partial Precinct Tax Rate:
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450,885
250,000
0
-450,885
426,740

$

49,249,817
$ 7.91
$ 7.64
$ 2.49
$ 1.12
$19.16
$19.94
$19.21

464,735
236,359
0

$ 50,555,032
-464,735
383,335
$ 50,662,724
$ 7.24
$ 7.45
$ 2.52
$ 1.10
$18.31
$18.95
$18.44
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Report of the Chief of Police
Mission and value statements guide the employees of the Hampton Police Department in the
performance of their duties. Those statements further emphasize our commitment to the
philosophy of Community Policing and read as follows:
MISSION STATEMENT
The mission of the Hampton Police Department is to enhance the quality of life for all
persons who live, work and visit our Community by:


fostering partnerships within our Community to promote safe secure neighborhoods;



maintaining order and peace, while affording dignity and respect to every person;



safeguarding individual rights; and,



preventing crime while aggressively working to solve those crimes, which occur.

We strive to accomplish this mission through the delivery of quality police services and the
pursuit of excellence and dedication in the performance of those services.
VALUE STATEMENT
All employees of the Hampton Police Department will be guided by the following shared
values:
A. HUMAN LIFE
We value human life and dignity above all else.
Therefore:
We give first priority to any situation, which threatens life. We utilize the proper levels
of force and only when necessary. We treat all persons in a dignified and courteous
manner, and exhibit understanding of ethnic and cultural diversity, both in our
professional and personal endeavors. We will remain constantly aware of the need for
compassion, caring, and common sense in dealing with people.
B. INTEGRITY
We believe integrity is the basis for public trust.
Therefore:
We are committed to the highest performance standards, ethical conduct, and
truthfulness in all relationships. We hold ourselves accountable for our actions and take
pride in a professional level of service to all.
C. EXCELLENCE
We strive for personal and professional excellence.
Therefore:
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We strive to do our best in all situations and to provide quality service in a courteous,
efficient, and accessible manner. We vigorously enforce local, state and federal laws;
and, are committed to the defense of the Constitutions of the United States and the
State of New Hampshire. We promote community and employee interaction through
problem solving partnerships. We empower our employees at all levels to engage in
problem identification and problem solving activities. We will strive for professional
performance through continual training, education, and commitment to our duties. We
will not tolerate misconduct by an employee and we will treat our fellow employees and
our work environment with dignity and respect.
For additional information about the Hampton Police Department, please visit our website
at www.hamptonpd.com.
Personnel
In March, Officer Andrew Jowett was promoted to the rank of Sergeant. Sergeant Jowett
has served the Department since 1992. In his time with the Department Sergeant Jowett has
been tasked with a variety of assignments to include Patrol, Mounted Patrol, Use of Force
Instructor, and Team Leader with the Seacoast Emergency Response Team.
In June, SRO/Detective Anthony Azarian was assigned as a CID/Detective. Officer
Matthew Robinson was selected to take over as SRO/Detective at Hampton Academy.
Officer Timothy Hamlen and Officer Vitalijs Sorokins were assigned as Summer Corporals
successfully filling those positions from June until September.
Officer Robert Kenyon was assigned as Assistant Prosecutor for the Summer Season.
In December, Part-Time Special Officer Justin Gaudreault was hired as a Full-Time Officer.
Officer Gaudreault is attending the 169th New Hampshire Police Academy graduating in April
2016. Officer Gaudreault resides in Manchester, NH, and started his career with the
Department as a Part-Time Officer in 2015.
The following Part-Time Special Officers resigned their positions with the Department in
2015. We wish them all the best of luck in their future endeavors.
Eric Kulberg
Ryan Burke
Grace Greenwood
Victoria Taft
Erik Slocum

Conall Loughlin
Odom Eang
Michael Pauley
Brianna Miano
*Justin Gaudreault

*Resigned to accept Full-time position
In November, Part-Time Officer John Joyce resigned his position with the Department after
29 years of service. John you distinguished yourself and the Department with your resilience
and willingness to do whatever was needed to fulfill the mission. Your service is greatly
appreciated.
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Thirteen new Part-Time Special Officers were hired this year.
Kenneth Miano
Jeremy Ward
Jay Pappalardo
John Trainor
Jeremy Worcester
Kevin Jacobus
Heather Paquette

Brandon Whitehead
Annaliese Schmidt
Zachary O’Neill
Connor Perry
Justin Hood
Kevin Manuele

Each of the new officers succeeded in a rigorous hiring process and completed 200 hours of
training to receive certification as part-time officers with the New Hampshire Police Standards
and Training Council. An additional 100 hours of Department training was required before
the new officers could start their patrol duties. Due to budgetary constraints at the Police
Academy, the Department will no longer serve as a satellite-training site for the Part-Time Police
Academy.
Department Operations
2015 was an active year the Hampton Police Department. The Department started the
summer with 31 Part-Time Officers with eight of those being new to the Department. In August,
the Department was able to augment the Part-Time ranks with six officers who had just
completed the Summer Part-Time Academy. These officers were not scheduled to come back to
the Department until 2016 but with an accelerated Departmental Training, we were able to
utilize these officers for traffic control at the end of the summer and the many post-season events
taking place at the Beach.
Recruitment and retention continue to be areas of focus and concern for the Department
and for law enforcement across the country. Each year it takes extraordinary efforts by our
Training Cadre to prepare our Special Part-Time Officers for the Summer Beach Operation.
Our Supervisory Personnel did an outstanding job leading and mentoring a team that provided
for a safe and enjoyable Summer Season.
The Patrol Division and the Criminal Investigation Division continue to work diligently
with our local, state, and federal partners to combat the Heroin epidemic the region has
experienced. For the first time in the Departments History, an officer was assigned to a Federal
Task Force to help combat this issue.
Officers responded to over 22,218 calls for service in the Community this past year. Over
5,008 vehicles were stopped as a result of our traffic safety programs and 1,058 people were
arrested. 1,255 incident reports were filed and investigated resulting in 2,298 separate offenses
being reported to the police of which, 221 were felonies. The Department investigated 478
accidents during the past year. Officers issued 1,608 parking tickets resulting in $53,270.00 in
revenues collected.
During the summer and preseason, the New Hampshire State Police continued to assist the
Hampton Police Department by assigning Troopers to create an added presence at the Beach.
In addition, the Rockingham County Sheriff’s Department and the University of New
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Hampshire Police Department provided assistance during the busy 4th of July holiday. A special
note of thanks to each of these agencies for their continued support and cooperation.
On behalf of the employees of the Hampton Police Department, we would like to thank the
Hampton Community for allowing us to serve your needs. I would again like to thank Town
Manager Fred Welch and Assistant Town Manager Jamie Sullivan for their guidance, experience,
and support.
Our employees fulfill the Departments mission through their professionalism, dedication,
and hard work. The employees and their families, who make daily sacrifices due to the nature
of the job, are to be commended for providing the Town of Hampton with the best law
enforcement service.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard E. Sawyer
Chief of Police
Authorized Department Personnel
Full-time Law Enforcement Officers 34
Part-time Law Enforcement Officers 70
Full-time Civilian Personnel
9
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Report of the Fire Chief
Hampton Fire/Rescue is an All-Hazards Agency. We suppress fires, provide excellent prehospital emergency medical care, respond to hazardous materials releases, perform rescues on
land and on the sea, enforce Fire Codes, provide public life safety education and we prepare for
many other immediate threats. Our team of forty-six (46), currently protects over 15,000 fulltime
Hampton residents, several thousand visitors and over $3 billion worth of property.
Hampton Fire/Rescue continues to be guided by this principle: SERVICE. We strive to
provide excellent customer service every day and on every call. We stand ready to answer your
call 24/7/365. In 2015, we answered 4,416 calls for service, fifty-five (55) more calls than 2014,
which had broken the previous record for calls. Call volume continues to rise every year.
Personnel
Hampton Fire/Rescue has seen a great deal of change through 2015. We said goodbye to
some old friends and welcomed new faces to our team.
In February, we welcomed Fire Prevention Secretary Stephanie Welsh. She brought with
her great organizational skills honed managing a medical office for several years. She began
making the office of Fire Prevention a proactive environment. Scheduling of inspections, issuing
permits and document filing significantly enhanced the overall ability of the office to
accommodate customers. None of which would have been possible without her expertise.
In April, EMS Officer Peter Wahl retired from the Department. He left us after completing
over twenty years of public service in North Hampton, Newington and Hampton. Following a
small ceremony, in his honor, he was presented an American flag that flew over Hampton
Fire/Headquarters on his last day.
In May, Paramedic Nathan Denio was promoted to the position of Emergency Medical
Services Officer. He has been with Hampton since 2001 and is one of the most respected
providers in the Department. His clinical skills are top notch and he has demonstrated that he
has an equal ability to lead the medical services division. With ever changing protocols, laws
and medical billing requirements, this has been a major undertaking that he has handled with
aplomb.
Also in May, Firefighter/Paramedic Ryan Hickey was hired to fill the vacancy created by the
promotion of the EMS Officer. He transferred from Derry Fire Department. He was welcomed
to the Department just before the busy summer season. He has proven that the glowing
recommendations from his former Chief and Medical Director were all accurate. We are very
pleased to have him here.
In June, the Acting Fire Chief was appointed as Fire Chief. He hopes the reader is satisfied
with his performance.
In August, Captain William Kennedy was appointed as the Deputy Fire Chief. He had been
serving since November as the Acting Deputy Chief. He is the most senior man at Hampton
Fire/Rescue. He is well respected by all the rank and file as well as by the Community he has
served since 1986. He is a veteran Firefighter and Fire Officer. He has been in charge of vehicle
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maintenance for several years and continues to keep the fleet in proper working condition. He
is a levelheaded, caring leader that will continue to move the Department forward.
Also in August, Firefighter William Paine was promoted to the position of Fire Prevention
Officer following a vacancy created earlier in the summer. He has been serving as a firefighter
since 2001 and brings over thirty years of experience as a carpenter and construction supervisor
to the role. He has been working hard, not only at Code Enforcement and inspections, but also
in the world of public safety education. Together with Mrs. Welsh and several firefighters, they
were able to bring about the message of fire safety in the home to almost 400 students, their
parents and the faculty at the local schools.
In September, Lieutenant Michael McMahon was promoted the rank of Captain. Captain
McMahon is a Paramedic and a Hazardous Materials Technician that also serves on the regional
START team. He is the Shift Commander on Group 1.
Also in September, Firefighter Sean Murray was promoted to the rank of Lieutenant. He
has served fulltime since 1995. He is certified Firefighter I, II and III, Fire Officer I and II. Lt.
Murray is also a certified Fire Instructor. Lt. Murray was assigned to Group 3.
In December, Hampton Fire/Rescue welcomed aboard two new Firefighters.
Firefighter/AEMT Ryan Pitts and Firefighter/AEMT Brian Alley began as probationary
firefighters. Firefighter Pitts is a veteran of the United States Navy and served as a call-firefighter
for the Pelham Fire Department. Firefighter Alley has served in Milford and Hudson as a callfirefighter and worked as an AEMT in a private ambulance company.
Also in December, Firefighter Matthew Clement retired following an on the job injury. He
had served since 2002 as a Firefighter/EMTI, and as a Rescue Swimmer and Rescue Boat
Operator.
The Department experienced many challenges in staffing due to job related injuries. Several
personnel required surgery, which caused a large number of vacancies during their recovery.
Overtime costs rose sharply as a result.
Suppression
Hampton Fire/Rescue’s primary mission is to protect the people of the Town of Hampton
from the effects of fire and other hazards. There were several fires this past year that caused
property damage, but thankfully no long-term personal injuries.
Several “Working fires” were handled by the on-duty crew. Two “Two-alarm” fires required
mutual aid to assist. Hampton Fire/Rescue also assisted in several multiple alarm fires in
Seabrook, Exeter and Portsmouth as mutual aid.
Hampton Fire/Rescue began building a new fire engine/pumper this year. The Town of
Hampton voted to replace Engine 4, a 1987 E-One that has served sentinel on the beach for her
entire tenure. The new engine will be a Pierce Engine with an anticipated delivery date in late
April or early May of 2016.
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Emergency Medical Services
Hampton Fire/Rescue’s parallel mission is to provide the highest quality emergency medical
services possible to the citizens and the visitors of the Town of Hampton. We see a great range
of calls. The medical providers can assist people that are having difficulty breathing, chest pain,
heart attacks, strokes, traumatic injuries such as fractures and lacerations as well as many other
reasons for seeking medical treatment.
Hampton Fire/Rescue acquired four new cardiac monitors this year, which gave us the best
technology to better serve our patients. We can monitor vital signs and are able to obtain and
transmit 12-lead EKGs. This allows early notification to the receiving hospitals when a patient
may be suffering a heart attack and need to have immediate surgery to correct the problem.
This came in very handy on an ocean rescue this summer when the boat operator suffered
an ST Elevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI). Our crew used Marine 1 to rescue the patient
approximately three (3) miles offshore. The crew arrived then treated the patient and
transmitted the EKG, which caused the hospital to make ready their OR suite. The patient was
in the operating room and had the problem rectified in under 45 minutes from their arrival.
The new technology made the process significantly more efficient.
Fire Prevention
The Fire Prevention Bureau underwent a complete overhaul this year. This is the Office
that businesses associate with Hampton Fire/Rescue. All Permits of Assembly, Sprinkler
permits, Fire Alarm permits, Fireworks permits, propane permits and Cooking Hood permits
are issued through this office. Additionally, all Inspections for Life Safety and Code Compliance
are conducted by the Fire Prevention Bureau.
The overhaul consisted of completing outstanding work that had been lingering for months.
The Acting Fire Chief and Acting Deputy Chief had a steady diet of inspections on their menu.
The Fire Prevention Secretary organized the list of inspections and prioritized them. Mrs. Welsh
also created checklists that customers could use to aid in completing their transaction.
We changed the submission process for businesses and contractors. Electronic submission
of forms was made possible for all testing reports. We also began a proactive approach to
notifying business owners a month in advance when they would need to submit the reports
necessary to remain code compliant.
FPO Paine started immediately conducting inspections and developing a Public Safety
curriculum that was delivered in October during Fire Prevention Week. We anticipate a
continued growth and look forward to the exciting changes coming in the next year.
Hampton Fire/Rescue is proud to serve the Community of Hampton.
Respectfully submitted,
Jameson R. Ayotte
Fire Chief
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Report of the Director of the Lane Memorial Library
By the numbers
The full collection of the library at the end of 2015 totaled 84,348 titles. Over the course of
the year, 9,104 titles were added and 3,532 titles were removed. We had 10,844 registered
patrons in 2015, roughly 72% of the population.
Circulated materials
Visits
Computer uses
Reference questions
Programs
Program attendees

186,292
128,871
16,476
4,596
472
8,065

(186,725 in 2014)
(132,405 in 2014)
(18,707 in 2014)
(4,469 in 2014)
(374 in 2014)
(8,598 in 2014)

General
We strive to create a vibrant, active library for the Hampton community. As such, each year
is full of activity, change, successes and failures, and a genuine sense of joy that we all have the
opportunity to serve. With the support for warrant article #23 at the polls in March and
additional funds, 2015 was a year of much needed building improvements.

2015 Lane Library staff behind the new circulation desk

We have dramatically
reduced the size of our main
circulation desk and flipped
its orientation within the
building. In so doing we give
the public a more open and
larger shared space while we
gain a better vantage point
within the building to
provide service. Behind our
new trim desk, we added
supervisory offices allowing
the public more immediate
access to decision makers
when it is needed.

Under all of these changes, we added beautiful new carpeting across the entire main floor.
The carpet makes the whole first floor feel new and allows the incredible beauty of our interior
to shine.
One change the public is more likely to feel rather than see is to the climate control within
the building. The primary need for funds from the warrant article was to address the aged fan
coil cabinets that produce our chilled and heated air and the thermostats that control them.
During the replacement process, we learned startling things about how poorly the old fan coil
cabinets were functioning and discovered quickly that the old pneumatic thermostats were not
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controlling the heat but rather overheating the space. We are eager to discover more efficiencies
once the cooling season begins.
New and Notable
In 2015, the Library, through the statewide consortia, added downloadable magazines to the
already impressive digital offerings available through the service Overdrive. Our downloadable
content continued to be popular in 2015 as well, increasing in circulation nearly 24% over 2014.
In the Children’s Services Department, we said goodbye to Nicole Cico, Children’s Services
Associate and leader of our baby lap sit Storytime. Nicole completed her Master’s degree while
working at Lane and left to pursue her career in social work with children and their families. In
her wake, we welcomed a familiar face back to Lane Memorial Library. Kathy Faulkingham,
library substitute in 2012 and 2015, became a permanent regular employee within the Children’s
Service department in the spring.
Programs
Programs at the library enrich Hampton residents reading and
viewing experiences. Throughout the year, book groups, story
times (held both at the Library and at area preschools), and movie
showings allowed patrons to share books and films with their
friends and neighbors. Every summer we challenge kids and
adults to keep their brains sharp with thematic Summer Reading
Programs.
A wide variety of special events this year invited patrons to
experience reading and writing on a deeper level with author book
talks, such as Anthony Amore. Author of “Stealing Rembrandts:
the untold stories of notorious art heists” who spoke in the Spring
courtesy of the Seacoast Areas Libraries, and with writing
workshops lead by Portsmouth author Tamara J. Collins for teens.
For our youngest patrons in 2015 we offered the chance to attend
Storytime lead by childhood celebrities, Princess Ariel from “The
Little Mermaid” and Queen Elsa from “Frozen”.

Pure bliss at the Summer
Reading Programs finale

In 2015 we also taught teens how to build mini projectile toys using the books of toy designer
John Austin, developed their fine art skills with workshops led by local artist Len Hoover, and
taught them the 4-H/Army teen babysitter curriculum.
Teens were not the only patrons learning at the library in 2015; all patrons were encouraged
to sign-up for one-on-one technology instruction with a librarian during one of our new weekly
Tech Times. For those patrons that value visual media we screened two local documentary films
and hosted Q&A’s with the filmmakers. We also gave the kids of Hampton a taste of the past
with a drive-in movie for cardboard boxcars.
A new program launched in 2015 bridged Library departments and the patrons who
participated. “Reading Buddies” gave teens the opportunity to volunteer in their community
helping their young neighbors develop their emerging reading skills. Offered in sessions, teens
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(trained in literacy assistance) and elementary aged students meet to read in a fun, supportive
atmosphere.
Volunteers
In 2015, volunteers donated 1,207 hours of their time, for which the library cannot thank
them enough. In shelving and processing books, in indexing the Hampton Union for our
database, and in various special projects these volunteers have given $13,277 worth of labor.
I am very proud to be called the Director of this staff and incredibly proud of all of their
efforts. It is our pleasure to serve the Hampton community and to work with the Board of
Trustees.
Respectfully submitted,
Amanda L. Reynolds Cooper
Director

Report of the Financials of the Lane Memorial Library Trust Funds
The following chart represents the Financials
of the Lane Memorial Library Trust Funds for the year ending December 31, 2015.
Principal
Balance
Beginning
of Year

AdditionsWithdraw
Gain-Loss

1933 Lydia A. Lane

$696.25

$1.18

1936 Ida M. Lane

$696.25

1966 Sadie Bell Lane

Income
Balance
Beginning
of Year

Net
Income

Expended
During
Year

Balance
End of
Year

Principal
& Income

$697.43

$6.52

$18.51

$0.0

$25.03

$722.46

$756.18

$1.18

$697.43

$6.52

$18.51

$0.0

$25.03

$722.46

$756.18

$3,481.37

$5.87

$3,487.24

$32.60

$92.60

$0.0

$125.20

$3,612.44

$3,781.06

1966 Howard G. Lane

$5,760.96

$9.71

$5,770.67

$53.94

$153.21

$0.0

$207.15

$5,977.82

$6,256.86

Total Library Trusts

$10,634.83

$17.94

$10,652.77

$99.58

$282.83

$0.0

$382.41

$11,035.18

$11,550.28

Name of Fund
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Report of the Director of Public Works
I am pleased to submit this Departmental report after a challenging and accomplished year
for the Department of Public Works. We fully would like to acknowledge that the Department
is supported by our Town Manager, Selectmen, Residents and the hard work of our employees
and their dedication to the Public Works Profession. With that said, the Department wishes to
recognize the retirement of Keith Noyes, which took place in April 2015. After 31 years within
the Public Works Profession, including 4 years with us here in Hampton, Keith has certainly
earned his retirement. In addition, we also want to recognize the retirement of long time
employees Mike Keefe and Dennis Blain. Mike worked for Hampton in the Sewer and Drainage
Division for over 36 years. The Department will certainly miss his depth of knowledge and skills
and his commitment to his fellow residents. Dennis was our mechanic for over 32 years. The
Department will miss our early riser who was always there to open the gate, turn on the lights
and kept the Department’s fleet running during each snowstorm. We wish them all health and
happiness as they spend more time with their families and grandchildren.
With employees retiring, positions opening and my appointment to Director, the Town has
brought in some new faces this year. We now have a new Deputy Public Works Director Mrs.
Jennifer Hale who is also a Town resident. Jennifer brings with her many years of engineering
experience but more importantly a positive take-charge attitude. Many of you have already met
Jennifer as she headed up the drainage improvement project at the High and Lafayette
intersection. She met with all of the businesses and residents and saw that the projected was
completed on time and within budget. We are excited to have her on board and look forward
to working together.
In the Sewer and Drainage Division, the Town hired David Jones and Fletcher Croteau and
in the Highway Division, we hired Michael Correll and Joshua Nersesian. We have been very
pleased that these young men are bringing great attitudes and work ethic to Hampton. We look
forward to many years of service with them.
Professional Development
The Department continues to support the advancement and professional development of its
employees. This year Mike Moran has moved from the Highway Division to the Wastewater
Treatment Plant Division and in doing so, he has also studied for and obtained his Grade 2
Wastewater Operator’s license. Mike has been with the Town for over 4 years.
Chuck Seamans has moved into the working Foreman’s position in the Sewer and Drainage
Division and has been awarded as a Master Road Scholar from the UNH Technology Transfer
Center. Chuck has been with the Town 37 years.
Christopher McGinnis has been awarded a Roads Scholar One and Safety Champion from
the UNH Technology Transfer Center. Chris has been with the Town for over 5 years.
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Environmental Champion Award
Our team in the Wastewater Treatment Plant
had another award-winning year. They received
the Environmental Champion Award from the
Aquarion Water Company.

Left to right: DPW Director Chris Jacobs, Mike
Carl, Chief Operator; Mike Dube, Waste Water
Operations Manager; and Gene Forbes, NHDES

Aquarion recognized the Team for receiving
the Treatment Plant of the Year from the NH
Water Pollution Control Association and the
EPA’s Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations
and Maintenance Excellence Award last year.
Thank you to Aquarion for recognizing the
Team’s daily efforts to protect our environment.

Paving Projects
This past year was a very busy year for the Highway Division. With your financial support,
we were able to pave Exeter Road, Fairfield Drive, Ruth Lane and Belmont Circle. We kept
close track of your funds and doing so permitted us to also pave Towle Farm Road. There is
another Warrant Article in 2016 for paving funding and with your continued support; we have
work planned on a number of streets throughout Town.
High and Lafayette Road Intersection
With some federal funding assistance, we were able to complete the stormwater drainage
improvements at the High and Lafayette Road intersection. This project installed new
catchbasin and larger pipes to prevent the flooding of the buildings in this intersection. We
would like to say thank you to former employee David Spainhower who started this project over
5 years ago. With everyone’s patience and continuous effort were we able to complete the work.
Experience Hampton Sidewalk Project
In another collaborative effort, the Department worked with the Experience Hampton
committee to re-construct the sidewalk adjacent to Gregg’s pizza.

It is now a well-lit safe walkway from the High Street parking lot to Lafayette Road. Our
thanks go to John Nyhan for his organizational efforts, Parson’s Electric, the Galley Hatch, Land
Wright Landscaping and all of the supporters of Experience Hampton.
It is great to see that a public private partnership working together for the common good of
all Hampton’s residents.
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Sidewalk Repairs
The Department was also able to move forward this year with some sidewalk repairs. We
used all of the Departments working divisions to remove and replace the sidewalk outside of
Town Hall.
We accomplished this by having the Sewer and Drainage staff jackhammer, remove the
sidewalk, the carpenters form, and place the sidewalk and then the Highway Division to repave
the remaining areas.

This project is typical of the renewed energy and direction of the Public Works Department
in that each Division brings its unique skills to a project so that it can be completed in house
and within budget. We have more sidewalks repairs planned for 2016 based upon your
continued financial support.
Solid Waste
As of July 1, the Town entered into a new 5-year contract with Waste
Management of NH to accept our solid waste (refuse) and recycling materials.
The per ton cost on solid waste dropped from $73.00 per ton to $60.25 per
ton. An even better deal for the Town is that we pay $0 for each ton of
recycling we dispose of. Realize that we are one of only two communities in
the State that pay $0 for recycling. Most other communities pay between $64
and $85 for the same materials. Keep Recycling!
Moving Forward
In the coming year we have plans for additional paving projects, slip lining old clay sewer
lines, drainage pipe replacements, dead tree removals, a sewer replacement project on Lafayette
Road and new software to keep us organized and increase our efficiency and performance.
Since Jennifer and I have come on board, our management style is to keep focused on the
work before us and to get things accomplished each year. As you see our staff and us out there
in the coming year, please wave, say hello, and let us know how the Public Works Department
can serve you.
Respectfully Submitted,
Chris Jacobs
Director of Public Works
Town of Hampton 2015 Annual Report
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Report of the Director of Recreation and Parks
Recreation, Parks, Beach Parking Lot Operations and Lifeguards
Dyana Martin, Director of Recreation and Parks, Rene’ Boudreau, Program Coordinator, Bob
Fuller, Parks Foreman, Liz Premo, Marissa Correll, Operation Assistants
Today as I write, I reflect back on the 20 years that I have been your Director of Recreation
and Parks. There have been many changes over the years, many programs and trips added, many
facilities built and all of this for the betterment of the Town and the Community that lives in it.
Our Department has always been responsible for the Town's recreation programs and trips,
maintenance and scheduling of park facilities but over the years, we have also been given the
responsibility of the parking lot operations down at the beach and lifeguards on the two Town
beaches. Through these responsibilities, we try to come up with new and innovative programs
and prepare the all-time favorites for our Community members and friends, as well as, try to
keep the best-maintained parks on a smart budget. We spend much time returning revenue back
to the Community and for capital projects for the Community through the parking lot
operations. Finally, do all that we can to provide a safe environment for all of our activities
through our lifeguards, camps, parks and program staff. It has been a great 20 years and we are
hoping for many more great changes for the betterment of the Community in the future.
In the Recreation Department in 2015, we organized a large variety of recreation programs
and trips for residents of all ages. The Recreation trips and programs that were offered this past
year are as follows:
Children’s Activities and Camps:

FunTown: Left to Right. Neveah Richard,
Amanda Longo, Chloe Cunningham, &
Abigail Hansen

Warrior Hoop Basketball Camp, Art With Mrs.
A, Watercolor classes, Hampton Rec. Flag Football
League, Tuck Field Day Camp, Tuck Camp
FunTown trip, Tennis Lessons, Party With Miss
Hardy, K-2 Soccer, K-2 Basketball, K-2 Pillow Polo,
K-2 Indoor Games and K-2 Outdoor Games,
Theatre Classes, Theatre Productions, Lego
Camps, Challenger Soccer Camps, the Ski and
Ride Program, Loco HS Hoop League, Let’s Get
Movin' Yoga, Rock Climbing at Metrorock,
Granite State Track and Field, Lacrosse Camp,
Archery Lessons, Surf Lessons, Camp Alotafun,
Field Hockey Camp, Camp Discovery, and Flag
Football Training Camp.

Adult and Senior Activities and Trips
Yoga, Pickleball, Tennis Lessons, Fitness Classes, Co–Rec. and Men’s Softball Leagues, Bone
Builders, Hampton Walkers Club, Senior Citizen Club, Kids Run the World 5k Road Race,
Bingo, Men’s Basketball, Bridge and Archery Lessons, Foxwoods Casino, Oxford Casino,
Ogunquit Playhouse and North Shore Music Theatre for a number of shows, Disney on Ice,
Boston Bruins, DiMillos on the water in Portland, Freeport Maine for shopping, North Conway,
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New York City, Magic of Christmas at the Merrill Auditorium, Red Sox trips to both Yankee
Stadium and Fenway Park and the Tour of Lights right here in Hampton during the holiday
season.
Thanks go out to our current programming and camps staffs including: Jacqui Kennedy,
Samantha Roy, Nathan Page, Mark Chidester, Barbara Michel, Ken Sakurai, Judy Drew, Randi
Margey, Heidi McFarlin, Ian McFarlin, Cameron Slack, Ashley Fratto, Kathryn Smith, Meaghen
Kacmarcik, Bridget Hartley, Noah Abasciano, Rebecca Morse, Addie Tarbell, Sue Ebbeson,
Jaime’ Langton, Jane Ansaldo-Church, George Hosker-Bouley, Kelly Martin, Kevin Husson, Jay
McKenna, Andrew Morse, Heidi Hand, Micheala Hardy, Rob Schmidt, Spencer Shaw, Seab
Stanton, Cheryl Rossman and the staffs at Cinnamon Rainbows, Metrorock, and Challenger
Soccer.
Special Events
The Annual Easter Egg Dig was held down at the beach with quite a bit of enthusiasm
regardless of the fact that it actually snowed on us that day.….many families came out to find the
treasure buried in the sand…whoops, I mean snow!, and an opportunity to meet the Easter
Bunny. Thank you goes out to the Kennedy’s of Playland Arcade and the Harris Sea Ranch for
the donated golden egg prizes this year. The annual Fishing Derby was held at Batchelders Pond
as always and brought out many young fishermen and fisherwomen for the event. We also
offered our annual Arts In the Park Program featuring family entertainment at Tuck Field that
ran for all eight of the summer weeks. The seniors had a wonderful Strawberry Festival,
sponsored by our Department and the Fire Department, and this year we brought the event back
to the Victoria Inn. Thank you to the Firefighters and their families that participated in that
event and Tracey Dewhurst for allowing us to return to her facility to host the event again. The
seniors also enjoyed a delicious Holiday Turkey Dinner hosted by the St. James Lodge, our
Department and Wilbur’s Family Dining Restaurant. Yum!
This year we decided to host an old traditional Halloween Event –pumpkin carving! We
asked families to sign up for this free event but bring their own pumpkin and we would supply
the rest at the Tuck Building. The Tuck Building was packed with fun going on all evening with
some beautiful pumpkin masterpieces being brought home to display.
The Tree Lighting Ceremony and the Christmas
Parade kicked off the 2015 Holiday Season. We
could not even believe how fortunate that we were
with the weather for both events. The Tree Lighting
Ceremony was a huge hit again and some have said
that it was the biggest one yet! I believe this event has
become a holiday tradition for many with the horse
drawn rides, lighting of the tree, music, and cartoon
characters and of course wonderful food and Santa.
A much-appreciated thank you is given to the
following establishments for all of their help in
making this event an event not to be missed each year:
Service Credit Union and the Hampton Area
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Chamber of Commerce (our major sponsors), The Galley Hatch, The Old Salt, the 401 Tavern,
Savory Square Bistro, Ron Jillian’s, The Little Warrior Cheerleaders, The Hampton Historical
Society, Board Members and members of Experience Hampton, The Lions Club, and the
Hampton Police Department. I would like to thank Mike Lynch for the beautiful music that he
provided and Frank Swift for sharing the MC responsibilities with Mike.
Finally, the Christmas Parade, the parade is actually sponsored by Experience Hampton Inc.
but as I am a Board Member of EHI, I want to include it here in the report, as it really has been
part of the tradition of starting the holiday season along with the Tree Lighting Ceremony. This
year the theme for the parade was “Dreaming of a Magical Christmas” and our Department was
chosen as the Grand Marshals of the parade. What an honor! I cannot thank EHI Inc. enough
for choosing our Department to take the lead in the parade. It meant a lot to me and my staff
to be chosen for that honor, it was a day we will never forget. Thank you, again and as always,
to Mike and Sharon Plouffe for the use of their truck and for driving the Hampton Rec. Float
for the past 20+ years.
Parks Department
This part of the Department is responsible for the maintenance of all of these facilities from
facility maintenance, to ground maintenance, to tree maintenance to cleaning and set up for
events and seasonal activities. The Parks Department, headed up by Foreman Bob Fuller, with
the help of John Yeaton do a tremendous job.
Their duties include the lining of fields for games for both children and adults in football,
soccer, baseball, and softball. The Parks Department also lines fields at some of the school fields
for play on the weekends. The Department mows, trims all the town fields, ball fields, play areas.
They also spent time making repairs to various facilities, as needed, such as tennis courts, fences,
picnic tables, guard rails, volleyball court, basketball court nets, replacing Fibar at playgrounds,
picking up trash and debris, painting, leaf pick up, holiday light repair and placement and
general repair of equipment. The above happens at all of our facilities including Tuck field,
Eaton Park, Lew Brown Park, the three municipal parking lots, Stephen Philbrick Park,
Reddington Landing Park, 5 corners Park, Bicentennial Park, Ruth Stimson Park and Locke
Road Park.
The new Kids Kingdom sign will be placed in its location at Tuck Field in the spring when
the weather gets better and the same will happen for the Church St. Parking sign, which will
include a reader board for events and information.
Parking Lot Operations and Locations
Our Department took on the responsibility of the parking lot operations 15 years ago and
again this year the parking lot operations were very successful for the Town. In fact, it was a
record-breaking year for us in the parking lots. When we first started taking in money 15 years
ago in the three lots (Ashworth Ave., Island Path and the Church Street) we made a little over
$200,000. Throughout the years we tried new ideas and techniques, and even with a loss of
some parking spaces at the Ashworth Ave. parking lot, we have been able bring in that amount,
and much more , this year our parking lots brought in more than $600,000, and I credit much
of this success to Vic DeMarco. Vic and I have spent many hours brainstorming about new and
inventive ways to bring in money to the lots and he implements those ideas with the staff. As
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usual, Vic and the parking lot staff did a tremendous job this past year. Thanks goes out to
another job well done to all of our parking lot staff: Owen Lonergan, John Skumin, Janine
Skumin, Paul McCarthy, Holly Miranda, Andre’ Chouinard, Brian Otto, Tyler Johnson, Liam
McNamara, Erin Morrissey, Mike Palazzolo, John Donaldson, Paul Caron, Duncan Cragg and
Aaron Gareau.
Lifeguards
For the past 5 years, we have had lifeguards under our umbrella of the Parks and Recreation
Department but unfortunately, this year we were not able to find enough certified lifeguards to
field a team to guard the two beaches. I hope that next year will be different and our Beaches
will be guarded again during the summer months.
Sports Organizations and Volunteers
A number of sports organizations have used the Town fields for programs over the past 20+
years and this year was no different, these organizations are made up of volunteer Boards of
Directors and Coaches as well as school teams. The organizations that were on the fields in 2015
are as follows: Hampton Little Warriors Football League, Little Warrior Cheerleaders, Cal
Ripken Baseball, HYA Softball, Hampton Lacrosse, Hampton Babe Ruth, Hampton Academy
Jr. High Soccer and Baseball, Sacred Heart School Baseball, Winnacunnet Softball, Hampton
Warriors Baseball.
Our Department has had the privilege of working with great volunteers over the years and
this year; they are the heroes that help to provide a better quality of life with us for our citizens:
Hampton Recreation and Parks Advisory Council. Many of these wonderful people have
continued to serve the residents of Hampton over many years. Thank you to all of you past and
present. The present group in service are Tim Andersen, Chairperson, Sheila Cragg, Vice
Chairperson, Jill Gosselin, Secretary, Sandy Mace, Jeannine St. Germain, Kim Warburton, Mark
McFarlin, Charlene Macdonald, Tim Hamlen, Suzanne Roy, Peppa Ring, School Board
Representative, Jim Waddell, Selectman’s Representative, Nick Bridle, Budget Committee
Representative, and Skip Webb, Alternate.
Special thanks to everyone who helped volunteer in some way big or small, you made a
difference in our Community today and yesterday. Our Department appreciates the help of
local organizations and volunteers that participate in all of these programs with us. We cannot
do it all, without all of you.
So as I finish writing this, and reflecting on the past, I feel happy and proud of all the joy
and well- being, as well as, all that has been built or accomplished, that our Department has been
able to bring to the residents over the past 20 years. I hope all of you reading this had a chance
to go on a trip or program with us in the past, and of course, this past year. If it has been awhile,
or it was just yesterday, please join us on another fun filled trip or program in 2016! We hope
to see you all for some more fun in the sun! Life in Hampton, Be in It!
Respectfully Submitted,
Dyana Martin, Director
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Report of the Tax Collector
As the year nears its end, I usually like to reflect on the past year and what has happened in
the Tax Office. Although I have nothing new to report as far as new technology at this time, I
can say that our office has seen an increase of users on our EB2Gov online property tax system.
We are working with the software company (Interware) to try to make the online system even
better. We would like to see actual statements, and bills, on the system so that we will not have
to print out as many as we do; as less printing means more savings for the Taxpayers of Hampton.
Because most people now use email, we have utilized email to send most statements out to
Lawyers and Closing Companies, therefore, printing a lot less than we used to. We also no
longer fax statements as we used to and this also saves money in paper and ink. As we see the
continued growth with online payments, having the bills and statement available online would
be an added benefit for people who do not receive a bill in the mail.
Each tax season our Office uses Town and Country printers to print and mail all the property
tax bills. Every bill is mailed at the same time from Concord. Normally we get about 100 bills
returned to us, due to mailing address issues. We try every avenue available to us to resend a bill
back out, but each time we re-mail a bill it costs the Town additional postage, and some bills are
returned to us more than once. We also reprint many of the bills in the Office for those who,
for whatever reason, failed to receive a bill. Having the bills available online should save the
Town additional postage, paper and ink supplies. We find a lot more people are willing to use
the online service and we walk through the procedure with taxpayers quite a bit. Most are willing
to pay the fee of $1.85 to use the service to pay their bill as it saves them time and they do not
have to write a check and use a stamp. To look up and view the property history is free! Having
the statements and bills online would be a huge plus for the taxpayer who needs a copy of the
bill or a statement showing the bill has been paid.
This year the Tax Office mailed out over 860 notices of taxes due, 360 notices of impending
lien, and 53 notices of impending deeding. We have liened 230 properties and deeded three
small parcels. The three deeded properties were donated to the Conservation Commission to
be maintained and preserved as marshland.
I hope everyone has a happy and healthy 2016!
Respectfully Submitted,
Donna Bennett, CTC
Certified Tax Collector
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Report of the Town Counsel
The Town of Hampton is an extraordinary town in that while there are 15,000 year-round
residents, our population exceeds 100,000 people in the summer. Programs unique to Hampton
and its history of development generate a number of legal demands, just as the larger police, fire
and public works forces are needed to serve a greater population.
The Legal Department provides cost effective legal services to the Town of Hampton in the
form of legal advice, litigation management, and document and contract reviews. The Legal
Department advises Department Heads on a daily, hands-on basis in an early, proactive effort to
avoid higher litigation expenses at a later stage. The cost per hour for Attorney Gearreald’s time
is approximately $66.00 while the per hour cost of outside counsel averages between $190.00
and $200 per hour. The Legal Department is supported part time by Legal Assistant Anne E.
Marchand, who assists the Town Attorney in administrative matters. Overall, legal expenditures
for the year 2015 were about $30,000 below what was budgeted. This was due in large part to
expending less money on outside counsel, particularly from utilizing in house counsel in the
process of labor negotiations in conjunction with the Assistant Town Manager.
Some of the Department’s major accomplishments in the past year include:
1. Successful defense, without further abatement, of 3 years’ worth of property tax appeals
as to the Hampton River Marina property, both at the Board of Tax and Land Appeals
and at the Rockingham County Superior Court.
2. Favorable resolutions through mediation of a number of long standing property tax cases
brought by the largest of the Town’s property taxpayers covering manufacturing and
utility property, extending forward to the 2016 revaluation year, thereby avoiding costly
expert expenses that would otherwise have to be incurred at trial.
3. Coordination of rapid fire rebidding of four waste disposal contracts to resolve without
a hearing, litigation brought against the Town by Waste Management and
Commonwealth Waste Transportation, ultimately leading to savings for the Town of
approximately $200,000 over a five-year period.
4. Coordination of the complex proceedings conducted by the Board of Selectmen relating
to a petition to lay out a Town road over the lot at the end of Stowecroft Drive.
5. Rejuvenation of the Leased Land Real Estate Commission, leading to the consummation
in December of 2015 of the sale for the Town of a leased property at the arbitrated price
of $160,000, whose proceeds have been deposited in the Real Estate Trust Fund.
6. Review of a larger number than usual of complex condominium or homeowners’
association documents in an improving economic climate, following Planning Board
approval.
The issues in which the in-house Legal Department is involved cover a broad range of areas
of expertise and arise in an often fast-paced context. We thank the Town of Hampton and the
Townspeople for allowing us to be of service.
Respectfully submitted,
Mark S. Gearreald, Esq., Town Attorney
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Report of the Town Planner
The Planning Office, which includes Town Planner Jason Bachand, and Office Manager, Laurie
Olivier, had an active and challenging year. The office handles all of the administrative functions
/ operations of the Planning Board. It receives and reviews all plans and projects filed with the
Planning Board and responds to inquiries by the public and other Town Departments on
planning and zoning-related matters.
Mr. Bachand was assertive in pursuing a number of ideas and initiatives for the Planning Office
in 2015. In addition to managing many complex development applications, he successfully
carried out the following:










Prepared Zoning Amendments and brought them through the required process,
including the adoption of all amendments at the March 2015 Town Meeting.
Facilitated a newly-established Zoning Review Subcommittee, which was tasked with
investigating rezoning and land use strategies for the Liberty Lane/Exeter Road area.
Worked with the Conservation Coordinator on the preparation and submittal of a PREP
grant application for the purpose of evaluating the Town’s eligibility for acceptance into
the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program, which is a voluntary incentive
program, which rewards National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) communities with
discounted flood insurance premiums for going above the minimum requirements. The
Town was awarded the PREP grant in June of 2015. Mr. Bachand is presently working
with the Conservation Coordinator and Rockingham Planning Commission on the
required tasks.
Worked with Ms. Olivier to update/improve our fee structure for applications and
recording. The new fee structure commenced on July 1, 2015.
Developed a strong working relationship with the Rockingham Planning Commission
through active participation in efforts including, but not limited to, the Tides-to-Storms
project, the proposed Hampton Branch of the New Hampshire Seacoast Greenway,
attendance at the Commission’s Annual Meeting, and the Commission’s Legislative
Forum.
Attended meetings of the Hampton Beach Area Commission and provided staff support
to the Commission upon request.
Attended meetings and provided staff support for additional efforts including but not
limited to the Hampton Academy building project, the Safe Routes to Schools initiative,
and the Hampton Beach Transportation Master Plan Update.

Mr. Bachand has many ideas for the Planning Office in 2016, such as:




Collaborating with the Conservation Coordinator and Rockingham Planning
Commission on efforts associated with gaining acceptance into the FEMA Community
Rating System (CRS) program.
Working with the Rockingham Planning Commission on much-needed comprehensive
updates to the Town’s Zoning Ordinance sections pertaining to Special Flood Hazard
Area (Section 2.4) and Floodplain Development Regulations (Section 11.6), including
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the consideration of new strategies that may assist with earning points toward acceptance
and/or class advancement in the FEMA Community Rating System (CRS) program.
Funding for this effort has been secured through a Tides-to-Storms 2 grant with the
Rockingham Planning Commission.
Conducting a thorough review of existing Master Plan files and developing a strategy for
future updates of the document. Considering the feasibility of a comprehensive update
of all plan sections concurrently.
Proactively maintaining and enhancing the Town’s working relationship with the
Rockingham Planning Commission through routine contact, continued attendance at
various meetings/events, and assisting with the advancement of studies and initiatives
involving the Town of Hampton.
Improving internal organization (filing system, scanning plans, application forms, etc.)

Ms. Olivier kept extremely busy assisting Mr. Bachand in acclimating to his new role as Town
Planner (he has officially completed his first full year of service with the Town). Ms. Olivier kept
the Office afloat in meeting with residents and attending to their questions/concerns, all while
continuing to process applications; attending PRC (Plan Review Committee) and PreConstruction meetings, taking Minutes at same as well as preparing Minutes at two monthly
Planning Board meetings. She continues to keep track of project approvals and completions,
completed trips to record plans/documents at the local Registry, made Planning Office deposits,
paid invoices, kept Escrows in check; updated the Planning website; and revised the Subdivision
and Site Plan Regulations as necessary. She confidently handles the often-hectic work
environment making sure that all work is completed accurately and timely.
The Planning Office again coordinated the update to the Capital Improvements Program (CIP)
handling the CIP Committee administrative functions, which included staffing a CIP
Committee summary meeting and assisting in producing the updated CIP document. The
Planning Office will continue its coordination of efforts associated with the CIP in 2016.
The Planning Office is committed to promoting sound planning practices and sustainable
economic development for the Town of Hampton. We provide an atmosphere that encourages
collaboration and cooperation between the public and private sectors to reach common goals.
We foster a professional environment where applicants and others seeking guidance can feel at
ease with the planning process and know that our office will treat every inquiry with importance
and respect. Honesty and transparency are foundations of the Planning Office, and we strive to
exceed the expectations of the people we serve. The New Year is sure to bring exciting new
opportunities and considerable challenges, and we look forward to working with you.
Respectfully submitted,
Jason M. Bachand, AICP
Town Planner
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Report of the Welfare Officer
The Welfare Office assisted over two hundred and fifty individuals who came to this office
in 2015. Thirty-five individuals or families were financially assisted. The welfare vouchers
totaled $12,502, with about $10,350 of this money assisting individuals and families facing
eviction, foreclosure, or homelessness.
The charitable organizations in Town have helped many families this year. The generosity
of Our Lady of Miraculous Medal – St. Vincent de Paul Society who also organizes the St.
Vincent de Paul Soup Kitchen & winter coat collection & distribution, the Hampton United
Methodist Church, Trinity Episcopal Church, First Congregational Church, First Baptist
Church, Hobbs House, and the Salvation Army all continue to assist Hampton residents who
are struggling. Additionally, Rockingham Community Action who provides assistance with
heating bills, electric bills, and weatherization have kept many families warm during the winter.
We thank them for their kindness and willingness to help Hampton residents.
Our Food Pantry continues to serve individuals and families in our Community. This year
the Town’s pantry has seen fewer people, but the other pantries in Town continue to see
increased numbers of people seeking food.
Many individuals and groups have helped keep our pantry full of nutritious food.
Volunteers, particularly the Vincent DePaul crew has continued to graciously pick up our food
from the USDA. Volunteers from the Bethany Church, Marti & Harold Shellehamer continue
for the ninth year to keep the pantry stocked and organized! Their work makes the pantry a
welcome resource for people in need in our Town.
We received donations from Sprague Energy Corporation and numerous kind citizens who
stopped in with donations of goods or money to purchase non-food items. This year we received
a cash donation from the East Rockingham Pomona Grange #11. The money they gave will be
used to keep our pantry stocked and to assist other pantries should they need help purchasing
items for their pantry.
Hampton residents are extremely grateful for the services made available to them through
the Welfare office during their time of need. Thank you to all the taxpayers for your
contributions towards preventing homelessness and hunger in our Town.
Respectfully submitted,
Michelle Kingsley
Welfare Officer
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Report of the Town Clerk
It is amazing how fast time flies! It has been my absolute pleasure to serve as your Town
Clerk for nine fantastic years. Thank you for entrusting me with the responsibilities of the Office
of the Town Clerk. During this time, I have continually offered additional training to all Town
Clerk’s Office staff. Every year, usually on the second or third Wednesday of May, our office is
closed for all of our staff to attend state training. Staff receives continuing education on the
changes in processes and laws of Motor Vehicle, Boat and Title transactions, Vital Records
(Marriage Licenses, Birth/Death/Marriage/Divorce Certificates), Elections, and Dog Licensing.
This training is offered for each Community on one day every year. In order for all staff to
attend, it is necessary for our office to close. The date, once known, is posted on the Town
Clerk’s website under General Information, appears on the Marquee at the front of the Town
Office, and is posted in the Hampton Union. Please keep an eye out for closing information
and know that we train to better serve you, the residents of Hampton.
In 2009, just two years after my initial election to office, I graduated from the NH City &
Town Clerk’s Association joint certification program, after attending the three-year program,
making me a NH Certified Town Clerk. In 2012, three years later, Shirley Doheny, my hardworking Deputy Town Clerk, also graduated from the program, earning a 100% on her final
exam, and receiving her NH Certified Deputy Town Clerk status.
This year, in July of 2015 after being awarded a full three-year scholarship, I graduated from
New England Municipal Clerk’s Institute (NEMCI), which is held at Plymouth State University.
NEMCI is a three-year program, which assists clerks in developing and maintaining the high
level of administrative expertise needed for the successful operation of increasingly complex
municipal governments. The emphasis of the third-year program is public relations,
parliamentary procedure, decision making, personal development, management, computers,
public speaking, and professionalism. Completion of the three-year Institute program entitles
graduates to apply for the International Institute of Municipal Clerks’ (IIMC) coveted Certified
Municipal Clerk (CMC) designation. Shortly after returning from NEMCI, I did apply for and
received the CMC designation on July 30, 2015.
Education in this profession is key to the
successful implementation and management of
the continually changing laws, policies and
procedures, as well as keeping the office running
smoothly to better serve our residents.

Ballot Clerk Paul Sullivan looks on as Angela
Anderson casts her very first town ballot as a newly
naturalized U.S. Citizen on March 10, 2015.
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On the election front, 2015 has been a quiet
election year but we are gearing up and preparing
for the upcoming 2016 busy election year. Please
take note of each election and where they will be
located as they are in different locations due to
the voter turnout expected for each.
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The elections for 2016 include the Presidential Primary scheduled for February 8, 2016 at
Winnacunnet High School Dining Hall; the Town’s deliberative session on January 30 at the
Winnacunnet High School Auditorium; the Town Election on March 8 will also be at the
Winnacunnet High School Dining Hall.
The State and Federal Primary will be held on September 13 at Marston School, and the
Presidential General Election to close out the year will be back at Winnacunnet High School
Dining Hall. The polls are open from 7:00 am to 8:00 pm for every election. If you would like
to check your voter status, or track your absentee ballot, you may do so by visiting
http://app.sos.nh.gov
To my professional and courteous staff, Shirley, Davina, Anne and Kate: You are all amazing
women who do an outstanding job for each and every customer who appears at our office. I
thank you for your dedication to the residents and visitors of Hampton. Your work ethic is
second to none, and I appreciate everything you do, every day.
Respectfully submitted,
Jane Cypher
Town Clerk

Report of the Financials of the Town Clerk
The following information represents the Financials of the Town Clerk for the year ending
December 31, 2015.
Town Clerk Revenue
Dog - State
Vitals - State
Local Title
MV Permits
Municipal Agent Fee
Dog - Town
UCC
Vitals - Town
Resident Decals
Document Holders
375th Memorabilia
Fish & Game
Miscellaneous

2015
$5,059.45
$8,864.00
$7,768.00
$3,164,106.64
$68,802.36
$14,341.55
$1,785.00
$4,756.00
$18,417.00
$729.00
$15.00
$12,151.00
$8,278.59

Grand Total

$3,315,073.59
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Births
Date of
Birth

Place of Birth

Mina, Marc Karim

1/1/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Mina, Karim

Salama, Laura

Gates, Madison Faith

1/9/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Gates, Jr Paul

Gates, Maria

Baczewski, Miles Phoenix

1/13/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Baczewski, Eric

Palmieri, Alexandra

Brewer, Bradyn Jacob-Michael

1/28/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Brewer, Jason

Locke, Kylee

McGovern, Nolan Francis

1/30/2015

Portsmouth, NH

McGovern, Louis

McGovern, Jessie

Casserly, Lincoln Knox

1/30/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Casserly, Jonathan

Noel, Kristy

Weber, Nora Grace

1/31/2015

Exeter, NH

Weber, Matthew

Weber, Bethany

Mondello, Santino Joseph

2/12/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Mondello, Mark

Edwards, Andrea

Dagen, Delilah Juliet

3/21/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Dagen, Jr Larry

Dagen, Christina

Nickerson, Sophie Ann

4/2/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Nickerson, Russell

Nickerson, Carrie

O'Shaughnessy, Liam Richard

4/7/2015

Portsmouth, NH

O'Shaughnessy, David

O'Shaughnessy, Stephanie

Wilich, Dwyer Haley

4/8/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Wilich, David

Wilich, Marisa

Sorokins, Oleg Vitaljevich

4/8/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Sorokins, Vitalijs

Yarashevich, Tatsiana

Zacharias, Sienna

4/30/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Zacharias, Derek

Zacharias, Lindsey

Gomez Jr, Carlos Alberto

6/4/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Gomez, Carlos

Stewart, Miriam

Hill, Walker Bryce

6/7/2015

Dover, NH

Hill, Scott

Hill, Sarah

Frederick, Cooper Robert

6/8/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Frederick, Ian

Frederick, Kelley

Aviles, Lydia Alexandra

6/12/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Aviles, Robert

Aviles, Gretchin

Parrish, Colton Myles Bourne

6/18/2015

Exeter, NH

Parrish, Bradford

Parrish, Meaghan

Ajemian, Sadie Lee

6/26/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Ajemian, Matthew

Ajemian, Crystal

Condon, August Joseph

7/9/2015

Dover, NH

Condon, Stephen

Condon, Julie

Robinson, Julianna Rose

7/15/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Robinson, Jeremy

Robinson, Elizabeth

Krieger, Julian James

7/16/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Krieger, Jonathan

Boyd, Jeannette

Mitchell, Hunter Hennessey

7/29/2015

Exeter, NH

Mitchell, Gregory

Mitchell, Elizabeth

Magro IV, John Anthony

8/4/2015

Exeter, NH

Magro III, John

Weeman, Teresa

Grzybowski, Adrienne Elizabeth

8/7/2015

Manchester, NH

Grzybowski, Jason

Knowles, Aimee

Gale, Samantha Allston

8/15/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Gale IV, Harry

Gale, Stephanie

Russell, Macie Rose

8/21/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Russell, John

Russell, Nicole

Rigby, Graham Robert

9/8/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Rigby, Justin

Rigby, Ashley

Rosas, Valeysha Marie-Meredith

10/4/2015

Manchester, NH

Rosas, Tony

Hannan-Vitale, Colleen

Young, Krosby Asher

10/7/2015

Dover, NH

Young, Steven

McKinnon, Meghan

Spinelli, Liam Timothy

11/2/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Spinelli, Dylan

Metzger, Caroline

Miles, Rowan Philip

11/9/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Miles, Nicholas

Muir, Miranda

Galeski, Brendan Michael

12/4/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Galeski, Michael

Smiledge, Rose

Murphy, Mia Jeanne

12/30/2015

Portsmouth, NH

Murphy, James

Murphy, Christine

Child's Name
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Report of the Cable Committee
Channel 22 is an educational and governmental channel providing much-needed services
on the Cable Television System for the Town of Hampton, along with our simulcast on the
Internet using our PEG Stream and with our PEG Central, meetings are stored online up to one
year after their broadcast date, providing full access to the public.
This year we have followed up our commitment of improving quality of service to the public
by upgrading the studio in the Beach Fire Station. These upgrades allow us to remove the camera
operator, tripod equipment from the back of the room, giving additional seating to people who
want to attend the meetings.
Furthermore, the new two cameras mounted in the ceilings allowing us to record more detail
in the room, thus improving our ability to record the meetings. The controller and audio
equipment give the meeting a professional recording quality in smooth camera transitions better
sound quality to the meetings.
We at Channel 22 have been doing our best to provide airtime to the Community with over
100 locally derived special programs that highlight living and playing in Hampton, NH. Some
of these programs were: WHS Basketball, Wrestling, Football, Recreation Flag Football,
Christmas Parade, and SAU 90 Special Events. This, along with our Peg Central Online Video
System allows distant Grandparents, relatives and those who are deployed overseas to take part
in our daily lives.
Channel 22 is always looking for new programs, whether it is sporting events, school events
or beach events, if you have something that might be of interest to the townspeople of Hampton,
please let us know and we will do our best to accommodate the programming of the event on
Channel 22.
In closing, Thank you the viewing audience and we appreciate feedback and your help to
improve your Education and Government Channel 22.
Respectfully,
William Lowney
Deputy Chairman, Channel 22
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Report of the Cemetery Trustees
2015 turned out to be a truly challenging year for the Hampton cemeteries. First, the winters
record snowfall along with the extended severe cold played havoc with the winter operations at
the High Street Cemetery. It was the first time the cemetery had to be shut down from burials
in over two decades.
Hampton was not alone in closing cemeteries as most of the seacoast cemeteries were closed.
The depth of the snow made it impossible to locate burial lots and the narrow roads left nowhere
for the snow to be moved and at one point there was over four feet of snow on the roof of the
cemetery office. Special thank you to Kenny Lessard for helping us get the cemetery reopened.
If this wasn’t enough, long time employee/Forman Neil Evans could no longer work leaving
a huge void in our work force. Luckily, Stacey Noyes was available to step in and help out.
Needless to say, this pushed back the yearly spring cleanup in preparation for Memorial Day.
Once again, Danny Kenny and his crew Jim, John, Norm, Stacey and new member Holly
Gagnon were up to the task and were able to make the cemeteries look good for Memorial Day
and still come in under our modest budget.
For 2016, the Trustees are planning to have a new computer in place that will make cemetery
records more user friendly and accurate. We would also like to thank the voters for supporting
the purchase of our new Cemetery truck.
Respectfully submitted Hampton Cemetery Trustees,
Sue Erwin
Tom Harrington
Matt Shaw
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North Beach Comparison Photo 1920’s vs 2015

Report of the Conservation Commission
In March of 2015, Conservation Commission members Jay Diener, Sharon Raymond,
Gordon Vinther, and Anthony Ciolfi (alternate), were approved by the Board of Selectmen for
additional 3-year terms. Jay Diener was reelected as Chairman, with Pete Tilton, Jr. as Vice Chair
and Barbara Renaud as Clerk.
The Commission met with property owners or their representatives regarding 21 Town
Wetlands Permit applications, two “after-the-fact” Town Wetlands Permit application, and nine
NH Department of Environmental Services (NHDES) Wetlands applications. We worked to
resolve one violation of the Hampton Wetlands Ordinances and continue to work on one
outstanding violation. We signed 26 Demolition Permits, which is more than double from last
year. The Commission conducted site walks for each permit application and violation so we
could see and better understand the sites and circumstances. In addition, our Conservation
Coordinator was in the office each week to help residents with Town and State applications, and
to answer questions about our Wetlands Ordinances.
The Commission proposed four Warrant Articles in 2015. The first provided clarification
and improved organization of existing Wetlands Conservation District ordinances. The second
article (approved by 1700 – 512) was for the implementation of a 12 ft. primary building setback
from the 50’ wetland buffer edge. This setback provides homeowners with reasonable space
between their dwelling and the buffer to have accessory structures such as sheds, patios or decks.
The third article (approved 1902 – 512) requested $10,000 to help replenish the Conservation
Land Fund. This fund is used to acquire, maintain, improve, and protect open spaces and
conservation easements. The fourth Warrant Article (approved 1837 – 504) established a Town
Forest in accordance with RSA 31:110 from land currently owned by the Town in the area
known as “Twelve Shares”.
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Lastly, a citizen petitioned Warrant Article (approved 1509 – 848) to raise and appropriate
$90,000 to rebuild the collapsed Ice Pond dam. The Commission is truly grateful for the Town’s
support of these important Warrant Articles.
The Commission recommended that the Board of Selectmen accept the following parcels as
Town-owned conservation land: salt marsh parcel (Map 201 Lot 3; 3.0 acres) from Eleanor
Woodman and Meadow Pond parcel (Map 181 Lot 30; 2.5 acres) from the children of Barbara
Slamin. The Commission was also able to finalize the donation of a parcel near the Hurd and
Batchelder Farms (Map 102 Lot 1-C, 32 acres) which PSNH offered as mitigation for work on
the Timber Swamp substation. The Commission is very thankful for every land donation as it
helps us to continue our mission to preserve open space.
The Commission was extremely pleased to review and support three Eagle Scout projects
this year. Lucas Sexton replaced the old wooden footbridge at the Batchelder Pond with a larger,
safer, and handicap accessible bridge.
Charlie Gasperoni is well underway with his
project that involves building a kiosk at the entrance
to White’s Lane, reclaiming Warren’s Trail located
near the Victory Garden, and adding additional
signage and trail markers. This was a particularly
exciting project as the area was recently designated as
our Town Forest.

New Wooden Bridge at Batchelder Pond

Jordan Causer has proposed to replace the old and
worn benches around Batchelder pond with new
thermoplastic benches, a thermoplastic picnic table,
and to erect a granite Batchelder Pond engraved sign.

We were impressed with each Eagle Scout’s work because of their maturity and ability to
organize, design, and execute these projects that are a great benefit of our Town.
The Commission held its fifth annual rain barrel auction with support from Aquarion Water
Company, Wicked Awesome Paint & Wallpaper and Wayne’s Auto Body. Art teacher Donna
Boardman’s eighth grade artists at Hampton Academy designed and painted the rain barrels.
The rain barrels were featured in a silent auction at the Town Offices during the Hampton
Garden Club’s Plant Sale in May. The rain barrels attracted a lot of attention for their creativity
and colorful artwork, and all eight have found new homes. The proceeds of the auction will be
used to promote and install green infrastructure features such as rain barrels and rain gardens.
We are very excited to share that the first annual Soak up the Rain Hampton – Rain Garden
Cost-Share grant was a great success. The objective of the program is to help property owners
understand how relatively minor changes in how they manage storm water runoff on their
property can have a big impact on the amount of pollution that runs from those properties to
the town’s water resources. Early this spring, the Commission held two rain garden information
and design workshops where property owners were invited to apply for the cost share grant for
installing a rain garden on their property.
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Two grants were awarded, and the Commission
and the NHDES Soak up the Rain team worked with
the property owners to design and install a rain garden.
The property owners helped provide volunteers for the
installation were responsible for 25 percent of the cost
of materials (up to $50) and agreed to maintain their
rain garden for a minimum of five years. This year’s
installations are located on Mill Road and Little River
Road. Next spring, Soak up the Rain Hampton will
launch the 2016 cost-share rain garden program. For
more information on Soak up the Rain New
Hampshire, please visit http://soaknh.org

Rain Garden Installation

The Commission is extremely grateful for the support we receive from the Town. Our
commissioners (your neighbors) work hard to ensure that property owners and the Town’s rights
are protected, and to give owners the ability to improve their properties while protecting some
of Hampton’s most valuable and fragile resources. With the Town’s support, we have acquired
Conservation Easements on some of our historic and valuable properties, and are very pleased
that those parcels will be protected forever on behalf of the Town and its residents. We remain
committed to working on your behalf to protect Hampton’s water resources, open spaces, and
wildlife and aquatic habitats.
Hampton Victory Garden
Mother Nature was slow in warming the ground enough to plant this year and a cool rainy
June delayed the growing season but once the sun came out and summer arrived the Victory
Garden was quick to catch up. This year proved to be our best one yet for our produce donation
program.
We are hoping to expand the program next summer
with the inclusion of area churches. Progress towards the
expansion of the garden continued throughout the
summer with a fundraiser to fund the expenses and a
"fence raising" party to enclose the new gardens and install
the water lines. Once again, Hampton Public Works came
to our aid and dug the trench needed to install the water
line. We are now ready to offer 10 additional gardens to
Hampton residents in the spring of 2016.
The Hampton Victory Garden is a Community
garden located on Barbour Road. Individual plots are
leased out for a minimal charge to any Hampton resident
interested. For more information contact: Cindy Willis at
hamptonvictorygarden@gmail.com
Respectfully submitted,
Jay Diener, Chairman
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Report of the Energy Committee
The Town’s contracts with Integrys (Constellation) for the supply of electric power expired
in September. In July and August, HEC worked with Titan Energy to develop a renewal contract.
The result was an electric rate, which will be fixed until November 2016.
The entire year was devoted to the development of a project to bring solar power into the
Town to supply electric service to the municipal accounts. A Request for Proposal started in
August 2014 was finalized and issued to several solar developers in early March.
This RFP was for a small system devoted to supporting the Waste Water Treatment Plant.
The Town did not receive any proposals by the due date of mid-April. Discussions with
developers revealed that the small size of the system, as well as the Town’s current low electric
rates, resulted in a proposal that was not a viable investment for a developer to undertake a
Power Purchase Agreement (PPA).
Under a PPA, the developer designs, installs, owns, operates, and maintains the solar system.
There is no investment by the Town, which pays the developer a utility rate when the system is
operational. Under the concept of net metering, if the solar system produces, and delivers to
the electric grid, more energy than is used, the Town receives a credit.
In June, NH Solar Garden Inc. introduced the Committee to the concept of Group Net
Metering, which had recently been introduced into the law in New Hampshire. An RFP was
developed to require proposers to install a solar system large enough to support all of the Towns
electric accounts, to locate the system on the Landfill area, to employ a Power Purchase
Agreement, and employ Group Net Metering. The RFP was issued to six solar developers.
On 12 August, two proposals were received, one from Solar City Inc. and one from NH
Solar Garden LLC. Both proposals were written to develop a 2.4 Megawatt system split into two
arrays of panels. Technical portions were evaluated, financial projections were evaluated, and
both companies were vetted and references gathered. Both proposals were for a twenty-year term
and employed a PPA and a vehicle for employing Group Net Metering.
The Committee unanimously selected Solar City as our developer of choice. Solar City is
the number one solar developer in the US. This project as proposed provides an opportunity
for the Town to reduce the costs of electricity and save over $1.5 Million over 20 years, gain tax
revenue on land not currently in use, and create jobs
At a meeting with the Town Manager, Director of Public Works, HEC Chair and Solar City
Business Development Manager, it was agreed to go forward with the project and prepare a
presentation to the Board of Selectmen. The Town Manager did state that the BOS could only
approve a 5-year lease of the land therefore a warrant article would be required to receive the
voters’ approval to authorize a lease of twenty years.
A draft warrant article was submitted to the Manager’s office on 20 October asking the voters
to approve a 20-year lease of a portion of the land fill property and a presentation was made to
the BOS on 16 November. The Town Manager asked several questions and raised some
concerns, all of which were answered within a few days.
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At this point, the Energy Committees work on this project is complete and their further
efforts on it were cancelled. The Town Manager and Counsel have the responsibility to negotiate
a contract with Solar City and put forward the warrant article for the 2016 ballot.
We must point out that all Solar Developers rely on the 30% Solar Incentive Tax Credit in
order to ensure that a Power Purchase Agreement is a valid financial investment. By years end,
the SITC was extended five years by the US Congress.
Respectively submitted for the Committee,
Dick Desrosiers, Chairman
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Report of the Hampton Beach Area Commission
Introduction
The Hampton Beach Area Commission (HBAC) was established in June 2003 by the New
Hampshire legislature under RSA 216-J:1–J:5 to assist in the implementation of the Hampton
Beach Area Master Plan. Its duties include consultation and advice to the town and to state
agencies to accomplish the goals set out in the 50-year plan.
The HBAC is comprised of representatives of all major stakeholders in the Hampton Beach
area. There are two members each from the Town of Hampton and the Hampton Beach Village
District, and one member each from the Hampton Area Chamber of Commerce, the
Rockingham Planning Commission, the NH Department of Resources and Economic
Development (DRED), The NH Department of Transportation (NHDOT) and one member as
a Commissioner At Large.
Members of the Commission as of December 2015 were:
Name
Rick Griffin
John Nyhan
Chuck Rage
Robert Ladd
Robert Preston
Fran McMahon
Bill Watson
Dean Merrill
Michael Housman

Representing
Town of Hampton
Town of Hampton
Hampton Beach Village District
Hampton Beach Village District
Hampton Area Chamber of Commerce
Rockingham Planning Commission
Department of Transportation
Commissioner At Large
Department of Resources and Economic
Development

During the past year, the Commission’s officers were as follows:
John Nyhan - Chairman
Bill Watson - Vice Chairman
Michael Housman - Secretary/Treasurer
In November, Commissioner Nyhan representing the Town was re-appointed for another
three Years, Commissioner Merrill (Commissioner at Large) was re-appointed for another year
and Robert Ladd was appointed as a new Commissioner representing the Hampton Beach
Village District replacing Richard Reniere who served on the Commission for two years. Ms.
Anne Marchand continues to be the administrative assistant for the Commission and is paid
through the HBAC fund set up through DRED.
Background and History
During its first year (2003-2004) the Commission conducted a series of “Visioning
Workshops” to develop concepts for economic development, zoning, parking, pedestrian and
traffic flow needs, and future development potential. The product of these sessions provided
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the basis of design for the $12 million infrastructure improvement project implemented by the
Town in 2004-2006.
In 2004-2005, the Commission used the conclusions and recommendations of the Visioning
Workshops as the basis for establishing subcommittees in four specific areas: Community
development, beachscape, zoning and redevelopment, and transportation and parking. Each
subcommittee defined the main requirements within its area, and began developing goals and
plans for specific activities. In 2005-2006, the Commission began development of several
specific plans based upon previous work and input received at a public hearing. The majority of
the emphasis was on traffic and parking improvements, and seeking support for replacement of
the existing Hampton River Bridge.
Since 2006, the Commission has continued to work on the above four areas along with
expanding its scope in 2008/2009 to include playing an active role in advocating state funding
for the redevelopment of Hampton Beach State Park and adding grant writing capabilities
whereas the Commission has started to participate with local, regional and state partners in
applying for grants related to Hampton Beach Master Plan. Work during the past year has
included the following:
HBAC & DRED Partnership
During 2015, both HBAC and DRED worked together in looking at ways to improve the
Park properties and the Commission was happy to support projects and initiatives that included
the completion of the reconstruction of the north beach seawall in June, winter snow plowing
of the sidewalks east of Ocean Blvd and new beach equipment the beaches cleaned on a daily
basis. The HBAC also once again this year hosted the two DRED operational public meetings
(Spring & Fall) where local residents were given an opportunity to provide recommendations
and comments related to the beach operations.
HBAC $375K Transportation Grant from US Federal Highway Agency
The Transportation, Community, and System Preservation (TCSP) Program provides
funding for a comprehensive initiative, including planning grants, implementation grants, and
research to investigate and address the relationships between transportation, community, and
system preservation and to identify private sector-based initiatives. The HBAC application
requested funds that would be used to update the transportation section of the Hampton Beach
Master Plan along with assessing the feasibility and costs of additional transportation related
recommendations. In 2012, the HBAC was notified that they were awarded the grant.
2015 Grant Activity:
The Commission along with its partners NHDOT and VHB kicked off early in 2015 the
initial stages of the grant by working together in developing the project scope and project plan.
A significant component during the 2015 was soliciting public input on the existing sections of
the Master Plan regarding transportation and also providing additional input on some initial
recommended changes that impacts road reconstruction, new sidewalk development, drainage,
parking and traffic flow alternatives. The Commission hosted two public and televised public
hearings (June & October) along with meeting with Town Officials to gather input and
additional comments and recommendation. An additional meeting is being planned for January
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2016 with DRED to receive their input especially around the recommendations impacting
Ocean Blvd and parking.
Throughout the year, the Commission continued to monitor the progress of the grant
working very closely with NHDOT in reviewing assigned tasks, the overall budget and the inkind component of the grant. In August, the Commission participated in a partnership with
the Town of Hampton – Hampton Police Department and provided matching funds ($4,000)
towards a demonstration project that focused on monitoring traffic and pedestrian flow along
for major street intersections along Ocean Blvd. The results of this project will be incorporated
in the final findings that the Commission will review at the end of the data collection phase of
the project.
Ocean Blvd Reconstruction Project
The HBAC has been advocating over the past few years to identify the proposed
reconstruction of Ocean Blvd as a NH Transportation priority and have this project placed in
the NH DOT Ten Year Transportation Plan. During 2013, with the cooperation of the
Rockingham County Planning Commission, our local NH legislative officials and Executive
Councilor Chris Sununu, the process was initiated to make that happen.
2014 Update
Through the hard work of Executive Councilor Sununu, the Ocean Blvd Project was
approved and is now within the NH DOT Ten Year Transportation Plan. This is a major win
since it provides more opportunities to apply for federal transportation money needed to fund
the project.
2015 Update
In cooperation with NHDOT and the Town of Hampton along with the hard work of
Executive Councilor Sununu and Senator Nancy Stiles, the Commission advocated for
construction funds to be added to the Ten Year Plan along with the already committed
preliminary engineering design funds ($283,800). In December, the NH Executive Council
along with the Governor approved the earmarking of $5.9 million dollars for re-construction
activities along Ocean Blvd. within the NH Ten Year Transportation Plan. It now goes to both
the NH House and Senate (in 2016) for adoption.
Hampton Beach South Entrance Improvements:
During the summer, the Commission brought together over (14) public and private groups
to brainstorm on how we could improve the entrance area just north of the Seabrook/Hampton
bridge. The group identified a number of recommendations that were then broken down into
both short and long-term recommendations impacting 1) the roadway/crosswalks/signage, 2)
the entrance into the State park, 3) the land just west of Rte. 1A – feasibility of turning it into a
visitor’s park and 4) re-visiting a visitor’s center within the State Park. All recommendations will
be reviewed by the Commission in 2016.
HBAC Continued to work on Economic Development Strategies
The Hampton Beach Area Commission continued to work with new and existing business
owners on development plans that consisted of new and/or redeveloped properties that included
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both retail and commercial. This strategy is consistent to the original recommendations made
by the authors of the Hampton Beach Master Plan.
Recommended Projects/Initiatives
At the end of last year, it was recommended by the full Commission that we would work on
the following projects and initiatives in 2016:
1. To continue the efforts between the Town, the Hampton Beach Village District and
different State Agencies on establishing a ways how the State and local Community can
work together on issues relating to Hampton Beach and its master plan. Commissioner
Watson (DOT) will be the project leader.
2. To continue our efforts implementing the required tasks associated with the HBAC
Transportation Grant.
3. To continue to seek federal funding for Hampton Beach improvement initiatives
including funding that will supported the existing committed funds regarding
transportation. Commissioner Nyhan will be the project leader.
4. Zoning – continue to work with town officials with zoning ordinances that would be
consistent to the beach master plan.
5. To review and consider all recommendations provided many local groups on how to
improve the south entrance of Hampton Beach.
On behalf of the entire Hampton Beach Area Commission, I would like to express thanks
to the entire Hampton NH Legislative Delegation and Executive Counselor Chris Sununu,
Hampton Town Officials, Governor Maggie Hassan and various State Officials, the Hampton
Beach Village District Commissioners and the Hampton Beach Business Community for their
interest, support and assistance on various HBAC projects and efforts.
Respectfully submitted,
John Nyhan, Chairman
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Report of the Hampton Beach Village District
This year’s entertainment series began over the Memorial Day weekend. In the beginning
of June the Winnacunnet Band and Chorale group performed for a second year, and the
Hampton Community Band also played later in the summer.
The entertainment continued throughout the summer with new and familiar bands bringing
crowds every night to the Seashell Stage area. For the second year in a row, the Reminisants
performed on Labor Day evening to a packed audience to end the season.
On June 10th, the sand was poured on the beach to begin the 15th Annual Sand Sculpture
Competition. Two sculptures this year were created in memory of Joe Hurley and Fred Schaake.
This event was a great success, and the sculptures were viewed until July 5th. The Monday Night
Movies began on July 6th to record crowds, and the number of families who enjoy these movies
has grown each year. On July 25th and 26th, the Hampton Beach Pageants were held, and many
came to view this longtime tradition.
The week of August 17th was Children’s Week at the beach. The Hampton Area Chamber
of Commerce presented events that were plentiful and varied. Although the rain came on
Friday, a crowd gathered at the stage for awards and prizes. The Continentals played on the
stage, which added to the fun. In addition, children received a copy of the new Hampton Beach
Coloring Book for their participation.
The Hampton Talent Competition from August 28th to August 30th brought exceptional
talent to the Seashell stage this year. Participants from Canada, New York, and the New England
area wowed the audience with their vocal abilities. The volleyball tournaments on the beach
were a welcome addition again, and we extended the season with the Reach the Beach Relay and
the Smuttynose race.
The District sponsored the Blue Ocean Society, as well, and its efforts to educate the public.
The Hampton Beach Village District also provided fireworks every Wednesday, holidays, and
New Year’s Eve, and the playground was open all season.
In spite of the rough winter, the Beautification Committee had another successful year
maintaining the seven garden locations around the beach. Many visitors and residents have
commented on the beautiful displays at these locations. Three new trees were planted in the
Hampton Beach State Park, and a large flowerbed was added at the park entrance. Colorful
flowers were also replanted surrounding the Hampton Beach Village District sign, and other
signs were installed in the many gardens sponsored by the District. The District thanks the nine
members of the Beautification Committee for their hard work and dedication.
In order to help in the ongoing parking situation at the beach, the voters at our March
meeting overwhelmingly supported the purchase of the Clews property on Ashworth Avenue.
Finally, the building was removed and the lot has been cleaned and lighted. Signage is in place
and soon a shed will be added and fencing will be completed.
The Hampton Beach Village District has also become a vehicle to inform residents on issues
of importance. This year we invited multiple speakers to our monthly meetings to share their
knowledge on relevant topics. The Chief of Police, the Fire Chief, and representatives from
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FEMA, the Zoning Board, the Conservation Commission, Board of Selectmen, Town Manager’s
office, the Chairman of the Energy Committee, and the Town Planner were invited. We also
heard from those involved in the fishing interests on the seacoast.
The Hampton Beach Village District will also continue to actively follow the Town’s efforts
to join the Community Rating System.
The Commissioners would like to thank all the employees and volunteers who helped to
contribute to another successful season, and to our businesses for their ongoing support.
Respectfully submitted Hampton Beach Village District Commissioners,
Chuck Rage, Chairman
Maureen Buckley, Commissioner
Robert Ladd, Commissioner
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Report of the Hampton Historical Society and Tuck Museum
Ninety never looked so good!
This year we celebrated our 90th anniversary in fine fashion. We opened our new Collection
and Research Center, installed two special exhibits, continued building renovations, and hosted
one blowout 90th celebration.
The Collection and Research Center (CRC) at 387 Lafayette Road was purchased in late
2014. We spent the winter renovating the facility thanks to Ken Lobdell and Ben and Jason
Moore. The rooms were painted, new HVAC systems were installed, and upgrades were made
to the lighting, kitchen and restroom. The move itself was a huge effort and we were assisted by
Doug Aykroyd, Bill Keating, and Jim Metcalf.
The CRC is open to the public by appointment, but it is in constant use by our staff for
meetings and research projects. The new location has taken a burden off the main museum
space on Park Avenue. There, former storerooms have turned into volunteer offices with work
by Dann Shaw, Ben and Jason Moore and Ken Lobdell. Now the library/meeting room area is
more productive and exhibit space has opened up. We are presenting a fresher look and love it!
Two exhibits were installed this year. The first, researched and created by Cheryl Lassiter,
celebrates ninety years of our organizational history. A full size image of Ira Jones, founder of
the organization, greets visitors as they enter the building. The exhibit is designed decade by
decade, covers the development of the Society, Town, and in some cases ties it into the national
events. The second exhibit called “History Bits” was the work of Kathy McLaughlin. Snippets
of local history from apples to witches along with corresponding objects from the collection were
located at the Library, Town Offices, and throughout our museum buildings. Local artist,
Norma Torti, created a painting to accompany one of the topics and Rich Hureau provided
technical support.
We started a history book club this year thanks to Barbara Tosiano, and hosted the DAR
Silver Tea and the NH Profile Auto League lobster bake. We were on Channel 22 with programs
on the history of the seawall and development of Hampton Beach; as well as spots on NH
Chronicle regarding the trolleys and storms of the seacoast. Marine biologist, Ellen Goethel,
collaborated with us on a tour of the salt marsh. Bill Keating added to our collection of oral
histories. Rusty Bridle assisted with the Fire Museum collection. We also participated in the
annual tree lighting ceremony by handing out homemade cookies; and had an entry in the 2015
Christmas parade.
The Tuck Museum is open year-round because of Elly Beacotte, Candy Stellmach, Rich
Hureau, Diane and Chet Riley, Lisa Grashow, Ben Moore, Linda Metcalf and Lassie, Carol
Keating and Mary Ertl. These volunteers provide tours, collection maintenance and a friendly
face.
Our 14th annual pig roast raised almost $10,000 to benefit the museum. This has become
an anticipated event that about 250 people enjoyed this year. Once again, Dyana Martin chaired
the event while Whit Hansen provided the cooking crew, and Ben Moore organized behind the
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scenes activities. Kate Pratt coordinated the 60 plus volunteers that makes the fundraiser so
successful.
We reached over 2000 children and adults through our 90th celebration, special events,
school programs, casual visitors, researchers, and tour groups. Over 4,000 volunteer hours were
logged in between the Tuck Museum Committee and the Building and Grounds Committee.
Rich Hureau keeps our web site up to date and publishes the newsletter. Cheryl Lassiter and I
maintain the museum blog; Liz Premo represents us on Facebook. Kathy McLaughlin and Karen
Raynes both keep the newspapers abreast of Society happenings. Karen also maintains our
beautiful herb garden while Ben Moore provides landscape support. Candy Stellmach is working
on indexing the High Street Cemetery and she and Rich Hureau have digitized many of our
newspapers and documents and photos. Sammi Moe and Patty O’Keefe provided leadership in
our popular school programs for the seacoast area while Ann Carnaby coordinated adult
programs for 2015.
Hampton Historical Society is an all-volunteer organization and membership is open to
everyone. This year’s new member drive resulted in 91 new members. Membership Chair,
Linda Metcalf, would love to have you join us!
The mission of the Society is to increase public
knowledge and understanding of the history
and cultural heritage of the Town of Hampton
from its earliest inhabitants to the present
generation. Participating in Society activities
is a way to connect with other like-minded
people in this wonderful Community. Come
see for yourself.
Check our website
www.hamptonhistoricalsociety.org
for
information on membership, Tuck Museum
collection, hours of operation and the 2016
program schedule.
Looking West from Lafayette Road to Exeter Road

Betty Moore
Executive Director Tuck Museum/Hampton Historical Society
2015 Trustees – Candice Stellmach President; Mark McFarland Vice President; Ben Moore
Treasurer; Katrin Grant Secretary; Trustees: Rusty Bridle, Robert Dennett, Valerie Giannusa,
Rick Griffin, Rich Hureau, Ken Lobdell, Kathy McLaughlin, Dyana Martin, Linda Metcalf,
Sammi Moe, and Karen Raynes.
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Report of the Highway Safety Committee
By statute, Towns in New Hampshire may establish Highway Safety Committees to review
and sign Federal and State grant applications that the Hampton Police Department applies for
highway safety-related activities.
In Hampton, our Highway Safety Committee was created for this purpose and is charged
with enhancing the safety of our community for residents, motorists, and pedestrians. We are a
committee of volunteers who make recommendations to various town departments in these
areas.
The committee extends its thanks to our Public Safety Departments and the Highway
Department for helping to keep our streets and citizens safe. Our thanks also go to Town
Manager Fred Welch, Assistant Town Manager Jamie Sullivan and Administrative Assistant
Kristina Ostman. We thank the citizens of the Town for their cooperation and contributions
identifying areas of the Town that need safety attention and improvements.
Committee meetings are generally held on the last Monday of the month, at 1:00 PM, second
floor conference room, Town Offices. In 2016, the Highway Safety Committee will continue to
be a forum where Hampton residents have a voice for their highway safety concerns and if
appropriate, a safety concern can be heard at a higher level within the town government.
Residents are encouraged to attend a scheduled meeting and voice their safety concerns.
Respectfully submitted,
Walter L. Kivlan, Chairman
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Report of the Mosquito Control Commission
Weather conditions in 2015 resulted in fewer mosquitoes than we had anticipated, and the
continuous diligent work of the mosquito control crews in testing known breeding sites and
treating those that contained mosquito larvae resulted in very limited mosquito complaints from
residents this year.
The effects of the weather-dependent roadside spraying (adulticiding) can be immediate for
some residents, but cannot be used in areas near open water or wells, and must be turned off
when driving by houses that are on the “No Spray” list. In the long run, since this adulticiding
eliminates many egg-laying adults, all residents do receive some of its benefits. The Commission
believes the intense work of these crews over the last ten years has had a cumulative effect in
helping to reduce the mosquito population.
The State has changed the regulations concerning Mosquito Control Districts, and now
allow up to five members on the Commission. With approval of the Board of Selectmen, there
is now a new member of our group; Timothy O’Connor has been a welcome addition at our
meetings, but there is still room for one more commissioner.
Respectfully submitted,
Ann Kaiser, Chairman
Russ Bernstein, Commissioner
Richard Reniere, Commissioner
Timothy O’Connor, Commissioner
The following is the 2015 year-end report from the Commission’s hired contractor, Dragon
Mosquito Control, Inc., and is included as part of our report to Hampton residents.
Town of Hampton Mosquito Control
The epic winter of 2014-2015 lingered well into April. Snow and cold temperatures delayed
the much-anticipated arrival of spring weather. While winter weather may delay the start of
mosquito season by a week or two, the adult mosquito emergence will catch up once the warmer
temperatures arrive.
In 2015, the first adult mosquitoes hatched by mid-May. The dry summer had a negative
impact on anything that needed water for survival including mosquitoes. Low mosquito
numbers meant fewer samples were sent to the State Lab in Concord for disease testing. Overall,
the mosquito population was down from previous years.
Mosquitoes tested positive for West Nile Virus (WNV) in East Kingston, Manchester and
Keene. A raven in Holderness has tested positive for WNV. One batch of mosquitoes caught
in Newton and one batch in Candia tested positive for Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE) this
season. No human cases were reported in NH this year. Maine reported one human death from
EEE in 2015. Massachusetts had nine human cases of WNV with two deaths and no human
cases of EEE. Nationwide, drought stricken states had little to no EEE activity in 2015. Dry
conditions favor WNV. There were over 1900 human cases of WNV across the country in 2015.
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Adult mosquitoes were monitored at four locations throughout town. Nearly 2300
mosquitoes were collected in light traps, identified to species, and select species were sent to the
State Lab in Concord where they were tested for diseases.
None of the mosquitoes collected in Hampton tested positive for disease in 2015. Dragon
has identified 155 larval mosquito habitats in the Town of Hampton. Crews checked larval
habitats 591 times throughout the season. There were 206 treatments to eliminate mosquito
larvae. In addition, 1465 catch basin treatments were made to combat disease-carrying
mosquitoes. Spraying to control adult mosquitoes was conducted along roadways 26 times last
season.
The proposed 2016 Mosquito Control plan for Hampton includes trapping mosquitoes for
disease testing, sampling wetlands for larval mosquito activity, larviciding where mosquito larvae
are found, efficacy monitoring, spraying along roadways and emergency spraying when a public
health threat exists.
The control program begins in April when mosquito larvae are found in stagnant water such
as red maple and cedar swamps, ditches, and woodland pools. Trapping adult mosquitoes begins
in July. The mosquito control program ends in October when temperatures drop and daylight
diminishes.
Homeowners can reduce the number of mosquitoes in their yard by emptying any outdoor
containers that hold standing water such as buckets, trash barrels, and boats. Tires collect
enough water for mosquitoes to survive. It is also a good idea to change the water in birdbaths
every two or three days.
Residents who do not want their wetlands treated may use our No-Spray Registry online at
www.DragonMosquito.com/No-Spray-Registry or write to Dragon Mosquito Control, P.O. Box
46, Stratham, NH 03885. Be sure to include your name, physical address, phone number, and
a description of your property with boundaries. Otherwise, your property may be treated.
Anyone who submitted a request in 2013 may contact the office to reaffirm your request.
Inquiries may be emailed to info@dragonmosquito.com or call the office at 734-4144. You
may call or email our office for assistance regarding mosquitoes, insecticides or questions about
EEE or WNV. Check out our web site: www.dragonmosquito.com where you can request a
larval survey, sign up for email alerts or follow us on Twitter.
Respectfully submitted,
Sarah MacGregor
President
Dragon Mosquito Control, Inc.
603-734-4144
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Report of the Municipal Budget Committee
The 2015 Hampton Municipal Budget Committee, whose creation and duties are explained
under NH State Law RSA 32:1-:24, was comprised of 12 elected At-Large members, 1
representative from the Board of Selectmen, 1 member from the SAU 90 School Board and 1
member from the Hampton Beach Precinct District. Each At-Large member was elected to a
term of 3 years, while all representative members are appointed from their Boards annually.
Meetings are held on the 3rd Tuesday of every month with a traditional summer hiatus in July &
August. Additional workshop sessions related to the next fiscal year are held from NovemberJanuary. Most members of this Committee also serve on other Committees, such as CIP,
Recreation, and Energy. The result of this service further enhances the Committee’s
understanding of long and short-term budgetary necessities.
In 2015, Warrant Article #48 was passed to reduce the Committee’s 12 at large members to
six through attrition. This attrition will be metered out in the coming years until the reduced
level is reached.
The Goals of the Municipal Budget Committee remain on course:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Minimize impact to the tax rate.
Eliminate both expense excess and duplication.
Recommend necessary, practical, and timely money Warrant Articles.
Focus attention on revenues and the budgetary implementations that drive them.
Recommend to the annual Public Hearings, the Town, School District (SAU 90) and
Precinct Budgets, estimated revenues, and any money Warrant Articles believed to be
crucial and relevant in the coming year.

This year the Budget Committee recommended reducing a number of 2016 proposed
Warrant Articles by accessing existing funds and utilizing some of 2015 year- end surplus rather
than seeking to raise additional taxes.
The Budget Committee also produced a 2016 Municipal Operating Budget of $26,599,431.
This is a $71,338 increase or ($0.034 per $1,000) more than the proposed 2016 Default Budget
of $26,528,092.
This Committee remains dedicated to the oversight of Municipal, School District (SAU 90)
and Village District expenses, and values the circumstances and the opinions of all Hampton
citizens.
Respectfully,
Eileen Latimer
Chairman
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Report of the Planning Board
The Year 2015 was a busy and productive year for the Hampton Planning Board. Jason
Bachand, Town Planner officially completed his first full year of service with the Town of
Hampton. Jason had many large, challenging applications to manage and effectively guided the
Board toward rendering well-informed decisions on each of these. New developments of note
that were approved this year were:
14-26 N Street (Seaglass Shores Condominiums). Construction of a 20-unit
condominium building.
128 Ashworth Avenue. Construction of a 32-unit condominium building.
263 Drakeside Road/Towle Farm Road. Construction of ten single-family residential
condominiums.
86 and 94 Tide Mill Road. Expansion of an existing industrial building.
Proposed developments in the Plan Review Committee (PRC) process as of late 2015 and
anticipated for Public Hearing in 2016 are:
Liberty Lane, 298 Exeter Road (NH Route 27) & Route 101. Construction of a
healthcare facility through redevelopment of the subject lot, including an access drive
and associated parking, utilities, landscaping, and a stormwater management system.
Drakeside Road. Construction of three single-family residential condominiums (across
the street from the 263 Drakeside Road/Towle Farm Road development).
At the March Town Meeting, voters re-elected Planning Board member Tracy Emerick to a
new three-year term. Maurice (Maury) Friedman was elected as well for a three-year term (Maury
sadly passed on March 26, 2015, shortly after being elected as the Town’s newest Planning Board
member). The Town will never forget Maury’s passion for the Town of Hampton; he will be
missed. The Planning Board reorganized thereafter by electing former Chairman, Mark Olson,
for a one-year term. Ann Carnaby was elected from being an alternate to being a full Planning
Board member last year, and this past March was elected to complete a two-year term; said term
to end in 2017. Brendan McNamara was elected Chairman, Francis “Fran” McMahon as ViceChairman, and Ann Carnaby as Clerk. The Board also re-appointed Alternates Anthony Ciolfi
and Thomas Higgins to new three-year terms.
The Board proposed a number of Zoning Ordinance amendments for 2016, which included:
Amend Article III – Use Regulations to add notes cross-referencing the existing Use
Regulations located in other sections of the Zoning Ordinance.
Amend Article III - Use Regulations to add new Section 3.48 regarding Elderly Housing.
Amend Article XV – Elderly Housing Standards to delete the use table (to be relocated
under Article III) and to clarify the existing language.
Amend Article I – General, Sections 1.2 and 1.3 to clarify and improve the existing
language regarding the reconstruction of non-conforming uses, and also the expansion,
alteration, and abandonment of nonconforming uses.
Amend Article I – General, Section 1.6 to modify the definition of “Use Change”.
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Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.5 (Aquifer Protection District Ordinance).
Multiple ordinance changes including but not limited to amending to add definitions
for impervious surface, low impact development, and sanitary protective radius; to
modify site drainage requirements; to modify the prohibited use language regarding
petroleum and other refined petroleum products; to add prohibited use language
regarding activities located within a 400-foot radius of a public drinking water production
well per NHDES requirements; to add residential subdivisions as a conditional use; to
add language regarding monitoring wells in association with conditional uses; and to
require notice to the water company of any application within the district requiring a
public hearing.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.7 Special Provisions (C1 and C2) to add a
sentence, which clarifies, that all proposed development within the contiguous area shall
not result in any permanent impacts to the Wetland Conservation District.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.1 Purposes to include vernal pools in the list of
areas covered by the Wetland Conservation District.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.2 B Definitions – Inland Wetlands-add
examples.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.2 E Definitions – Buffer to add a 100’ buffer
and specify the list of select 1st through 4th Order streams, rivers and their tributaries.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.3 Permitted Uses to add a new section that
covers the permitted uses within the 1st through 4th order streams and their buffers.
Amend Article II – Districts, Section 2.3.4 Use Restrictions and Prohibited Uses (B, D,
and F) to include appropriate references and clarifications with regards to the 1st through
4th order streams and its 100’ buffer.
Amend Article II – Districts, Appendix to include a reference to the accepted scientific
paper that established stream order.
This year, the Planning Board requested that a new Zoning Review Subcommittee be formed
to investigate zoning and land uses in the Exeter Road/Liberty Lane area. This Subcommittee
may also be tasked with reviewing other areas of the Town for 2016. During 2015, the Board
reviewed and approved 6 new subdivisions and 13 site plan applications. The Board also
approved three lot line adjustments and two condominium conversion applications. The Board
heard 18 wetlands permits (previously called “special permit”) applications with one being afterthe-fact. All were approved, with one application still pending. We also approved eight use
change applications, and two parking lot proposals. We heard and approved four requests for
partial impact fee waiver. The 2016-2021 Capital Improvements Program (CIP) was also
developed. It is included in this Annual Report as well.
The Planning Board generally meets on the first and third Wednesdays of each month, with
additional evenings when warranted. The Planning Office (the public’s contact point for the
Planning Board) is generally open from 8:00 am to 5:00 pm, Monday through Friday. We look
forward to working with you in 2016.
Respectfully submitted,
Brendan McNamara
Chairman
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Report of the Capital Improvements Plan Committee
The CIP Committee continued with the process established three years ago with the
objective of changing the CIP from being primarily an administrative plan to a more informative
plan. The CIP Committee includes the following members:
J. Tracy Emerick, Chairman
Philip W. Bean, Selectmen’s Representative
Brian W. Lapham, Budget Committee Representative
Wendell “Sunny” Kravitz, Alternate Budget Committee Representative
Gerald “Jerry” Znoj, SAU 90 Representative
Leslie Lafond, Winnacunnet SAU 21 Representative
William A. Hickey III, Business Administrator, SAU 21
Jason M. Bachand, Town Planner
Amanda Reynolds Cooper, Head Library
Kristi A. Pulliam, Finance Director
Frederick W. Welch, Town Manager
The CIP information of planned purchases is made up of three, separately-governed bodies:
1. Town of Hampton
2. SAU 90 (Hampton Schools)
3. SAU 21 (Winnacunnet High School)
The Committee continued to utilize the previously established guidelines in order to have
as much consistent information as possible. The guidelines are:
1. All projects over $75,000 contemplated for the next six years should be included in
the CIP even if the project does not have complete information and/or a budget.
2. All projects will be scored using a classification system (see below).
3. Projects that do not affect taxes will be included in the report without funds
included in the totals.
4. The subsequent year, in this case 2017 will be the only year considered meaningful
for funding actions.
5. Each body will provide information in a similar format.
6. All projects are posted on the Hampton website in the Planning section.
7. The CIP is a flexible plan due to changing conditions for each governing body, and
as such, the plan will be periodically updated and posted online.
Hampton CIP Project Classification
1. Project Classification #1-- URGENT/FAILURE PROBABLE – Cannot be delayed,
needed immediately for health and safety
2. Project Classification #2--NECESSARY – Needed to maintain basic level and
quality of community service
3. Project Classification #3--DESIRABLE – Needed to improve quality or level of
service
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4. Project Classification #4--TO BE DETERMINED – Needs more research, specifics
and coordination
For coordination purposes, all projects are sequentially numbered on each section starting
with the following number sequence:
Town of Hampton
SAU 90
SAU 21

– 1000
– 4000
– 7000

Projects that are related are identified with the initial project number, with subsequent
executable sections added as a decimal:
Comprehensive Plan
Execution Section One
Execution Section Two

- #1050
- #1050.1
- #1050.2

Following this report is the CIP for the Town of Hampton, Hampton School SAU 90 and
Winnacunnet School SAU 21.
Due to the complexity of posting the CIP report and associated project information, the online availability will be a work in process. A manageable process and user-friendly site is in place.
Respectfully submitted for the Capital Improvements Plan Committee,
Tracy Emerick, PhD
Chairman
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Report of the Financials of the Capital Improvements Plan
Committee
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Report of the Supervisors of the Checklist
Supervisors of the Checklist include any board of registrars or similar body performing the
functions of registering voters and maintaining the voter checklist for the town. The Supervisors
perform their functions under the direction of the Secretary of State and in accordance with
New Hampshire Election Laws (RSA Chapters 39 and 40). The Supervisors determine eligibility
of an applicant to become a registered voter by requiring proof of identity, citizenship, age and
domicile. All decisions to add voters to the checklist are made by a majority vote of the
supervisors. Supervisors are required to be present whenever the voter checklist is used,
including both Town and School District Deliberative Sessions.
Supervisors are Town officers elected by ballot at Town election in accordance with RSA
41:46-a for 6-year terms.
2015 was a quiet year in the 4-year election cycle, with no State or Federal primaries or
General elections taking place. Supervisors oversaw use of the Voter Checklist for the three
deliberative sessions – the Town Session on January 31st, the Hampton School District session
on February and the Winnacunnet School District session on February – as well as the Town
Election on March 10th. In addition, Supervisor sessions were held on several Tuesday evenings
and Saturday mornings to allow Hampton residents to register to vote or change their voter
information outside of normal Town Clerk business hours. This quieter time afforded us the
opportunity to organize and adapt to our new work area in Town Hall.
The Town of Hampton began 2015 with 10,557 registered voters. It ended the year with
13,026 registered voters - an increase of 2,469 voters.
Throughout the year, Supervisors performed ongoing checklist maintenance activities,
including any State system maintenance/modifications requested by the Secretary of State.
2016 will be the busiest year in our 4-year cycle, with the Presidential Primary in February
and the General Elections in the fall, in addition to our local election activity. Activation of
additional State voter identification requirements at the polls may present a challenge. We urge
all of our voters to remember to bring valid photo identification with them to the polls to make
their voting experience speedier and more enjoyable.
The Supervisors wish to thank the Town Clerk and her staff for their diligence, accuracy and
efficiency in registering voters on a day-to-day basis. Our jobs are made so much easier because
of their good work. We would also be at a loss to comply with changing New Hampshire Election
Laws without the support we receive from the Department of State.
Respectively submitted,
Supervisors of the Checklist
Arleen Andreozzi
Barbara Renaud
Jeannine St. Germain
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Report of the Zoning Board of Adjustment
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) welcomed back Norma Collins and Bill O’Brien
who were re-elected by the Town voters to serve another 3-year term. Thereafter, the Board
elected Bryan Provencal as Chairman, Bill O’Brien as Vice Chairman, and Norma Collins as
Clerk. Tom McGuirk and Ed St. Pierre comprised the remainder of the Board.
As in prior years, the Board conducted its meetings on the third Thursday of each month.
At those public hearings, the Board evaluated all petitions that sought relief from the specified
terms of the Town of Hampton Zoning Ordinance on their individual merits and rendered a
decision as established under RSA 672.1. The Board also adjudicated, at those same meetings,
appeals to decisions previously rendered by the Board as well as appeals of administrative
decisions that are within its power to review as set forth in RSA 674:33 and RSA 676:5.
The Board evaluated 52 petitions and adjudicated one appeal in 2015; this is the fourth
consecutive year that the total number of petitions evaluated exceeded fifty.
Recent trends regarding petitions evaluated and appeals adjudicated are shown below:
Board Activity

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Petitions Evaluated

44

Appeals Adjudicated 0

41

55

57

56

52

3

2

4

4

1

The disposition of the 52 petitions evaluated in 2015 are as follows: 22 were granted as
submitted (42 %), 16 were granted with conditions (31 %), four were not granted (8 %), and 10
were withdrawn by the applicants (19 %). It should be noted that in most instances an applicant
is allowed to withdraw a proposal when in their judgment [based upon the Board discussion] it
appears the application may not be approved.
Recent trends regarding petition results are shown below:
Petition Results

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Granted

20

20

26

28

18

22

Granted With Conditions

19

15

17

14

22

16

Not Granted

2

2

2

4

7

4

Withdrawn By Applicant

3

4

10

11

9

10

Total Petitions

44

41

55

57

56

52

All appeals pertaining to Zoning Code or Building Code in the decisions of the Planning
Board or Building Inspector are heard by the Board during the public hearing session of the
meeting while all appeals pertaining to Zoning Board of Adjustment decisions are decided by
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the Board during the business session without public input. This year, one Zoning Board appeal
was adjudicated by the Board and it was approved for rehearing.
Recent trends regarding appeal results are shown below:
Appeal Results 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Granted

0

2

1

1

0

1

Not Granted

0

1

1

3

4

0

Total Appeals

0

3

2

4

4

1

There were no appeal decisions rendered by the Board in 2015 that were formally challenged
by the petitioners and heard by the Superior Court.
Recent trends regarding Superior Court case results are shown below:
Court Case Results

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

ZBA Position Upheld

1

0

1

0

2

0

Petitioner Position Upheld 0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Court Cases

0

1

0

2

0

1

As in the past, the combined expertise and personal experiences of all Board members has
continued to ensure that every petition and appeal is adequately vented and an informed
decision rendered by the Board that is in conformance with the RSA’s and in the best interests
of the Town of Hampton, its residents, as well as the petitioner.
Respectfully submitted for the Board,
Bill O’Brien
Vice Chairman
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The Hampton Town Seal

The present Town Seal first appeared on the Town Report for the (fiscal) year ending January
31, 1938. According to the “Official Pictorial Magazine” of the Town's Tercentenary (1938), the
Selectmen were authorized to adopt the official seal. Chosen was one designed by Mrs. Hazle
Leavitt Smith of Wollaston, Massachusetts, daughter of Mr. & Mrs. Irvin E. Leavitt of Hampton.
Mrs. Smith, who also created the Historical Map for Hampton's 300th Anniversary celebration,
was graduated from Hampton Academy and High School with the Class of 1913. Alzena Elliot,
sister of the late Mrs. Smith, resides on Dearborn Avenue.
Within the circular seal are numerous heraldic devices similar to those used in the England
of feudal times and developed in more elaboration during the Middle Ages. Mrs. Smith drew
into her creation a coat-of-arms used to identify families and towns, and eventually institutions.
The most important part of the arms, depicted on the shield, is nearly identical to that of the
City of Southampton, England. Many of Hampton's first European settlers were originally from
the Southampton area. That city is a large commercial seaport on the south coast (English
Channel) near the Royal Navy base at Portsmouth. Southampton is the county seat of
Hampshire (or "Hants"). Southampton's incorporation as a town dates back to the late 12th
Century. Southampton's arms are also divided in halves horizontally with three Tudor roses,
two over one. In England, still, "borrowing" the official, Royal Government registered arms of a
family, school, or municipality is against the law.
Mrs. Smith opted not to place opposing “supporters” attached to each side of the shield.
Instead, she put scenes of Hampton in a background display as if the shield and its helm/crest
were superimposed over prominent scenes of the 19th Century. At the viewer's left is Great
Boar's Head with a large building, probably the first hotel built (1819) on Boar's Head. “The
Winnisimmet” or “Winnicumet,” according to Randall's “Hampton, A Century of Town and
Beach” (1989). The smaller building beside it could be the first house there, built in 1806 by
Daniel Lamprey. According to Randall's, the home was operated as a small inn by 1812.
The scene on the right is a meandering Hampton River through the marsh with haystacks
mounded on wooden staddles awaiting transport by local farmers. Saltmarsh hay sustained the
relatively large number of cattle here for nearly 300 years. For instance, the 1840 Federal Census
recorded 807 head of cattle and 1,320 people.
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Mrs. Smith did place one scene, the 1852 Hampton Academy building, as both the crest and
the helm resting on top of the shield itself. The private Hampton Academy “Proprietary School
in Hampton” was incorporated by the General Court with the concurrence of Gov. John
Langdon (of Revolutionary War fame) on June 16, 1810. The first building, on Meeting House
Green (later called Academy Green), accepted students in the middle and high school grades.
Several famous men of the 19th Century prepared for college there. After an 1851 fire, the 1852
building was raised on Academy Green. In January 1883 eighty pair of oxen and ten pair of
team horses pulled, via cables, the two-and-a-half story building on tree skids through the snow
across Ring Swamp to a location (later Academy Avenue) near the Town Hall. It opened as
“Hampton Academy and High School” in 1885, graduating its first “High School” class in 1887.
Under a Special Act of the Legislature in 1872, the Town of Hampton was permitted to raise
tuition for the private school by way of property taxes. In 1939-1940, the Hampton School
District constructed a redbrick high school next to the old wooden Academy building. The
private school was no more and the building was razed in 1940. Its old bell, cast in 1852 by
Henry N. Hooper & Co., Boston, is emplaced in front of the new building, now the Hampton
Academy Junior High School. The large wooden ball that topped the steeple, along with a
banner, photo, and records, can be found at Tuck Museum next to the original Academy lot,
which has a bronze tablet (on a stone) which was installed for the Academy's Centennial in 1910.
In placing the Academy building in such a prominent position on the seal, Mrs. Smith was
reflecting the importance (and rarity) of having an institution of secondary education located in
town. In the seal, the Academy with its belfry and steeple is in the position of the helm,
representing an English knight’s armorial helmet, surmounted by the crest, representing the
knight's traditional insignia of identification. Mrs. Smith considered the long-existing Academy
building as the edifice that identified Hampton. By its placement as the crest, or crown, in the
highest prominence of the heraldic device with the steeple even invading “Hampton” in the
outer inscription, she was also symbolizing the Importance of education in our Town’s history.
Indeed, the Town had established the first school funded by taxation in what is now the State
of New Hampshire. At a Town Meeting in April 1649, it was voted to hire John Legat to teach
“both mayles and femailes (which are capable of learning) to write and read and cast accounts.”
The school opened in late May.
The trees accompanying the Academy are evergreens, apparently spruces, which are of the
conifer species. If the Town had an official tree, it most likely would be a conifer, nearly all of
which are evergreens. We are told that the Indian name for our area was “Winnacunnet,”
interpreted to mean "Beautiful Place of the Pines" or "Pleasant Place in the Pines.” Those Native
Americans probably included all evergreens with cones as a general classification. Below the
shield, in the place for the motto (which, like Southampton, the Town does not have), is the
early name of this area “Winnacunnet.” This spelling has been standardized since 1938 and
further cemented with the naming of the new high-school district, Winnacunnet Cooperative
School District, in 1958. Dow's “History of Hampton, New Hampshire” (1893) also preferred
that spelling. In the earliest Town Records of 1639, the first clerk wrote it as “Winnicumet,”
probably reflecting what he thought to be the English phonetic equivalent of the Indian spoken
language. “Winnacunnet Plantation” was the original name of the first permanent European
settlement herein the fall of 1638. The next spring, the General Court of Massachusetts Bay
Colony in Boston upgraded the settlement to town status: Town of Winnacunnet. June 7, 1639,
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is therefore considered the incorporation date as a self-governing town. By fall, the leader of the
religious settlement, Rev. Stephen Bachiler, requested the name change to "Hampton," a
reflection of his roots in England. The First Congregational Church of Hampton is Rev.
Bachiler's church, the oldest continuous religious society in the State, and one of the oldest in
the country.
The black-on-white Town Seal was colorized the first year for the cover of the 1938
Tercentenary Magazine. A watercolor by George K. Ross shows a blond Puritan shaking hands
with a Native American on the tidal marsh with the new seal between them. Orange and purple
are the predominant colors of the seal and its rim, with a blue sky and three red roses. The
bottom of the shield is purple, as is an outer circular rim. The top of the shield has a white
background. The river and Boar's Head are orange. In the Southampton seal, the bottom of
the shield is wine red with a white rose; the two roses on top are red on a white or silver
background. They are Tudor Roses. Tudor monarchs reigned England for 118 years until the
death of Elizabeth I and the establishment of Great Britain under James I of the House of Stuart
in 1603. The House of Tudor was formed out of the House of Lancaster (whose family badge
was a red rose) and the House of York (white rose) as the aftermath of the War of the Roses for
the throne in the 1400s. This writer speculates the symbolism to be: the red roses (Lancaster)
won over the white rose (York). The Lancastrians won with the help of Henry Tudor, who
ascended the throne as Henry VII after the York King Richard Ill was slain in battle. Henry then
married the slain king's niece and the houses were joined. In Mrs. Smith's seal the roses are
white (not dark) - but of a Tudor rosette design.
In 1975, the Town's American Revolution Bicentennial Committee commissioned artist
Steven Read of North Hampton to sculpt a relief of the Town Seal as its gift to the Town for the
Town Office Building, which was enlarged that year. Nearly two feet in diameter, it was
presented during the ceremonies on the Fourth of July in 1976, and hangs near the Town Clerk's
office. The colors are more natural than those used in the 1938 watercolor. Some orange (or
orange-gold) is retained but the purple is not.
The colors of the Town Seal were defined via a vote of the 1977 Annual Town Meeting that
adopted the newly manufactured Town Flag with seal as the official Town Flag. The flag, with
colored seal on a blue field, was custom-made under an appropriation of Federal Revenue
Sharing Funds by the March 1975 Town Meeting. The Board of Selectmen, at the request of
Selectman Ashton J. Norton, had sought the appropriation to acquire a Town and U.S.
ceremonial flag set for the Bicentennial. The colors of the seal are normal: a blue river (not
orange) and ocean (not light green); a silver (not orange) background area behind the shield's
lower half; a lot of gold and yellow. Silver and gold are the two heraldic “metals”. All three
roses are red. Some of the drawn details differ from Mrs. Smith's seal. The three haystacks are
all on the same bank of Hampton River; there is just one building (small) on Boar' Head and it's
farther up the point; the spruce trees look like a deciduous leaf-bearing tree (that would not be
“forever green”).
The Town Flag with the Town Seal is displayed in the Selectmen's Meeting Room at the
Town Offices. (The preceding explanation and analysis by former Selectman Art Moody 19911997.)
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Town Report Cover Stories
Town Hall Was Once a Church
The Hampton Town Hall shown on the covers of this report was originally the fifth
meetinghouse of the Congregational Society built in 1797. It became the Town Hall in 1843
when the present Congregational church was built across the street.
The Town used the Church “as is” until the 1860s when renovations were necessary – and
controversy resulted. The debate was whether or not to spend $3,000 on badly needed repairs
and painting. The Hamptons Union reported:
“An outburst of eloquent and pathetic pleading for preserving the venerable and sacred
building [by remodeling and refurnishing it for a dance hall and eating saloon] as a memorial
tribute to the faith and piety of the Puritan fathers!” The repairs included building a tower,
containing stairs and the bell, in the front of the building, remodeling the second floor with two
anterooms and a stage, laying a new hardwood floor on top of the existing floor, plastering,
painting, and repairing windows where necessary, building a new chimney, leveling the main
floor and erecting new partitions to make space for the Library and the Selectmen's room, and
painting the exterior. At a special meeting in June, contractor Samuel W. Dearborn was hired
to complete the work that had not been finished by a low bidder from Epping.
Town Hall was where dances, plays and Town meetings were held. But the building was not
electrified until 1905, even though electricity was available in 1898 with the establishment of
the Trolley. At Town meetings, the vote that would authorize the expense to electrify the
building would fail. The women of Hampton took matters in their own hands and held whist
parties to raise money for electric lights. In 1905, the Town finally voted $150 toward the wiring
of Town Hall, and that year’s graduating class was one of the first groups to use the modernized
auditorium, which seated 350 people.
In 1944, the building was renovated again with an addition to the front. Tragically, the
building burned in 1949.
Town Hall Destroyed by Fire

Toppling of the Tower.
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On March 19, 1949, a major fire
destroyed the Town Hall. A neighbor
was awakened by a blast and reported
that she saw the front doors blown
open and flames on the west side of
the building. Firemen fought the blaze
for 4- 6 hours at temperatures 10
degrees above zero with a biting
northeast wind. Town records were in
the fireproof vault, but the firemen
were unable to reach them because of
the intense heat. Fortunately, no one
was hurt.
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There had been a dance in the
Hall the night before, and it was
believed a faulty furnace caused the
fire. The total loss was well over a
$75,000.
The building was replaced with
a 20’ x 20’ “temporary” structure
that was built around the old vault;
and remained in use for some 50
years until the present Town Offices
was purchased in 1999.
All That Remains is the Sign

Toppling of the Tower. “Temporary” structure to the right of the
Building.

Luckily, Marshall Holman was at the right place at the right time. He happened to be taking
trash to the dump the day the Town was doing a municipal burn of all the ruins from the Town
Hall fire site. His son, John, recounted that his father noticed the sign just inches away from
the flames. Marshall rescued the sign, took it home and put it in his barn. John, found the
historic sign years later. It is now on display at the Tuck Museum.
The Road of Many Names
Today the road that takes us past the Town Offices, the Lane Memorial Library and the Fire
Station is known as Winnacunnet Rd. The name Winnacunnet was given to the area by the
Native Americans and means “Place of the Beautiful Pines”. It was also the name of the first
English settlement here in 1638. The name was changed to Hampton in 1639 by the
Massachusetts General Council at the request of Founder and Minister Stephen Bachiler.
The early settlers called the road “Beach Road”, and it was nothing more than a dirt road
that went down to “Low Beach” just north of Great Boar’s Head. In the 1911 Town Directory,
it was referred to as “Winnacummet Road” and that morphed into the name we know today.
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Historical Town Boundary Markers
BOUND ROCK (Marker Number: 120) Hampton 1978
This rock, originally in the middle of the Hampton River, indicated the start of the boundary
line surveyed by Capt. Nicholas Shapley and marked by him "AD 1657-HB and SH" to determine
the line between Hampton and Salisbury, Massachusetts, HB meaning Hampton Bound and
SH, Shapley's mark. Lost for many decades due to the shifting of the river's mouth, the original
course of the river and the Bound Rock were rediscovered in 1937. This historically important
boulder, still serving as a boundary marker between Hampton and Seabrook, was enclosed by
the State of New Hampshire that same year.
To get to the Bound Rock, take NH 1-A south, toward Seabrook. Take the first left past the
bridge over the Hampton Harbor Inlet, which is Eisenhower Street; turn right onto Portsmouth
Street, then left onto Woodstock Street.
This marker was erected in cooperation with the Town of Hampton.
FIRST PUBLIC SCHOOL (Marker Number: 28) Hampton 1965
In New Hampshire, supported by taxation, the first public school opened in Hampton on
May 31, 1649. It was presided over by John Legat for the education of both sexes. The sole
qualification for admission of the pupils was that they be "capable of learning."
Located on the front lawn of the Centre School, at the intersection of Towle Avenue and
Winnacunnet Road (NH 101-E).
OLD LANDING ROAD (Marker Number: 119) Hampton 1977
This was the first roadway from the ancient landing on Hampton River taken on October
14, 1638, by Rev. Stephen Bachiler and his small band of followers, when they made the first
settlement of Hampton, originally named Winnacunnet Plantation. For the next 160 years, this
area was the center of the Town's activity. During that period and into the Town's third century,
Landing Road provided access for fishing, salt marsh haying, mercantile importing and
exporting, and transportation needs of a prospering Community.
Located east of US 1, at the corner of Park Avenue and Landing Road, near Winnacunnet
High School.
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Eunice (Goody) Cole
Annual Town Meeting March 8, 1938
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following resolution:
Resolved: that we, the citizens of the town of Hampton in town meeting assembled do hereby
declare that we believe that Eunice (Goody) Cole was unjustly accused of witchcraft and of
familiarity with the devil in the seventeenth century, and we do hereby restore to the said Eunice
(Goody) Cole her rightful place as a citizen of the town of Hampton.
Be it further resolved: that at such time as the Selectmen shall elect during the Tercentenary
of the town of Hampton, appropriate and fitting ceremonies shall be held to carry out the
purposes of this resolution by publicly burning certified copies of all official documents relating
to the false accusations against Eunice (Goody) Cole, and that the burned documents together
with soil from the reputed last resting places and from the site of the home of Eunice (Goody)
Cole be gathered in an urn and reverently placed in the ground at such place in the Town of
Hampton as the Selectmen shall designate.
Article 16 of the warrant of the Annual Town Meeting of March 8, 1938 was moved,
seconded, and voted in the affirmative.
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Jane Means Appleton Pierce

Jane Means Appleton Pierce was born in Hampton, New Hampshire on March 12, 1806
and died in Andover, Massachusetts on December 2, 1863. She was the wife of Franklin Pierce,
the 14th President of the United States, and was the 14th First Lady of the United States from
1853 to 1857.
Jane Means Appleton Pierce is buried at Old North Cemetery in Concord, New Hampshire;
her husband was interred beside her in 1869.
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2015 New Employees

Mary Lonergan
Building

Brian Alley
Fire

Ryan Hickey
Fire

Ryan Pitts
Fire

Justin Gaudreault
Police

Michael Correll
Public Works

Fletcher Croteau
Public Works

Jennifer Hale
Public Works

Chris Jacobs
Public Works

David Jones
Public Works

Joshua Nersesian
Public Works

Marissa Correll
Recreation

Kate Gareau
Town Clerk
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Town Communications
The Hampton Board of Selectmen supports a highly accessible government and encourages
community participation.
The Town of Hampton shares information using both traditional and innovative methods
to expand its reach into the Community. The essential need to share government services’
valuable information never changes, however, in order to lower environmental impact and cost,
the avenues for communicating are constantly redesigned.
The Town operates an external website, which is the hub of all digital, town related
information. The Town continues its communication reach into the Community by utilizing
the social media platform, Facebook. Facebook is a useful tool for communicating timely
information such as parking restrictions, cancellations or to announce upcoming Town events.
The Town’s Facebook page has 1,134 Likes since its inception, 293 e-mail newsletters, and 38
voice-messaging users.
For those on the road, the Town also uses digital signs in various locations to communicate
events or other information. Drivers are able to get information about upcoming events, parking
bans, and or emergency notices.
The Town still relies on traditional communications through newspaper, TV and in person
meeting. The Town’s cable channel (Channel 22) remains an important avenue for
communication to Town residents. Channel 22 broadcasts on Comcast cable channel 22, and
runs listings of Town events, programs, and resources for its residents 24/7. Channel 22’s
diverse program includes the airing of Board of Selectmen meetings, Town committee and
commission meetings, school board meetings, school events and encore presentations of special
events.
The Town uses these avenues of communication to inform residents, visitors, and businesses
about Town meetings, events, and services and to actively announce upcoming Town events.
The Town of Hampton is deeply committed to its mission of innovative delivery of services
to its Community. Online services bring convenience and increased accessibility. The Town
offers the following online services for speed and convenience through its website “EB2Gov”
www.town.hamptonnh.gov
Town Clerk
Tax Collector
Assessing
Parks and Recreation
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Vehicle Registration, Plate Renewal, Dog Licensing
Property Tax Payments
Property Values
Recreational Programs and Activities
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Meeting Schedules
All meetings are held at the Hampton Town Offices, if not otherwise noted.
Board of Selectmen - Monday evenings at 7:00PM; in the summer every two weeks
Planning Board - The first and third Wednesday of the month at 7:00PM
Zoning Board of Adjustment - The third and fourth Thursday of the month at 7:00PM
Conservation Commission - The fourth Tuesday of the month at 7:00PM
Municipal Budget Committee - The third Tuesday of the month at 7:00PM
Lane Library Trustees - The third Thursday of the month at the Lane Library at 6:30PM
Hampton Beach Area Commission - The fourth Thursday of the month at 7:00PM.
Hampton Beach Village District Commissioners - The second Wednesday of the month
at the Beach Fire Station at 5:30PM.
Hampton School Board SAU 90 - The second Tuesday of the month at 6:30PM
Recreation Advisory Committee - The fourth Wednesday of the month at 6:30PM
Trustees of Trust Funds - Quarterly on Mondays at 4:00PM
The following boards and/or committees have no regular meeting schedule; rather they meet
as is necessary or required: Cable Advisory Board, Cemetery Trustees, Energy Committee,
Hampton Historical Society, Heritage Commission, Highway Safety Commission, Leased Land
Real Estate Commission, Mosquito Control Committee, Municipal Records Committee, and
the Recycling Education Committee.
All meeting dates are subject to change, please contact the respective board, committee,
commission, society, or trust to confirm the date, time, and location of the meeting.

How to Volunteer
Volunteers are always needed and welcomed!
The Board of Selectmen appoints the volunteer positions in March of each year. If you are
interested in volunteering your time to any of these groups, submit a letter of interest to the
Town Manager. Submission of your interest is not a guarantee of appointment. Your
information will remain on file until the following March, when and if a vacancy arises, the
Board of Selectmen will review all submission requests and appoint the candidate deemed best
for the position.
Elected positions include the Board of Selectmen, Moderator, Tax Collector, Town Clerk,
Treasurer, Municipal Budget Committee, Cemetery Trustees, Lane Library Trustees, Planning
Board, Supervisors of the Checklist, Trustees of the Trust Funds, and the Zoning Board of
Adjustment. The filing period for candidacy opens in in the third week of January of each year,
and interested parties should contact the Town Clerk’s Office at that time to file.
The Planning Board appoints the members of the Capital Improvements Committee, the
alternates to the Zoning Board of Adjustment and to the Planning Board are appointed by the
respective Board.
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Public Notice - Division of Involuntarily Merged Lots
Chapter 206 (HB 316) requires a municipality, upon request of the property owner, to divide
lots that were involuntarily merged prior to September, 18, 2010, subject to certain conditions.
First, the request must be submitted to the governing body prior to December 31, 2016. Second,
if any owner in the chain of title from the date of the involuntary merger abandoned a lot line
or took any other action indicating that the owner regarded the lots as merged, the municipality
is not required to divide the lots. Third, the legislation makes clear that separation of previously
merged lots does not cure any non-conformity with current land use ordinances. Fourth, the
amendment authorizes a municipality to adopt ordinances that provide more generous relief
than the statute. Finally, municipalities must inform the public of this new law by posting a
Notice of Posting in a public place continuously from January 2012 until December 2016.
Publish notice in the Town’s annual reports for years 2011 through 2015.

In Recognition
The Town of Hampton would like to recognize the following Town employees who have
retired from the Town this year. The Town of Hampton has been extremely fortunate to have
such loyal, dedicated, and talented personnel. They will be missed both professionally and as
friends.
Department of Public Works
Michael Keefe, Sewer & Drain Working Foreman – 37 years
Dennis Blain, Public Works Mechanic – 32 years
Keith Noyes, Director – 4 years
Fire Department
Peter Wahl, EMS Officer – 13 years
Matthew Clement, Firefighter – 13 years
The individual reports were written by the Department Heads, and by the Chairman of the
respective Boards, Commissions, Committees, and Trustees.
I would like to recognize the following individuals for their contributions to the 2015
Annual Report.
Front and Back Cover Photos:
Interior Photographs:
Historical Information:
Proofreading:

Hampton Historical Society
Hampton Historical Society, Michelle Kingsley, Lane
Memorial Library, Conservation Commission,
Recreation and Parks, and Katie Gallo
Betty Moore, Hampton Historical Society
Kathleen Doheny and Jamie Sullivan

I wish to recognize all the Department Heads and their staff for their assistance in helping
me prepare this report, and every past report that I have done, thank you all so very much.
Kristina G. Ostman
Administrative Assistant to the Town Manager
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